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Philadelphia
It's not just the city where we go to
school ...
we live, work and play here, too!
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Class of to 10
White Coat Cerelltot1Y - - - October 1, %006

White Coat Ceremon~
Each year, the newest DO Class at
PCOM dons their white coats in a
ceremony that honors their new
dedication to healthcare and their
patients. The Class of 20 10 held
their White Coat Ceremony on
October 7,2006. After hearing about
the meaning of the white coat from
upperclassmen and physician
mentors, they were invited to put on
their coats as Student Physicians.
The class then read the pledge that
they created during Orientation
Week.
Welcome to the PCOM Family,
Class of2010!
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While other miltaty divisions use slogans
such as "jUSt point to what you want dead"
or "tOtal destruction in 30 minutes or the
next one is free," the medical division is
ttying to keep people alive. T he size of
r eOM's militaty community is second only
to the Uniformed Services University. We
currently have a variety of militaty
backgtounds from the "wet behind the ears"
to the 17-year prior sevice special forces guys.
We also have the non-militaty with militaty
family members. Whatever your connection
to the services, it bonds you with some of the
most incredible, interesting people you will
ever meet, and, it is a bond for life.
In today's political climate, it no longer is a
question of "if' we will be sent overseas, but
"when." It takes a special drive to be willing
to give up the securi ty of home life for the
uncertainty of war, for this is the reality each
member of the militaty must accept. Good
luck to all the men and women who serve
this countty. You make us proud!
~ Madeera

PCOM' s Military

Kathpal

IIKiwi is "ot just a fruit to us! II
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In January 2006 , peO M alumna and faculty
member Laurie Spraga, DO, deployed to Iraq.
She arrived home safely Ln May 2006.
Dr. Spraga is a physician in the
Delaware Army National Guard.
She was tasked to the 144th Area
Support Medical Company assigneCl
to taking care of U.s. Soldiers in
southern Iraq near the city of
An Nasariyah.
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We wanted to take this opportunity to thank
everyone for making our five years here so
memorable.
Thank you so much to our attendings, mentors,
& friends: Dr. A. Nicholas, Dr. E. Nicholas, Dr.
Kuchera, Dr. Hobson, Dr. Burns, Dr. Leone, Dr.
Zelles, Dr. Baron, and Dr. Dejoseph.
Thank you to the people who keep us on schedule
in more ways than one: Mary, JoAnn, Madeline,
Eleanor, and Claire.
Thank you to the people that have taught us
most by allowing us the privilege to participate in
their education: the classes of 2006, 2007,
2008,2009, & 2010.
A great big thank you and good luck to all the
other Fellows, we are going to miss you guys.
Thanks for all the memories!
Sincerely,

T-f fJJ

fis the seaso"...

Class of t001 _
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D.O. Oass of 2007 Vision
We, the members of the RnM Oass of 2007,

are a generation facing new challenges...
As osteopathic students and physicians, we will 1l1aintain our persoml and professioml

integrity by honoring all of hLJJllanity and by creating relationships based upon honesty and
1l1utual respect. To do this we will set high expectations for ourselves, but adlllit to our
lilllibtions so that we 1l1ight Iluintain hUlllility. As servants of the COllllllunity, we will
consistently strive to learn and grow.
We will understand our role and uphold our responsibilities both in persoml and in
professional relationships. We will place the UtlllOSt value on trust and relllain hUlllble
with al~ recognize the value of elllpathy and earn the respect of our patients.
It is our responsibility to take an active role in our patients' health and to elllpower thelll
with knowledge. In turn, we will learn and benefit frolll thelll.
We will hold together the cultural bonds of the COllllllunity by granting all patients equal
access to our 1l1edical care and knowledge. We 1l1uSt tolerate and ell1brace the diversity of
our patients. We 1l1uSt be open to all ideas and be non-judglllental while 1l1aintaining
osteopathic principles.
It is our responsibility to nourish one another's educatiom~ professioml and persoml
endeavors. We will appreciate diversity and the integration of values and perspectives.
Accordingly, peers and patients alike will work as a tealll, exchanging knowledge with the
goal of progresSing together as a unified force.
As students and physicians, we are challenged with the responsibility of setving our

patients, COllllllunity, colleagues, falllily and friends. We will strive to consistently provide
quality care characterized by elllpathy and respect while 1l1ainbining our roles as leaders in
the COllllllunity. As leaders, we will be proactive in the business and politics of 1l1edicine.
We w ill be role 1l1odels for the COllllllunity while prollloting the uniqueness aJld credibility
of the osteopathic philosophy.
Philddelphid, PA
50
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PCOM

Dear Colleagues,

There are many periods in life worthy of reflection. The path each of us has taken since
making the commitment to become a physician to the realization of this goal certainly
represents one of those periods.
Recall the moment you found out you were accepted into PC OM, the sublime inheritance
that took place at the white coat ceremony, the permanence of the smell of formalin, and
the first time Dr. Miller interrogated you in the anatomy lab. Remember trying to tread
through the massive wave of knowledge that was Cell and Tissue. After those two
trimesters, there was no stopping you! Looking back now, Dr. Kornberg was a pussycat,
accidentally getting caught in Dr. Fogel' s sights was not so bad, and Dr. Simelaro and
company provided a different perspective on pulmonary medicine along with some much
needed comic relief. Mixed with a little bit of class drama escalated by the notorious
PC OM rumor mill, the time flew by: OMM, Cardiology, Renal, Pulmonary, GI, Ob/Gyn,
Endocrine, Neuro, E-Med, Peds, and then, like running into a brick wall, Step I of the
Boards. But you made it and after a few months of feeling your way around in the dark
as a new third year student, you figured it out and developed into a seasoned, somewhat
weary fourth year student. A few residency interviews, lock it all up in the match, and
we say a sincere thank you and see you later to PCOM. It really is a fond farewell.
Getting to know each of you to varying degrees has given me a deep appreciation of how
each of us experienced medical school in different ways because of personal
circumstances, goals, and opinions. The above recollection is, admittedly, not entirely
representative. What can be said definitively is that we have endured hardships,
celebrated successes, and developed into one of the best classes to be graduated from
PCOM. Go forward, represent the profession, and recall these years fondly.
It has been a pleasure serving as the chairperson of the Class of2007, getting to know the
circumstances and meaning of this experience to many of you and, hopefully. playing a
tiny part in allowing you to make the best of it. Thank you and I sincerely wish each of
you pleasure and success in your professional and personal endeavors!

Sincerely,

~~ ~~~O:Mark I. Lischner, D.O.
Chairperson, Class of 2007

4 17 0 C ITY AV E UE . PHILADEL PHI A

PE NS YLVAN IA
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Mdrcie MJssaro Alisangco, D.O.
Drexel Cllilleris{)" B,S. Biomedical Engineering

Reading, PA

Thank you, Mom and Dad, for the unconditional love
and support throughout my entire life. You helped me
~t to where I am now, and TIl always be grateful for
everything.
Kikibird, Laur and JuJubean, my sisters. You will always
be my best friends. No matter where I am, TIl always be
there for you.
To Jason, my husband: Medical school at PCOM was
the best thing that ever happened to me because that is
where Imet you. Every new place we live will bring
new adventures and challen~s that we will face
together. I love you and look forward to spending the
rest of my life with you.

Erin l<'ristine Anderson, D.O.
Clark C01l1munity College
Unil'ersity of Washingtoll
Temple Ulliversity, B.A. English Literature

Vancouver, WA

Iwant to write something here in my little space that is
distinct from everyone else's words. I want my note of
gratitude to you, mi omor, to be the most tender and the
most sincere. But fin hopelessly inelCX}uent and my note
inadequate. fin in love with you. fin impressed with you.
rm so extremely grateful that fin yours.
My babies have made life rich and made me laugh. Ilove
you, Boise and little Simon. You are both so beautiful and
such good kids.
To my family out in the wild west- thank you for the
frequent flier miles, the free membership into the Anderson
book dub, being fabulous grandparents, and loving me
with all my foibles.
To my family here in Philly- you are true friends,
deserving of my endless gratitude for helping me out of
pinches, having real conversations, and bringing out the
best in me.
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Lori Lynn Angerson-Bedrush, D.O.
Ullil'(!1'si(v ojScrantOll, B.S.

Scranton, PA

My Lord and Saviour: Through you, all things are po&Sible. Thanks for answering
my prayers.
JOE: My rock, husband, confidant, supporter, cheerleader, best fIiend. You pulled
me through my darkest hours and understood me like no other-Thanks for your
patience and understanding. You've made this purney possible. Words can never
express my gratitude. We did it Babe! LOVE YOU!
Isaiah: You're the reason Iarise and why Itook on this challenge. You've grown
into a wonderful young man! fin so proud of you. Thanks for understanding

when mom needed to study. Ilove you more than life!
Mom: I remember you going without and saying, If you don~ want to live like
this, use the gifts God gave you and make something of yourself. Thanks for
your all of your sacrifices and help when I needed you most. Love you!
IXld in heaven: Thanks for inspiring me. Wish you were here. fin a military
doctor! Iknow you'd be proud Love you!
Janelle, Mandy, Kathy: Thanks for always listening and being there when I
needed you most You're thebest! Love you!
Bubs: Your kid sister did it!Love you.
Carrie, Jen, Kevin, Usa, ill: WE DID IT! Love you guys!

AllJn AnyulllbJ, D.O.
Coppin State Ullil)ersi~y, B,S.
Nairobi, Kenya

I would fird like to thank God the almighty for his: love. and
mercy that I was: able to go through thes:e difficult four
years: of medical s:chool and accomplis:h my dream of
becoming a p~ician.
To Dad: Thank yOU for being the example that I needed to
even think of ever purs:uing s:uch a predigious: career. I hope
yOU are proud of me as: you look down to me from heaven.
To Mathe: You have been the key that I need to get the
opportunity to corne to this: great country and even dream
of the chance to get into medical s:chool.
To Tira: Thanks: for believing and truding me with our
future. and s:upporting me through the very day druggles: of
medical s:chool. I love you and are the bed.
To Jordan: Thanks: for reminding me that I am s:ettling the
example to the future generations; and my s:ucces:s:es: are
for my famny. friends: and cornrnunity.
To Famny and friend;;: Is:hrnael. Jodo. Liz. ~Iijah. David
Odanga. Judy Apondi. O;;car. Cliff and famny. Joe and famny.
and all my s:upporting crew. This: is: for you guys:.
To the PCOM Clas:s: of 2007: Congratulations; and lets: go

out there and make a difference

WJhidJ

Azinl~

D.O.

Ullil'eristy of Califorllia - San Diego, B.s.
San Diego, CA

"From the unmanifest Icame,
And pitched my tent, in the Forest of Material existence.
Ipassed through mineral and vegetable kingdoms,
Then my mental equipment carried me into the animal
kingdom;
Having reached there Icrossed beyond it;
Then in the crystal clear shell of human heart
Inursed the drop of self in a Pearl,
And in association with good men
Wandered round the Prayer House,
And having experienced that, crossed beyond it;
Then Itook the rood that leads to Him,
And became a slave at His gate;
Then the duality disappeared
And Ibecame absorbed in Him."
-Pir Of Herat Khwaja Abdullah Ansari
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We continue to ache ·

for your gentle eyes
and gentle smile

Michelle Christine Bc1dorf, D.O.
SusqueiJanna UnilJersity, B.S Biology

Lancaster, PA

To My Family: Icould not be where Iam todaywithout you. You
have given me strength and confidence to realize my dreams. You
have stood by me during myinsecurities and taught me the worth in
alwaystrying mybest. fve learned the importance of dedication by
growing up in such a loving and resilient family. j&j-you bring more
py to my heart than you know. Thank you always.
To My Friends: You all have made my medical school experience so
enpyable. Thank you for the late nights out in Philly, for all of the
laughter you have brought to mylife, and for your extraordinary
friendship. TIl always remember your smiles and support. Best wishes
in reaching your dreams.
To jay: It is so eas; to love you. You make my life less complicated
and more fulfilling. Ihave learned to question moreabout the world,
to be more optimistic, and to enpylife for what it is. Your energy and
passion for what you love is inspiring. Thank you immense~ for your
guidance and support these last years. Looking forward toa Bemese
Mountain DJg!

'-.· n1.~ic~t~~) D.O.

U
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AshJ BJiley, D.O.
Clemson Uniz'ersity, B.S. Biological Sciences
L1fedical Unil'el'sity o/SC, M.S. Clinical Laboratory Sciences

Hartsville, SC

A.s Ilook back over the past few years, Ican see how many
of the events that have ocamed in my life have shaped me
to be not only a gxxi and competent physidan, but even
more, a respectable and virtuous human being. Medical
school has taught me many lessons, but probably one of
the most important things I learned was that Icannot do
this ¥mmey alone. This would be such a lonely place if you
dont have spedal people in your life to share it with. And
therefore, Ihave so many to thank for their support and
sacrifice that has ultimately lead me to realizing my dream
of becoming a physidan. Ithank God for his many
blessings; none of which would be possible without him. I
would like to thank my family for their continuous
support. Myfamily has been such a strong foundation in
my life and without them, Icould not imagine being able
to achieve all of mydreams. Finally, Imust thank all my
friends along this purney. And nowas a new purney
begins, Iknowthat Ican and will conquer all things!
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uurJ Ann BJjar, D.O.
us. Na1JClIAcademy, B.S.
johns Hopkins Unil Jersity, M.A.
Highlands, NJ

CilrJjc and sapphires in the mud
Oat the lx:dded axle-tree.
lhe trilling wire in the bkxxJ
Sin!} b?iow inveterate scars
ApJX!OSing long fOJ[ptten wan:
lhe danfE along the artery
The drcuiation of the lymph
Are figured in the drift of stan:
-IS. Biot
Long stran~ trip doesnt evenbegin tocover it. Thanks to everybody who helrm me along
on this ~lUmey. Mom, you could make a trip to the pm office into an artistic venture.
ful, enemy of fish from Roomer Shools to Cape Coral, someday soon well catch the big
one. Gram B,Gram H,John, Jen, Kirin, Matt, Wlian, Mady, John·John, Kelly, the gmg from
Middletown, thanks for all the suplXlrt and g:xxI times. Villa llimbra and the ConestDgl
Crew, undying gratitude for putting me up, and putting up with me. Here's toa new
~nerotion of Recon Queens? Cheers to the PRPD boathouse. Thirty-seven years, thirtythree countries, eight states, and countin~
You ve [pne to the finest school
AU n'ght Miss Lonely,
But you know youonly
Used to !J2t Juiced in it
Bob Dylan
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Yury SJk, D.O.
laSalle Unil'el'Sity, B.A.

Holland,PA

To Mom and Dad: Thank you for your unwavering support,
your prayers, your sacrifice, and your unconditional love. You
have taken this journey with me and were there for me every
step of the way. No matter what the problem, Iwould and will
continue to look for your guidance and help. You are the best
parents a son could ask for. Ilove you both more than you
would ever realize.
To Irina The KYRA: You are my love, my best friend, my life.
You are my little PIE of life and happiness when Iam not being
a mad scientist. Your outlook on life has never failed to brighten
mydays. Ithank you for every sacrifice you have made for me.
Ihave shared the most meaningful years of my life with you the
best is yet to come.
To Jesse: Work hard little brother. Your dreams will come true.
You have more potential than you can imagine.
To my Friends: It has been a great 4years together. Best of luck
with the rest of your lives and professional careers.

00.
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L1uren EliZJbeth BJker, D.O.
Uniz!ersi(v ofDelaware, B.A. Biology
Philadelphia, PA

Mom: You made me the woman Iam! Iwould not be where Iam
today without you. Thank you for always believing in me and pushing
me to achieve my dreams. You are an inspiration and I love you vert
much!!
Dad: Thank you for always caring about me and for all your support
over the years. Iwould not have been able to handle my finances
without you!
Stephen: Thanks, bro, for the memories and laughter. Iam vert proud
of you. You have developed into a mature man. Remember to believe
in yourself and follow your dreams.
Staceyand Colleen: Icould not ask for better friends. Thank you for
listening to all my stories and giving good advice. We have made so
manymemories together and look forward to many more.
Kevin: Iam so ~ad to have met you. Thank you for becoming a vert
important and wonderful part of my life. Ilook forward to continuing
our life's ~)Urney together. Love you!
PCOM friends: Wemade it!It has been a long four years, but we have
survived and Iwish you all success and happiness in your future
pnnPOvoJ'S
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7\Jevin BJker, D.O.
Westminster College, B.S.
Erie, PA

Idont remember when Iwanted to become a doctor, but its the only
profession IVe really ever considered. However, my {Xll'ents tell me I
wanted to be a trash truck driver when Iwas real young. Interesting,
they are both professions we could not live without. Iwill argue with
anyone that Ihave the best, most supportive family anyone could
ask for. In fact, Ihave two (including my Wife's). Thank you Mom
and Dad, Mamma and Pa Urms, Mike, and Jenna for everything. IVe
never doubted my path thanks to you.
There is one person Iabsolutely could not have done this without,
and thats my wife, Casey. We've been a couple for ten years, grown
up together, moved away from home and started a life together.
Although it was far from easy for you to leave your home and
friends behind, Icant thank you enough for your love and support.
You're happiness is what has always matter most to me, and Iwant
you to know that. This page is dedicated to you.

''MJat you are js Qxfs gift to you;
what you do with yOUISe/! js your gift to God"
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Mltthew SJlllUeL BJfOn, D.O.
<Jt'Ol'ge lVasbillgto1Z Uniliersity, B.S. Biologv
Georgetown utlll'ersi/y, Speciat Master's ofPhysiology and Biopbysics

Abington, PA

I want to thank rn~ farnil~ for believing in rne for
thes;e rnan~ ~ears;. Thanks; to rn~ twin brother. Marc.
for the accornrnodations; on rn~ trips; back to Phill~.
Thanks; to Chris;. who would drive a hundred rniles; if I
could find half an hour to s;hoot hoops;. Thanks; to rn~
Dad for ~our s;upport tirne and tirne again. Thanks; to
rn~ brother. 9.eth. for preparing rne to face and
overcorne challenges;. A ver~ s;pecial thanks; to rn~
in-laws;. Joan and Rex. Youve rnade rne feel at horne
s;ince da~ one. Joan. ~ou s;o effortles;s;I~ rnake
ever~thing around ~ou s;o beautiful. Rex. I arn in awe
of ~our heart and vis;ion. You underdand what
rnakes; a farnil~ work and I arn ver~ happ~ that
Nicholas; will be a part of what ~ouve built. Thank ~ou
to Nicholas; for helping rne underdand that its; about
rnore than jud the job. Ladl~. thank ~ou 9.tac~.
without whorn I s;irnpl~ wouldnt have graduated. The
da~ I rnet ~ou was; the luckied da~ of rn~ life. You
are the rnod thoughtful pers;on I know. You are the
rnod beautiful pers;on I know. Your irnrneas;urable
s:acrifice is; wh~ Irn a ph~s;ician. For rnorn.
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SU5Jn BJfOody, D.O.
King's College, B.S. Biologv and Neuroscience
PCOIvI, Biomedical Sciences Certificate
Wilkes-Carre, PA
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Mom and Dad: Thank you for your love and support, and the
sacrifices you've both made in order for your children to succeed. I
would not be the person Iam today without your encouragement
and motivation. You inspire me everyday, Ifeel blessed to be a part
of such a wonderful family. Ilove you!
Sam, Samantha, and Steven: You are my best friends! Thank you
for keeping me grounded, encouraging me throughout struggle, and
providing countless hours of laughter and happiness. No matter
where our futures may take us, may we forever be united.
Oassmates:
oLord, in Your wisdom and power and love, You heal the sick when
all other help has failed and restore men to life after life itself is
done.
Ipray that You will light our minds with thorough knowledge of
remedies for our patients ills and touch our hearts with deep
compassion for their suffering.
When we stretch out our hands to minister to the sick, let us heal
them with a portion of Your wisdom and Your power.
And when they are not to be healed, let us help them to a deeper
faith and resignation in Your love. Amen.

2r~~'u.o.
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MlLtrJ MlcDomld BJrr, D.O.
Bucknell Unil'el'sity, B.S.
Drexel Hill, PA

My family- Thank you for always being there to help and
support mel and to listen to some pretty gruesome stories!
You helped make these four years a great experience. Ilove
you guys!
Jason- We made it! You've been there with me for all the
worries and all the celebrations. We're going to have a great
time with this new adventure. Miss you; Icant wait to have
my best friend back!
reOM buddies- I've had so much fun with you all these
past four years. Who knew med school could be so
entertaining? Icame to reOM for an education and am
leaving with some great friends and colleagues for life.
Good luck out there!

Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key to
success. Ifyoulove what you are doing you will be
successful.
- AlhPrt "
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BryJn RichJrd BJrrett, D.O.
Mublellberg College, B.S. BiologV
PCDAl, Certificate of Biomedical Sciences
Little Egg Harbor, NJ

MYSEIJ

1have tolive with myself, and ~
I want to be fit for myself to know.
I want to be able, as days gJ by,
Always tolook at myself straight in the eye;

1dont want to stand, with the setting sun
And hote myself for the thing; I've done.
I dont want to keep on a doset shelf
A lot of secrets about myself,
And fool myself, as 1aJme and gJ,
Into thinking that nobody else will know
What kim of man 1really am;
I dont want todress umyself as a sham
I want to gJ out with myhead erKt;
I want to deserve all men's resp:ct;
But here in the struggle for fame and wealth
I want to be able to like myself.
I dont want to look at myself and know
That I'm bluster and blu§ and empty show.
I never ron hide myself from me;
1see what others may never see;
1know what others may never knoW;
I never ron fool myself, and ~
Whatever happens, I want to be
Self·re5!ffling and aJ!OOence-free.

By: Edg>r AGuest
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Erin L. BdStici1s, D.O.
PeJllIsy/lYlllia State Unit'eJ'Sity, B.S. Life Scimces
West Chester, PA

Michael- To the love of my life...and my best friend -Ifeel so
blessed to have you by my side and I look forward to being
together forever. Without your unconditional love and support,
Icould not have made it this far. Ilove you more today than
yesterday and will love you even more tomorrow.
Mom & Dad -Thank you for always believing in me and
enmuraging me to achieve my goals. You have been there for
me every step of the way and Icould not have become the
person Iam today without you. Words can not describe my
appreciation for all your love and support, not only along my
journey through medical school, but throughout my life. Ilove
you both.
Tara -Thanks for always being by my side, as my sister and as
myfriend. Ilook forward to a lifetime of memories together.
'The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their
dreams. -8eanor Roosevelt
/I
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HeJther MJcolllber l3eJuPJrl:lnt, D.O.
TJJe Pellllsylmnia Siale UJliversi~J'. B.S.

Richmondville, NY
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Usey L. Bedder, D.O.
La!:>'cdle Ullil1ersity, B.A. Biology
Wilmington, DE

1r
Mom & Grant Icant begin to thank you enough for your unconditional love & support
over the post 4years. Icouldnt have made it without youl
Dad &Vickie: Thanks for always supporting my dream!
Carrie, Brian, Michael, Kristi, Scott: Thanks for being the best siblings a girl could ask for...!
hope I've made you proud! Hannah & Kayne: Its Dr. Aunt iliIq now!
Terra: You are my bestest and Ilove you so much. You complete me. Thanks for all of
your support and encouragement to follow my dreams! Xoxo...Thick & Thin .. always!
Papo & Nik: Thanks for being the best roommates and friends that Icould ever have
hoped for. Iam so ~ad that KOM brought us together. You have been there for so
manyups and downs and Iwill never forget how you two stood by me.
Eliza & Thomas: Well, Iguess Ihave something to thank CD foUt gave me you two and
for that Iwill be forever grateful! Icant thank you enough for your endless support and
prayers, and for tirelessly listening to me ramble! Lave you always!

Christie: You are good for my soul! Congrats Dr. Hilton!
Lauren: GNOSH! Ilove you like a sister... Congrats!
Drs. Goshow & Mct::ullough: Thank you for giving me the faith to follow mydream! I
hope Ihave made you proud

Nan, Gram, Grammy: Icouldnt have asked for 3better guardian angels; thank you for
your faith & support both here on Earth and in Heaven Icouldnt have done it without
you watching over me!

~ ~)D.o.
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CJrrie-Ann Begmud, D.O.
H00' Famz{v Unil 'e/'si~J', B.A. Biology

Philadelphia, PA

~.~~,i).O .
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JillJn Marie Bellows, D.O.
Michzgan State Ullil'e1-si(r, B.S. Human Biology

Davison, MI

To my family thank you so much for all of your support,
understanding, and bountiful packages, I could not have done it alone.
I love you all.
To my fs I am so lucky to have you as my friends. From West Wilson
to dance parties to u~y sweater parties, three fs are always better than
one!
Henry girls Roommatesm Sarah, Rallo, Menin, and Michelle; these last
two years have been so awesome because of you guys. I will always
have fond memories of being bur~ed, the SEPTA short bus, trips to the
shore, and Big Bertha. To the SUITDglte sixth roommate, Kristen, we
will always have Big AI.

Mr. Michael You are the best. Thank you for your unwavering
support, for taking the time to understand, and for reminding me of
what is really important. Oh, and sorry for all of the colostomy stories
during dinner.
Marisa Anytime you want to take over the world, just let me know.

Agirl should always be two tlllngs: dassy and fabulous.
-Coco Chanel

Johruthon A Berry, D.O.
Campbell Unil'erslY)" B.S. Health Science
Visalia, CA

Grandma: Thank you for all that you have done and continue to do. Iam the
father Iam today bmuse of the example you set for me. Even at a~ 90, your
wisdom and insight is unparalleled. I Love YOll
lXId: I love and ~ YOll Naivety prevented me from seeing the method to
your madness. So, thank you for providing mewith the mental fortitude that
have modeme so successful in life. Iwill see you again one day.
Mom & Art: Ioppredote your unconditionollove and support. Thank you for
the weekend chats and for ~ing a sounding boord when Ineeded darity.
My lXIughters: You two are myreason for ~ing. No matter how tired, weary,
or sick Iam, your smiles make it all dissipate. It is bmuse of you that Iknow
god loves me, for hewould have never given me such two wonderful and
~utiful children if he did not lXIddy loves you!
leff: Well my friend, we have come a long wayfrom the team roomand to
think you ~lieved it could not ~ done. Your friendship has meant the world to
me. Ido not think Icould have mode it through the fir>! two years without YOll
Thanks bra and Iwill see you on the other side.

Lastly, Iwould like to thank those who took a chance on a sin~e father, and
gIve him an opportunity to accomplish his dream
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BhJvJm BhJtmgJr, D.O.
Emory Un il'ersity, B.5.

Belle \'emoI1, PA

The only place where SUcres5 comes before work is in the dictionmy.
-Anonymous
Mom: Luckily for me, Idid not have to look far to find the person I
wanted to be. Thank you for all the opportunities you've given me and
for introducing me to the field of medicine. Ilove you.
Dad: Your endless patience and optimism never ceases to amaze me.
Thank you for alwaysputting myhappiness first. Ilove you.
Nick: We may be siblings by birth, but we are friends bychoice.
Thanks for the inside pkes and your willingness to put things in their
proper perspective.
Myteachers: Thank you for being so gxxi at what you do.m never
forget anyof you.
Megha, Bill, Theresa, Cherie, Stew and Eun Iwish Ihad more space to
write toyou all individually. Ithink each of you is incredible in your
own right and Iknow that mylife is better because you were all a part
of it Good luck in all you do.
And, finally, to anyone who has ever shared a smile, a story or a
conversation with me, always remember that small acts of kindness are
seldom forgotten.

.0.

TheresJ BirJrd~ D.O.
University a/Virginia, B.A. Biology

Oceanside, NY

Iam indebted to many physidans Ive worked with over
the last few years, those who have stopped their crazed
and overworked days to eluddate a detail or two for me.
These moments compose a foundation of information
that I will continue to build upon.
My friends and family, you are true gifts and Iam lucky
to have you all in my life.
Mom and Dad, you both are a relentless source of
inspiration for me. Youve always worked tirelessly to
pave an easier path for us three.
Mario, your support and love are limitless. Thank you
for your pre-dawn walks, your late night meals, and
your rnid-day calls for no reason at all. Ilook forward to
seeing the next few years of our life together unfold.
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RYJn GrJhJlll BldcklllJn, D.O.
Bostoll College, B.S.
Medford, NJ

Heres wjshing you aJJ the best of luck ill your endeavors
May you live weD, care !fnuinely, and heal many
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EliZJbeth A Bldin, D.O.
Sf. josepb's University. B.S. Biology

Phillipsburg, NJ

!
Geoff: I love ~ou and thank ~ou <;0 much for loving me. I
know this; has; been tough but knowing that we made
it through this; makes; me confident that we can do
an~thing as; long as; we do it together. Thank ~ou for
alwa~s; believing in me and danding ~ m~ s;ide through
it all.
Morn and Dad: I could never have done this; if it werent
for ~ou. Thank ~ou for alwa~ knowing when to pus;h
me and make me work harder. Youre the mod
s:upportive parents; an~one could have. and I will work
hard to make ~ou proud. I love ~ou both!
Theres:a. Michelle. BiII~: !-lol~ crap. ~our s;ider is; a
doctor!! You gu~s; are not onl~ great s;iblings;. but
~oure great friends;. Thanks; for alwa~s; being there
when I need ~ou. and thanks; for helping me grow into
the per<;on I am toda~. I love ~ou gu~d
M~ PooM chicad Weve finall~ made it! I never thought
this; da~ would come but its; here and 1m <;0 proud to be
a friend to all of ~ou. You are all going to be wonderful
ph~s;icians;. Left e~e blink. right ~e blink.

You da~ clas;s;~. PooM!

(I: .. U~
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StJcey Lynn Bldzim, D.O.
Allegbeny College, B.S. Biology

Lock Haven, PA

God: You are my savior and my strength. Thank you for guiding me
through this journey.

Dad and Kathey: Icould never have made it to where Iam today
without your love and support. Whether providing a shoulder to cry on
or an ear to listen, you are always there for me. Iadmire you both and
hope to be the kind of parents you are someday. Your strength and
saoifices are inspirations to me. Icant say thank you enough.
Missy, Caleb and Isaiah: 1m so proud to be your big sister! You all amaze
me each day with your accomplishments. 1m exdted to see what the
future holds for each of you. Thank you for all the laughter and love
throughout the years. Remember, you can do anything if you work
hard enough!

Lauren and Colleen: We made it! Ifeel so fortunate to have met each of
you. It is great having two friends g->ing through the same experiences. I
will never forg:t our talks and hilarious nights on the town.
Congratulations!
Friends and Family: Thank you all for your love and support.
Thank you to my mom who is myang:l in heaven.
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Mltthew Eric Bohnl, D.O.
Lebigb University, B.A. Psycbology
Marlboro, NJ

Mom, Dad, Rachael, Yaron, Allison, Jeff-thanks for
the encouragement to chase my dream, for always
being there to listen and for your unconditional
support.
Danielle-You put up with a lot of nonsense over the
past couple years but in the end you stuck by my
side. You always can make me smile and make me
a better person. Love you.
PIMCs We have had some sick times. Gocxi luck and
Iknow you will all be great at whatever you do!

~/tL.1 0.0.
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BryJn D. Bolinger, D.O.
Unil!el'sity ofPittsburgiJ, B.S.
DuBois, PA

To My Family: Thank you for believing in me. As a child,
and even now, you have ~ven me every opportunity to
achieve my goals. Thank you for your endless love and
support. Iam truly blessed to have such a wonderful family.
To My reOM Friends: If Ihad to describe to an aspiring
medical student how medical school ought to be done, I
think that our way was the best way. Nobody worked as
hard or played as hard as we did. We faced many
challenges together with only each other to lean on. The
next step in our careers will be no different. Itake great
pride in and find much comfort in the fact that we will be
taking these steps together. Iam proud to consider you my
past, present, and future colleagues.
To Alayna: You havebeen bymyside through the worst of
times as well as the best of times. Your love and support has
never wavered. Itrulylook forward to the years ahead and
the start of our young family.
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Tinlothy Eugene Borden, D.O.
St. Cloud State Universzty, B.S. Biomedical Science
Merrifield, MN
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lilt is not the critic who counts: not the man who points out
how the strong man stumbles or where the doer of deeds
could have done better. The credit belongs to the man who is
actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and
sweat and blood, who strives valiantly, who errs and comes
up short again and again, because there is no effort without
error or shortcoming, but who knows the great enthusiasms,
the great devotions, who spends himself for a worthy cause;
who, at the best, knows, in the end, the triumph of high
achievement, and who, at the worst, if he fails, at least he
fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be
with those cold and timid souls who knew neither victory
nor defeat."
Theodore Roosevelt
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Andrew CL1rk Howe, D.O.
Frcmklin & fllarsball College. B.A.
PMC/delpbia College of Osteopatbic Medicine, JlJ.s.
Quarryville, PA

Sarah: Since the day we first met, you have been more supportive
than Icould have asked for. You have always motivated me and
made me a better person while understanding that my approach
to medicine and my career has often cost us personal time. Ilove
you for that Igrow closer to you everyday and have truly found
a lifelong companion and mate.

Mom and Dad: You knew this was always my dream. You never
gave up on me and constantly pushed me to follow my goals no
matter the height and continue to help me in more ways than I
could ever repay. Thank you for helping me become who Iam.
Ryan & lindsey: Thank you for being my best friends. You never
complained when Icalled you late to vent over my latest
frustrations or complained when Icould not come see you due to
myschedule, yet youwere always there for me.
Grandmom & Grandpop: To mybiggest fans - Iam now one
step closer to the red convertible! Thank you for providing
encouragement, a helping hand and, of course, never being too
ashamed to brag about your Dr. Audie.

8"-'1

Michc1el MJtthew Braun, D.O.
Ullil'el:~i(v

of/be Sciences in Philadelphia, B.S. Biology
Janison, PA

To mom and dad, Icould ask no more as your son,
Thank you for evel}'thing you have done.
Ialways had a helping hand from Katie and Kerri
Especially, when Iwas in a huny.
And how could Iforget the delidous Kornberg dinner,
Without them Iwould surly be thinner.
Then there was grandpa with his questions about the car,
Ialways knew gas money was never very far.
The Newcome family always kept me stress free
Without them, who knows where Id be
Icant forget all of the kindness from Randy,
Lord knows, it always carne in handy.
Ishall not forget the Edwards Family who helped me
It was through them, kindness Idid see.
And of course there was Laura, my girl
Whose life Iturned into a whirl.
But she stuck by me with pride,
Never faltered, but maintained stride.
To all my colleagues and friends,
This is where our journey ends.
But remember as you walk off that stage,
You are never alone, Iam alwaysavailable by page.

· .7

,D.O.
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Richelrd Jelllles Brue, D.O.
Universi~v ofSoutb Dakota, B.S.
Philadelpbia College of Osteopathic lvledicine, /vI.s.
Sioux Falls, SD

Iwould like to thank:
My parents and family -Thank you for all your support
and words of encouragement through the years.
My friends -Thanks for all those much needed study
breaks, where we would discuss anything to put off
studying a little longer
My new wife, Holly -Thank you for always being there for
me. Even from 1500 miles away your continued support
and infinite encouragement has truly been a blessing and
has kept me going through the years.
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T JrJElt:Z~,,~~~~,i~f!~ D.o.
Treichlers, PA

Mom: Thank you for showing me what persistence is. Your energy
and zest are inspiring. Your constant support and encouragement
havecarried me further than Icould ever dream. Dad: Ihave always
admired your positiveoutlook on life. Iwill carry that with me in all
Ido. Because you believe in me Ican move mountains.
Wade: Icouldnt ask for a better brother. Your humor, determination,
and courage are endearing.
Grandma and Grandpa: Thank-you for teaching me the importance
of family. Your loveand support have been my rock. ru always be
your Doc.
Pop-pop and Baba: Pop-pop, your energy and strength are inspiring.
Baba, your kind heart echoes from heaven and Imiss you
tremendously.
Aunt Donna: Thanks for steering me in the right direction and always
knowing exactlywhat tosay.
Mammy: Iadmireyour fervor and compassion for life. Ithink of
you often.
Roommates and Friends both new andold: Even when I'm at my
worst I'm mybest with you. Thanks for lending an ear and being my
second family.
Terrence: Myangel and soul mate. Your love andsupport area
treasure. With you by myside Ican do anything.

6( <)1
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Dennis A BUfJchinsky, D.O.
Villanoz!a University. B.S. Mechanical Engineering
Livingston, NJ

These four years went by so fast and what an adventure it has
been. Iwant to thank myfamilyespecially mom and dad for
supporting me and being there for me every step of the way. Ialso
want to give a sped.al thanks to mygrandparents for their love
and care.
Erik and Adrienne, you guysrock and Ilove you both. Icould not
ask for a better brother or sister.

To myoId friends, new friends and manycousins: Thank you all
for your support and friendship, without you Iwould not have
made it. Iwish all of you the best of luck and happiness.
One maywalk over the highest mountain one step at a time.
-John Wanamaker
And then snowboard down in 15 minutes.
-~nnis Burachinsky

po
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Sudeep Dustin Bunllc1T1, D.O.
Penn State University, B.S.

Austin, Texas

llid: Thanks for always telling me hard work and perseverance can make all your
dreams come true. You rome to this country when you were my age with absolutely
nothing and turned that into Q wonderful life. You were my inspiration and Irespect
you more than anyone else.
Mom: Thanks for just ~ing mom You always let me do what Iwanted and Iturned
that into something that you are truly proud of me for. Thanks for all the awesome
home cooked meals and laundry after those late nights on surgery coil, you dont know
how much that means.
Bro: Thanks for ~ing able to always make me laugh; you can truly turn anysituation
intosomething funny. You were always there when I needed someone to talk to and
you were there when Ineeded someone to party with.
Sis: You are truly a uniqueperson and always remind me that not everything is so
serious all thetime. Thanks for bringing the kid out in me.
TheBea~e: Much respect for ~ing able to out sleep me even after a long night of coil
Idont know how you do it
Friends: I know Iwas not always around, but you all were always there for mewhen I
needed. Iplan on maintaining friendships with all of you no matter how far the
distance or how long the time.

y.O
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LisJ A. UrmnlOne-5iLvotti, D.O.
Holy Family Ul1il!ersl~J'} B.A.

Philadelphia, PA

This is my message for the yTo my husband, Chris,
Thank you for being there to make my dreams come true. Thank
you for your love, devotion, support, and encouragement throughout
this difficult purney and for believing in me even when I didnt
believe in myself.

To my boys, Anthonyand Joseph,
I love both of you very much and hope that you will one dayfollow
your hearts to fulfill your dreams. Thank you for being the best
children anyone could ever ask for.
To my parents,
Thank you for inspiring me to challenge myself and to never lose
sight of all that Idream. Without your endless love, support, and
sacrifices, Iwould not be the person Iam today.

To mysisters and friends,
Thank you for always knowing what it was Ineeded to be picked up,
put back on track, havea night out, or to just talk. With out you in
my life, Iwouldnt have made it as far as Ihave.earbook.
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Tinlothy W. Clrey, D.O.

St. ]osepb's Unil'ersity, B.S. Biology, MBAinternational
Busiuess, M.S. Biology
Gaithersburg, MD

After nearly three decades of school Ifinally have a
real job. Thanks Mom and Dad for providing me with
evert opporhmity a son could ask for and supporting
me through everjthing. Ialso have the best sisters a
brother could have, thanks for everjthing. Thanks to
all my friends from Saint Joes. To my friends here I
am sure you can not believe Iam actually gling to be
a sur~n. Jose, Ken, Chris, Graybeard, Squirrel, Pino,
The Woman and all my friends good luck in the
future and Ihope the memories continue. Ihope you
all will come visit me in Geor~a.

L~---~
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Robert UnllJn Jr., D.O.
TbePemlsylmnia State University, B.S.

Bensalem, PA

Mom and llid: Ihope that one day Iwill be half the parent to mykids
that you have been to me. If it were not for your unconditional love and
never-ending support, I would not be the man I am today!Thank you
for everything I love you!
Nicole: Thank you for mybeautiful nieces, as well as alwaysbeing there
for me (and cutting my hair). Bill: Thanks for everything and gxxlluck
with finding that career that brings you wealth and happiness.
Doni: Myprincess, my rock, my love, and mybest friend, I am so lucky

to have you in my life! Thank you for understanding and accepting this
crWf lifestyle. I love you and look forward to our life together!
My215 crew: Thanks for keeping me grounded and reminding me that
there is a life outside of medicine! The laughs are much appreciated! PSU
peeps: WE ARE good times with good people enough said!
The Oass of 2007: We did it and are all stron~r for it!Thank you for all
the gxxl times, and best of lucid KEN!ill
Diagnosis is not the end, but the beginning of practice.
-Martin H. Fischer

.,w
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LJurJ M. Ushin, D.O.
Rutgers Unill(!l'sity, B.S

Syracuse, NY

Aportion of my diploma ~s to the following: My Big
Brian for motivating and encouraging me, My Baby
Brian for counting on me, Mommy and Daddy for their
support and sacrifice, my brother Mikey for reminding
me of my potential, My grandparents for setting
examples for me, Mom and Dad Cashin for taking me
in as one of their own, and my best friends Laura and
Kristen for getting me through it. I want to thank each
of you for helping me along the way. The past few
years have been a tough yet wonderful journey and I
cant wait to see what the future will hold.
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Renee Allen Uslow, D.O.
Duquesne University, B.A. Psychology

Murrysville, PA

Ben: You are truly more than Icould have ever hoped for in
a husband You've seen me at my best and my absolute
worst and have stood by me through it all. Thank-you for
making all of my dreams come true -I couldnt have done it
without you I love you!
Maureen: Our beautiful baby girll You've changed our lives
in so many wonderful ways. Your ilid and I love you and
cant wait to see where your hopes and dreams lead you
Mom and ilid: Thanks for always believing in me. I
wouldnt be here today if it wasnt for all of your love and

support.
To MyFriends and Family: Thanks for always being there for
me.
To My KOM Pals: Thanks for all of the good times and the
great memories! Good luck in all of your future endeavors.
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MichdeL A Cerino

1~

D.O.

East Stroudsburg University, B.S., M.S.
Bangor. PA

Mom and Dad: Without your constant love and support Icould not have achieved
all that Ihave. Thank you and Ilove you roth very much.
Mamie: Icould not ask for a better little sister. Thanks for always being there.
Aunt Molly: My Cixlmother and Guardian Angel. Without your prayers and
support Icould not have gone as far as Ihave. I wish you were here to share this
day. Imiss you.
Angela: Mywindydty friend, thank you for your continued support and counsel.
Kevin: Thanks for making the last couple years interesting, I will miss the late
nights on theOOlcony solving theworlds problems. Your turn too shall come.
MyFSU friends: Thanks for all the good times and adventures.
My KOM friends: Congratulations Dxtors! Thanks for all the memories we have
made over the last four years. Best Wishes and Qxxl Luck
To myfriends and family Ihave lost along theway, Iam better off for having
known you and will always cherish the timewe had together.
May God Continue to Blesi the Oass of 2007
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Shruti T. Chdkrdbdrt~ D.O.
BI)I12 MaU't College, B.A. Psycbologv

Temple Unil1eJ'sit)', MPH
Staten Island, NY

Mom and Dad: Iam the woman Iam today because of your endless
love and support. Thank you for showing me the world and giving
me the courage to pursue all my dreams. Dad Ihope to show my
patients the same compassion you show yours. Mom, youre my best
friend and my rock. Icouldnt have asked for better parents, Ilove you!
Dada: Agirl couldnt ask for a more caring older brother. Thanks for
dearing a path for me and making my journey a little less rough. Love
ya!
Jaime: Chango face!!! Inever thought Icould have met a man that
would change the rest of my life at the PCOM gym?! Life may take us
in different directions; you will & WAYS hold a very special place in
my heart. Thanks for always being there fore me. MUAH!!!!
Nerd Herd: Inever thought medical school would or could be so
enjoyable! Through good times and bad we really did become family.
Miss you guys!
Maiyen, Meera and Pam: Spending an extra year at PCOM was
doable only because we did it together! FINALLY were outta here!
Congrats ladies!

·0
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1~

D.O.

Ullit 1el'Sily of De/a/care, B.A. Biological Sciences

Milford, DE

Dont take life too seriously. Youll never ~t out of it alive. -8bert
Hubbard
Iwant to give thanks to my family & friends who stood by me and
believed in me through the past years. While the start may have been
bumpy, Imade it! Thank you all for believing in me every day and
showing me unconditional love and support. Ilove you aJI.
Mom, llid: You have made me the person Iam today. THANK YOU!
Mom-Mom & Pop-Pop: Thank you for aJI your love and support.
Shae: Congratulations to you and everything you have accomplished.
As proud of you are of me, Iam just as proud of you.
llive: Thank you for everything!
Matt, lindsay, Drew & 8iz.abeth: Ilove you aJI!
Kelly: You are a great friend and will be a fantastic doctor. Thanks for
putting up with me as a roommate & friend aJI these years. Ihope
Barb is proud of us!
Churchy & Tanner: Thanks for being incredible friends throughout
school. Iwish you aJI the best and Iknow that there will not be two
finer doctors out there. Thanks for the times in Sullivan County &
remember to watch out for super MRSA & the crypt keeper.
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Nicole MJrie Olurch, D.O.
&/st Sll'OudsbU1'g Unim'si(v, B.S. Biology
Plymouth, PA

Thank you to my family
-Morn and Dad. for always: believing in me even when I didnt
believe in mys:elf and for pus:hing me when I needed it moci.
Thank you for everything youve given me.
-Eddie and Cali. for making me s:mile every day and for
s:howing me how to appreciate the little things:. 1m <;;0
proud of yOU both.
Thank you to my bed friends:
-Elys:ia. for being there always: and for being the one I know I
can count on for anything.
-Katie. for traveling with me. for lidening to me. and for
always: being my voice of rea<;;on.
- Tanner. for the late-night talks: while battling in<;;omnia. for
fixing my car. and for making me laugh until I cant breathe.
-Billy. for brightening my day. for s:ending me into hyderics:
daily. and for always: having a kind word for me.
You all make my world a beHer and funnier place. I love
you!
There is: no rea<;;on to d op...one can always: improve. ~ you
believe yOU can't, then either the battle is: loci. you've
achieved omnipotence or the men in white coats: need to
t ake you away to be as:s:es:s:ed for raving megalomania." Dom

l<Jtherine E. Cocker, D.O.
Greenville College, B.A.
Suffern, NY

Mom &Dad You encouragxi me when Iwanted to give
up, provided a shoulder when Ineeded to cry and never let
me for~t that God has a plan for my life. Iwouldnt have
made it this far without your unwavering love and
support today is a measure of your perseverance as much
as it is mine. And Daddy, Iknow youre not always going
to be here but youve done a great job of being there for
me so far! Ilove you both more than you know.
And to my friends 1m a better person for having known
you all. Italy, London, Dominica cant imagine anyone Id
rather have gone with! Cant wait for the next trip!
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MichdeL ColJncecco, D.O.
"/1

'llleiJmm(t Ullillersi~v, B.S.

Danville, PA

Ithank God every day for the family and friends that
Ihave been blessed with. Thank you Dad for being
my role model as a physidan and more importantly,
as a man. Mom, your love, support and willingness to
do anything for me have gotten me where Iam today.
Maria, Ihave come to the realization that my favorite
person in this world is also my little sister. Sorry for
tackling you repeatedly in the snow every winter for
five years. Gram, every day Iwake up proud to call
myself your Grandson. Finally, to my friends from
Danville; keep the good times coming as they have
served me well for many years and Iam counting on
you all for manymore.
As a man thinks in his heart, so is he. -a wise old

man.
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T drit~ Nicole Collins, D.O.
Indiana University of Pen llSyll'all ia, B.S.
Roslyn, PA

Mom and Dad: Thank~ for all of ~our encouragement
and g;pport. You made me thf! woman I am today. I
hGpQ I will contirue to make ~ou proud I couldnt a~
for bQtter pamnk I love ~ou!
Brandon: Life i~ like a box of chocolates:. ~ou never
know what ~oure going to get. I wa~ luck~. cau~e I
got a caramel clucter with ~ou. A chapter end~ and a
new one bQgin~. 1m alwa~~ here for ~ou and I love ~ou.
Grandmom: Thank~ for bQing there when I jUct needed
wmeone to licten and ~ending up thos;e extra pra~r~.
Ilove~!

I='elicia: I have bQen bles;~ed to have ~ou in m~ life.
Thank~ for ~our love and g;pport.
PCOM Gals:: I cant bQlieve it~ over. Thank~ for making
time fl~ and encouraging me to max out m~ loans; ~o
we could vacation. eat at rectaurants: mgularl~. and
~hop. gee ~ou in the deferment line. I love ~ou gu~!
Chri~~~. Najah. gharlelle: f-lere~ to growing up and
bringing ~ex~ back! CI-lITRg!!!!
Mira: 1m jUct like ~ou in w many wa~~. but that~ what
keeps; me confident bQcau~e I admim the woman ~ou
are. Thing~ are changing and I am ~camd. but I know
~ou will bQ them ever~ ctep of thf! way. Thanks: for
making me...Jl£T LlK~ YOU!

P.O.
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Jennifer Anne Cooke, D.O.
WashillgtOll College. B.S.
Chestertown, MD

Imay not be that little girl who asked for oll the things I ever wanted in the world,
but thats because long ago you taught me how to go after my dreams. _Thank You
Mom & IXld, Ilove you
TIl love you forever, TIl like you for always, As long as I'm living my Ixlby youll be. U
love you my sweet little an~I, Paulie)._.Robert Munsch
Love is needing to be loved Ulove you, Brian)_John Lennon
I think people that have a brother or sister dont realize how lucky they are. Sure,
they fight a lot, but to know that there's always somebody there, somebody thafs
Family Ulove you Heather, Eddie & Tommy)Jrey Parker and Matt Stone
The reason that grandparents and grandchildren ~t along so well is that they have
a common enemySam Levinson
I ~t by with a littlehelp from my friends. (Carrie, Usa, [jz & Lori)_.The Bentles
Tomorrow may rain so ill follow theSUll-The Bentles
Let us reform our schools and we sholl find little reform needed in our
prisons-Ruskin
Youve got to live a little bit faster, couse youve got a little less time togo.Bee G:es

I
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l<.evin P. Crotty, D.O.
Uniz'ersity ojDe/({l{'({re, B,S. Biology

Wilmington, DE
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PrisciLL1 Currier 0.0., J.D.

Tufts UJlil'el'si(v. B.S.
Boston UJliz'ersi(v Scbool ofLall', jD.
Pelham, NH

l<.eLly Anne Curtin D.O.
Rosemollt College, B.A.
Richboro, PA

Mom and Dad: Thank you for your emotional, finandal, &moral
support. For all of this, Ican never repay you. Thank you for
providing me with all the opportunities that make me who Iam
today.
Kevin: Being the other doctor in our family, you have set the bar
high. Ihave always looked up to you as my big brother.
rRrmot: We have been through so much tog:ther. We are all so
proud of you & your accomplishments at Villanova.
Conor: You have always been my spedal guy. Iknow that you
have always been so proud of me & it has always meant so much.

;11
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My husband, Mike: Thank you for your supportthe midnight
rni1kshakes, the $20 spots, the flashcard studysessions, the practice
blood draws, the ($).y writing, the early morning cups of coffee, the
practice exams, the late night hospital drop offs, the self-€S1:eem
pep talks. Your unwavering love and support has been amazing.
Thank you for all of the times that Iwanted toquit, but you
wouldnt let me. Icould have never done this without you. Ilove
you.

~~~~~
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Joseph DeL Priore, D.O.
York College ofPA, B.S.
Stockton, NJ

To all those pictured above: You will always be a part of
my life and my soul, now and forever. Thank you
In the attics of my life, full of cloudy dreams unreal

Full of tastes no tongue can know, and lights no eyes can see
When there was no ear to hear, you sang to me
Ihave spent my life seeking all thats still unsung
Bent my ear to hear the tune, and closed my eyes to see
When there were no strings to play, you played to me
In the book of loves own dream, where all the print is blood

Where all the pages are my days, and all the lights grow old
When Ihad no wings to fly, you flew to me, you flew to me
~~.

- ..

In the secret space of dreams, where Idreaming lay amazed
--...

...

--.---

When the secrets all are told, and the petals all unfold
When there was no dream of mine, you dreamed of me
-Robert Hunter
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Philip MichJeLDeMoLJ, D.O.
Vllfversit)' o/Scrant01l, B.S.

Downingtown, PA

WOW! Look how much Ive changed over the years!
Well, besides the age difference Iactually havent
changed that much, especially if you ask my parents.
Anyway, Icant believe Ihave made it this far. It took a
lot of hard work on my part as well as the great advice
and support of my family and friends. Iwould like to
thank everyone for all their support and advice and also
to let them know that Iwill pay them back sometime
when Im done paying back school loans. Again, thank
you and good luck to all the future physidans who will
be receiving their diplomas alongside me.

Anthony P. DePJlnlJ, D.O.
Franklin & Marshall College, B.A.
Toms River, N]
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l<.Jte MJrie DewJr, D.O.
Peilll\yll'allia State Unil'el'Sit)', B.S. Kinesiology
Honesdale, PA

Mom and Dad: We did id You guys have been there for me
during all of those pre-exam freak-outs, the post-€xam stresses,
and everything in between. You taught me to work hard for
what Iwant and to never give up, no matter how tough it gets. I
could not have gotten where Iam without you. Ilove you.
Heather, Patrick, and Ryan: I've discovered how rare it is for 4
siblings to be as dose as we are. You are my best friends and I
cant tell you how proud Iam to be your big sister.
Rich: It will be you in just one year! YOUIe going to be a great dod
Hang in there!
jordan: You should probably get an honorary 00 degree for all
you've done over the last 4years...well, 15 years really...Thanks for
being there Squishy...go State!
Ethan: You've been a constant source of support and py for me
and keep me calm. fIn looking forward to manyChampagne
Thursdays with you.
To myKOM-€rs: We did ill Thanks for all the study breaks,
milkshake runs, pubcrawls, and the laughs. You guys made all
the tough times worth it!

MelissJ Ann deWolfe, D.O.
Halle/ford College, B.A. Neuropsychology

Winthrop, ME

My family: 1am so lucky to have a family who has always supported
me and celebrated my joys. You are not only my parents, my little bro,
and my sisters, you are also my best friends. Thank you for teaching
me to embrace life by doing what makes me happy and being who 1
am. llove you more than words.
Dad and Poppy: 1am honored to keep the title of Dr. deWolfe in the
family. You two inspire me in medicine and in life.

He ladies: You enrich my life in so many ways: youre thoughtful
listeners, awesome dance partners, spunky companions, and my best
friends. Thank you for sticking with me through the stress of medical
school and providing reprieves that kept me sane!
PCOM girls (k,w,p,l): In you ladies 1found friends who will last a
lifetime. Cheers to the 5th floor study sessions and mo~to parties. Group
7baby! be SHADY! bblO woo WOOO , D- bfast at LVH,lots of fun Oass
of 2007:
Nurture the spirit, spark the imagination, and experience the passion of
your enthusiasm. Be ambitious Be eager and bold to unleash the power
of reaching for your dreams. Unknown
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Kelly Renee Dougherty, D.O.
Unillersity of Deimmre, B.S.
Voorhees, NJ

Morn: You are and always WIll be my ins;piration. You have
always dood by rne. never doubting my abi1iti~ Thark yOU for
believing in rne and lor teaching rne to believe in trlif-:eJf.
Dad: A girl couldnt ask for a rnore loving father. Thark you for
rerninding rne what is; irnportant in life. family and faith. and for
always putting rne. rnorn. Kevin and ~rin fird in your lile.
Piglet: My s;ider and bed friend ... You are truly the mlarted
and braved girl I know. I am w very proud of your
accornplis;hrnents; and I can't wait to s;ee where life brings; !flU.
Kevin: Frorn the Mers; to the gurf. I have enj~ watching you
have fun at what you love rnod in life. You have duck to your
dreams: and I adrnire yOU for it.
Nanny ~ Pop Pop: Thark you for always rnaking rne ml~e!
Bmy: i-Iow fad 8 years; have gone by! The journey has; been
rnernorable and fun ... Thank yOU for believing in rne and rnod
irnportantly for rnaking rne laugh and ml~e.
~rah. Katy. MeJis;s;a: OJr rnernories; were made in rnirut:es; but
wm lad a lifetime. Thark yOU for all of them!

'Prornis;e rne youll always remember ... You're braver than you
believe. dronger than you s;eern. and mlarter than you thirk. Chridopher Robin

MJULl

Dunfey, D.O.

Villanova University, B.A.
ManciJester, NH

'There's only us, there's only this. For~t regret, or life is yours to
miss. No other rood, no other way. No day but today."
To my family: I would never be here without you. Mom and llid
thanks for showing me how to live, without ever telling me how to
do it. Patrickthanks for knowing when I needed a shoulder to cry on
and when I just needed to laugh. Kerry you are my rock and a
phenomenal woman. I will always be your bi~ fan, sister-friend.
Ethan thanks for putting up with and supporting me. I lubbin you
all!

To friendship: lliwn, Heather, Kara, and Meredith thanks for
always being there, through the ~ times and the bad, you have
seen it all. Ouistie and Michaelyn thanks for keeping me on my
toes.
To Alvin my companion. From the day we met 4years ago, we
have been through it all t~ther.1m happy to have shared so
many memories with you and I look forward to all that we have in
store for the future.

~~JD.O.
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Denletri M ECOnOJlledes, D.O.
77J( rJqn n;;:I'//'aJ/ia State Unil 'ersity, 8.S. Biology
Allentown, PA

To my Parenh:: Thank yOU would bQ t.oo ea~ t.o ~y for
t.he support. and guidance you have given me t.hrough t.he
years. Without quedion. you walk wit.h me a~ I graduat.e.
We have gone t.hrough a lot but. we are ~ronger for it..
Morn. I prorni~e t.hat. I will alwa!fo bQ rurnble. Dad. I
prorni~e t.o alwa!fo work hard I dont. want. t.o t.empt. fat.e.
but. t.he future look~ bright. and I am ~o happy t.o have you
a~ my ~ friend~. not. JU~ rny parents.
To rny friend~: You gtJ!fo have bQen amazing. I cant.
believe were already done. It: ~e~ like yEclerday I wa~
rolling gig AI over t.o bQgin anat.omy lab. Youre like my
brot.her~ and ~i~er~ and whet.her you like it. or not 1will
bQ involVed in your liv~ for a lifetime. I know t.hat. you all
will be succ~ul in everything t.hat. yOU do.
To t.he Cla~~ of 07: I challenge everyone t.o bQ dynamic
a~ a ph!foician. t.o never bQ ~tisfied wit.h mediocrit.y. and
t.o continue t.o bQ involved in t.he education proc~~ of
t.he next generatio~ of physicians. Good luck Doclors.
'gome dream about. bQing great ot.her~ live in
great.IJe!;;s.'

1<'in1 Edford, D.O.
Parson IS School of Design, B.F.A. Fashion Design
L(lSttlle Ulliversity, Post Baccalaureate Pre-Health Certificate Program
Lower Gwynedd, PA

Drastic chan~ are SO much easier to make when surrounded by
a solid foundation.
As the first step of my prof€S5ional purney comes to an end its
time to 'ilJy thanks to everyone who has been a part of that
foundation.
Mom and Dad, thank you for all of your help, encourag:ment
and for being a constant source of spiritual, emotional and
finandal support. Dad, thank youfor planting the doctor seed,
Mom, thank you for knowing what to 'ilJy when I needed to hear
it most. Jon, what would I do without you to answer all mytech
questions?
To Pop, thank you for being so understanding when I coulclnt visit
or missed Phillies gnnes.
To Sandy, Brian, Brett, Melissa, Steven, Danielle and Walter, thank
you for allowing an extended house guest, for always listening
enthusiastically, for being mypipelines to the outside world, for
understanding about the events that Icoulclnt attend and for
always being so flexible when planning Dicks dates. Spedal
thanks to Sandyfor always being a phone call away, and for
everything else that youve done. To everyone else not mentioned
above THANK YOU! This is a purney that Icould have never
made alone. Love, Kim.

.().
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Justin Lee Elder, D.O.
IiI ersi{J'

aIDe/alcare, B.A. Biological Sciences
Lebanon, PA

Mom, Dad and Jon: This is just as much of an
accomplishment for you as it is for me. You are the
blueprint of hard work that Iemulate and the rock that I
lean upon when Ineed support. This would not have
been possible without you.
Susan: Because of you, the past 3years have been
undoubtedly the best of my life. Besides being my biggest
cheerleader you are also my best friend. You have been
strong, and guided me through my toughest times. Your
belief in me has enabled me to succeed. Ilove you.
Mindy, Jackie, and Chrissy: Icant thank you enough for
all of the opportunities you have ~ven me. You made me
feel at home, and have become my great friends. Im
honored to be immortalized on the door of fame, and
cherish mysuperhero status. You rock.
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Cindy Lee FinkeLnlJn, D.O.
{ Jl'n~\IZI' of Pemlsyll'allia. B.A. Psychology

Philadelphia, PA

Erin E. Finn, D.O.
Unil'ersity of Delaware, B.S.
Philadelphia, PA

AFOOT and light-hearted, Itake to the open rood
Healthy, free, the world before me,
The long brown path before me, leading wherever I
choose
Henceforth Iask not gxxi-fortuneI myself am gxxi
fortune;
Henceforth Iwhimper no more, postpone no more,
need nothing
Strong and content, Itravel the open rood
-Walt Whitman, Song of the Open Road

Stephdnie R. FrJnko-Kelleher, D.O.
L-nhersz'fy o/ScrantOJl, B.S. Biochemistry

Falls, PA

To all my family and friends,
Iwould like to thank you all for your love and support
during the past 4years. Icould not have done this without
all of you. To my parents and brothers and sisters, thank
you for all of your encouragement throughout the years.
Beach, Diane, and Bridget, thank you for welcoming me into
your family. Ialways looked forward to your visits to help
ease the stress of medical school. To all my med school
friends, especially Tammy, Laura, and Madeera, congrats on
making it through. Iknow you'll all be amazing physidans.
And most especially to my husband Todd, thank you for
putting up with me through the past four years. Imost
definitely would not be here without you. Iknow Iwasnt
always the easiest person to deal with, but you always stood
by my side with unending patience and love. Ihope you
know that of all my accomplishments, Iam most proud of
being your wife. I love you.
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Jennifer EL1ine Fugate, D.O.
Gl'Ol!e Cl~l' College, B.S.

Mechanicsburg, PA

Because of the Lords great love we are not consumed, for his
compassions never fail. They are new every morning; great is your
faithfulness. Lamentations 3:22-23
Though Ihave to admit, Imay have quoted other lamentations
throughout the past four years! Medical school has been a
challenging and yet rewarding time. It is only through the grace of
God and his Son Jesus that Ihave accomplished anything.
Thank you, Mom and Dad for your support. You have taught me
the tremendous value of a good education and you have saaificed a
great deal so that Imay succeed. You have been a rock for me in a
sometimes uncertain few years. Ilove you very much. Tyler and
Angelique, thanks for providing fun distractions such as Phillies
games and cook-outs which kept me sane! Thanks also for all the
times you welcomed me into your home during away rotations.
Friends and Oass of 2007 TIl espedally remember the many hours
spent up in the back of the auditorium making sarcastic comments,
drawing circles, 8bownights, going to Sixers games and gym time.
Best wishes for the future and God Bless!

Colleen M. GJrrity, D.O.
Cbesnut Hill College, B.S. Molecular Biology, B.A. Psychology
Clementon, NJ

SUCC€S5 means havingthecourag", the detennination, and the will
tobecome the person youbelieve you were meant to be.
-Georg" Sheehan (American physidan)
Jeff: You always say, Youre gmna do gread Idid do great when Ichose to spend
the rest of mylife with you. By the time this pogo is printed, Iwill be l:xJth a doctor
and your wife, Dr. Colleen McGee, and Icant wait for either!
Mom: You always told me Iwas brilliant While Istill think that may be a bit of
an overstatement, your unwavering confidence glVe methe courag" to be l:xJIdly
independent and pursue mydreams.
Ikld: For the last four years youve been telling anyone who would listen, My
daughter is in medical school Now you can proudly announce, My daughter is a
doctor!
Bill: With few resources, you have earned your way to l:xJth acodemic and
professional SUCC€S5. Your strong work ethic reminds me of all that is possible with
hard work, determination, and self-confidence.
Shan: You continue to teach me medidne from a patients perspective. Your
constant smile despite overwhelming adversity motivates me to advocote for
patients like you that need a compassionate doctor in their corner.
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Alyson CloviJk-Wilson, D.O.
Arcadia University, B.A. Biology
Arcadia Unillel'si~V, M.Ed.

Mays Landing, NJ

Mom & Dad your countless sacrifices have enabled mydreams to
come true. Words cannot express mygratitude.
Mom & Dad Wthank you for your prayers and support. Yes, Ido
know where Iam gJing Monday and what timeIhave to be there!
Friends & Family thanks for always making melaugh and reminding
me that this will all be worth it! Congrats & gxxi luck to the Oass of
2007.

Brian the true brain behind this operation! Ive always been and
always will be in. Thank you for the sacrifices you have made.
Together we will accomplish amazing things! Alrighty then! CJJ
BIRDSm
Dr. Kriebel, Carol, Dr. Nicholas, Deb and Dean Veit thank you for
making mytransition to PCOM possible and successful.

It is not the aitic who wunts: not the man who fXJints out how the
strong man stumbles or where the dCX!I' of deais wuld have done
retter. The aedit reion[ft to the man who is actually in the aren~ if
he fails, at least he fails while daring greatly, ffJ that his place shall
never ~ with tha;e wId and timid ffJuls who knew neither vidal}'
nor defeat - Thaxlore RCX1ieVelt

Jennifer L. Graybil~ D.O.
Peml~~J!Il'allia State

Unil!e/'sity, B.S. Biology

Harrisburg, PA

Thank yOU...

to my Mom and Dad, who have always ~ven me the
opporhmity to chase my dreams and make my mistakes
along the way. I am thankful every day for the love
and support you have ~ven me. I hope you are as
proud of me as I am of you. I love you.
to my sisters Abby and Becky, for ~ving me the
laughter, friendship and support that only sisters can
~ve.

to Meg and Jeni, for making these four years so much
better than Ithought they could be.
and to Ryan, who has taught me that Penn State and
Notre Dame can live in harmony. You are my best
friend and rd be lost without you.
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TholllJS S. GUJgliJrdo, D.O.
Temple Unil'el'sil),
Doylestown, PA

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all the love and support for the past
few years. You have helped to keep me motivated when times gJt
tough. Your advice and encoura~ment has put me on a path for
nothing but success. Dad, your example as a father, husband,
grandfather, and physidan alone has made me the man Iam today.
Mom, you know me better than Iknow myself. Thanks for listening. I
love you guys very much. Idid itm
Joe, Kim, and Mike: You guys are my best friends. The doseness that
we all have is something that Itake pride in and will always cherish.
Joe, Iam so grateful for all the older brother advice and support. Kim;
thanks for our long talks about nothing, yet everything. Thanks for
the friendship. Mike; thanks for a positive attitude about everything.
As my youn~r brother, you have been just as much of an influence to
me. Ilove you guys.
Joseph, Mathew, Nicholas, Peter, Benjamin: You guys keep a smile on
myface! Ilove you like my own children. Joseph, sorry Ididnt sleep
over as much.
Laurie, Matt, Aunt Joanie: Matt, if it wasnt for the Villa experience,
for~t about it; wherewould Ibe? Laurie; Icouldnt ask for a more
perfect sister-in-law. Finally, to myAunt Joanie with the bi9Jst heart; I
love you.

.

~{ ~,

Lisd M. HJrris, D.O.
Florida Agl'iCll/lum/ and Mec/)(l1Iical Ullil'el'Sil)" B.S. Biology
Alexandria, VA

God grant me the serenity
to accept the tlllngs Icannot chan~;
coura~ to chan~ the tlllngs Ican;
and wisdom to know the difference.
-Reinhold Niebuhr

Thank you my family and friends for supporting me
through out my purney.
Iespecially want to thank my husband, Ockidde, for
listening to my anxieties, supporting mydreams, and
pushing me just a little harder when Ifelt at my limits.
ITS ABOY, OCKIDDE II !

tJm d lV.A.A/J

I

D.O.
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Justin Gdrett HJrtnlan, D.O.
ilIessia/J College, B.S. Biology
Huntingdon, PA
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Mdiyen TrJn Hawkins, D.O.
James J/adisoJl UJlil'ersi(l', B.S.
St. Joseph's Uniz'ersi(J'. MBA

Alexandria, VA

This is dedicated to all these wonderful people who
helped make this po£sible:

My husband, Jeff.
My baby, Holden.
My family, Mom, Dad, Maino, and Maiky.
My 3- and 4-legg:d best friends, Van, Gibson, and
Nyla.
My medical school life-support, the Nerd Herd, Binki,
and fellow MBAers.
Thank you with all mylove and respect.

Erin Hdyden, D.O.
Gettysburg College, B.A. Health and Exercise Science
Wyomissing, PA

Enjoy the life that God has ~ven you! Squeeze the
gJOdness out of it. Dont just settle. Grab! Love one
another and love God. Savor each moment, because
each moment that we live is a gift of grace, and it can
never be repeated. Theres nothing more precious.
- Grandpa Ken Hayden
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Joshua Paul Hazelton, D.O.
Unil'ersily of tbe Sciences, B.s. Biology
Watertown, CT

To Lauren: You are the rf!<¥.;on I am working !;o hard to achieve
my goal!;. Without yOUr love. cornpanio~hip and ctrength
guiding me every ctep of the way. I could not have made it thi!;
far. ~verything I do. I do for you. Really. .. when yOU think about it.
To My Farnily: ~arly on yOU were the only on~ who believed in
rne and your underctanding and !;upport camot be rneas;ured.
Morn E:. Dadthank yOU for all that yOU have done.
To My Friend!;: gpending tirne with all of you ha!; rnade the lact
few year!; rnore than enjoyable. albeit bizarre at tirne!;. There
have been both good time!; and bad. but: the greatect
adventure!; ctmlie ahead.
To Mj Prof~wr!;: Your guidance and direction have been
invaluable. The le!;wn!; I have learned wm be cultivated and
p~!;ed on to the next generation. I wm make yOU proud.
The odeopath !;hould rernernber that !;en!;ible s;urgery i!; a part
of odeopathy and hi!; opinion if correct i!; good and if not
correct wm condernn hi!; knowledge of caU!;e and effect. A
correct diagnQ!,;i!; wm alwa~ vindicate our acquaintance with
the ctructure of the hurnan body...
- Dr. Andrew Taylor gtm circa 1910

-0 ,

LJuren Christine HerchJk, D.O.
Temple University, B.S. Biology
Hazleton, PA

Iwant to dedicate this page to the people who mean the
most to me; my grandparents, my parents and my best
friend Kim. They have always been there for me
whenever Ineeded them. Icould not have made it
through college and medical school without their love
and support. They have been the driving force behind
me and Idont even know where to begin to thank them
for that. Ilove them more than anything and can only
hope that they are as proud of me as Iam of them.
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Lori Jill

HenllJT1,

D.O.

Penn Slale UJlil'eJ'Sily, B.S. Kinesiology

Dresher, PA

During that first day of anatomy lab, graduation seemed a
million miles away. Weve finally made it here! If not for my
loving familyand friends, the ride would have been a lot
bumpier, and definitely not as much fun.
Mand 0: Thank you for everything you have done for me over
the years, and the support you have ~ven me in pursuit of my
dreams. You were there to catch me when Ifell. You taught me
how to smile at the world even when times were tough. Ilove
you both with all myheart.
David: Did you hear 1finally graduated? and just a shade under
a decade, too! Thank you for being supportive in your own
special way. Iam so proud of you and everything youve
accomplished.
To old friends, and the ones lve made along the way: You have
been there through the g:xxi times and the bad, making me
laugh when Ineeded you the most. Thank you for all your
encouragement and understanding.
Congratulations to the Oass of 2007tl

Christie

J.

HiLton, D.O.

Ullil'el'sity of PitlsbUl'giJ, B.S. Biology
Duquesne Ullil'el'si(v, MS. Biology

NewCastle, PA

liTwenty years from now you will be more disappointed bythe
things you didnt do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the
bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the tradewinds in
your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover." Mark Twain
Mwn and Dad: Words cannot describe how fortunate Ifeel to have
such amazing parents. You have provided an incredible life for
me. Ihope that someday my children will feel about me the way
that Ifeel about you.
Kevin: You are the most amazing husband in the world! You make
my life full, balanced and fun. Iwould be lost without you. Ilove
you.
Colleen: Iam very proud you are mybest friend and sister. Ilove
you!
CD5R.y: You are gxxI for mysoul!

Alvin, Maura, Michaelyn, old and new friends: Thanks for making
it fun and keeping me sane! Ilove you.
Congratulations Oass of 2007!
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HdiDJng HOJng, D.O.
Tbe Cllil'el'sity o/Soutb FloJ'lda, B.S.
North Port. FL

Mywife- It has been an amazing pumey with you in my life. There
has been laughter, tear, sadness and happiness. Not to mention nights
of hours on the phone and days of hungriness. Yet, Iwould not
hesitate to relive those moments aglin. Your loveand encouragement
are the fuel that kept me going through the tough time. Iam very
lucky tohaveyou, mylove. ILOVE YOU, mym.e.
Myparents- Thank you for the love and support you have given me
through out all this time. This degree is as much yours as it is mine. I
loveyoul
TheMinhs- What you are doing requires hard work and dedication.
lxmt forget the people you can help and Iwill always have your
backs. Much love!
My 3Ms-You keep my life fun and fill it with laughter. Icould not
have made it this far without you and yours Iwant everythin~ Yes,
Bis for banana and bambi Ilove youl
MyfriendsD:e, Steve, Dayron, there arent as manypeople who love
medidne as youdo, dont ever forget whyyou aredoingthis. fason,
your time will come.

~ IO.O.

BlJir Hontz, D.O.
laSalle University, B.A.

Holland,PA

~~D.O.
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Michael 1\Jeil Horner, D.O.
Pe}//Llylmnia State University, B.S. KineSiology

Centre Hall, PA

First and foremost, Iwant to thank my God for helping me, one step at a
time, throughout my purney through medical school and life. Thanks to
You, 1m so dose to fulfilling my dream and Ihope Ican selVe You better
through medidne.
To my Parents and Grandparents: Nothing Ican say here could ever
express how much you mean to me or how much youve helped shape
me over the years, but hopefully the letters Iwrote have. Ithank you for
making me a better person through example. Ihope Imake you proud.
To Ron: For always asking if Ineeded anything and for making me
strong2r - through years of abuse.
To G: Thanks for all your love, support, understanding, and for being
able to put up with me in g2neral and for your turkey chili.
To Anish: To reiterate what Isaid within two weeks of knowing you I
couldnt ask for a better roommate or friend.
To my Friends: Thanks for all the gxxl times be it in the gym, AC, the

beach, card night, or anywhere else even the library.
ToMe: For g2tting through med school without losing my mind too
badly.

~ ~J).O.

Tilllothy MJrk bnnone, D.O.
SainI Mmis College ojM{{I)'lmzd
Monroe, NY

ElysiJ DeborJh 1rwin, D.O.
77Je Pennsylvallia State Unillersity, B.S. Science
Downington, PA

RosJleine leJn Louis lsJJc, D.O.
Florida Atlantic UnilJersity, B.S
Boileau, Haiti

Thank you God, for all the ble£5ings you have given me. Thank you for
~tting me through this purney.

To Manny, my best friend, myrock, myhusband. You are the one,
through God who carries me through. Thank you for your love,
patience and support.
To Jordan my beautiful Son, you are the light and sunshine of my life.
One look at your smile brings me more happiness than Icould ever
have imagined.
To my parents, Icannot begin to thank you for all the sacrifices you
made. Mom, for the values you have instilled in me, for your hard
work and support. Father, thank you for having given so much of
yourself for us. 1m sorry that you couldnt be here to see me at the end
this purney. You live in my heart. Ihope youTe watching and smiling.
To mySiblings, all six and Minouch, thank you for the love and
support throughout the years. Thank God for allowing us to be so
dose that we can count on each other.
To my familyand friends, Ifeel so blessed to be surrounded bysuch
loving people. Thank you for all the love and encoura~ment.
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JJSOn Joseph JJncosko, D.O.
Duquesne Unil!erSl~l', B.S. Heal!b Sciences,
N.S. Pbysical 77Jel'((PY
Pittsburgh, PA

To my mom and family:
Thank you so much for your love and unconditional
support during these past four years and then some. I
would have not gotten through this without all of you.
To my friends at PCOM:
Its been great!!! You are what Iwill remember most of all
during med school.

love!

-J
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POOjd B.

Jc:1Sdn~

D.O.

L'llil}ersity of Delaware, EA.
Hockessin, DE

To Mom & Dad: Ifeel like the luckiest daughter in the world
because you are my parents. Both of you have always fulfilled
all my wishes. My successful completion of medical school is due
to your love, support, and understanding. Iknow youl! always be
with me but Iwant you to know that I'll always be with you as
well. Thank you for encouraging me to do my best and loving me
unconditionally.
To Sachin: You know me the best. But you may not know how
much strength you have given me to get through medical school
Your support was so different than mom and dad's because you
were brutally honest with your opinions of how to handle the
stresses of medical school. Thank you for pushing me in the right
direction. And f'll always remember your words, Pooja, just study.
To My Friends: We made it. Thanks for sharing the ups and
downs of life over the past four years. Iam grateful to have met
good people like you and hope we can keep in touch despite being
in different places.

_.'~ ~.

~ 'b.0.

-

DeepJk A Jc1yJnt, D.O.
Penns),Il'CllliSState Unil'ersit)', B.S.

Philadelphia, PA

Ecclesiastes 2:24

Aman can do nothing t€tter than to eat and drink and find satisfaction in his
work.
Matthew 16:26
What gxxl will it t€ for a man if he glliJs the whole world, yet forfeits his soul?
Mark 12: 30-31
Love the Lord your GxI with all your mind and with all your strength Love your
neighbor as yourself. There is no commandment greater than these.
Hebrews 12:11
No disdpline seems pleasant at the time, but painful.l.oter on, however, it pnxluces
a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have\;€en trained by it
Thank you Lord for all your blessings:
Especially for my parents and their support, socrifice, and love. Thank you both so
very much. lowe you everything. and hope to make you proud
For Preethy, mysoulmate, and her understanding. potience, and love. Ilook forward
to spending the rest of my life with you and Ilove you more than words can
desait€.
For Haidang. who is a great friend You mademet€tter and Ihope to always keep
in touch. Iwish you success and peace.
Qxxj Luck to everyone.
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Olristopher John Joseph, D.O.
Allegbeny College, B.s. Mathematics
Helmitage, PA
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Jennifer Jothen, D.O.
Tbe Unil'ersity ofArizona, B.S. Psychology
Mesa, Al

Well, medical school is almost over. Icant believe how fast
things flew by. Icouldnt have done this without all you guys. I
am truly blessed to have had such great support from my family
and friends.
Mom and Tom, Inever would have made it this far if it werent
for your unconditional love and support. Ilook forward to
sharing many future successes with you both.
To my friends who were there for me when Ineeded someone to
lean on, thanks for being such a great source of strength and
motivation to reach my dreams. It has been a wild ride, but we
made it!
To those who Ihave lost along the way you will always inspire
me to be there for others with understanding and compassion for
what theymay be going through. Vava, Iwill never forget you
and hope that you will continue to watch over me. Ithink you
wouldhave been proud to be there on graduation day.
Thesun will always shine through your heart, onto your smile,
and warm your soul.

Jennifer Jozefick, D.O.
Kutztown University, B.S.

/VICP Ha/memaml Ullil!(?I'Sity, M.s.
Lancaster, PA

Jason -my wonderful husband. Iam grateful that you
were there by my side as my constant source of support!
friendship and love. It has truly been a long and aOIj
rood to get here. We have had to make some sacrifices to
make my dreams come true and Iwould not have been
able to get through this without you!
TYJakob -you are the best thing mommy has ever done.
Always follow your dreams and stay true to your heart.
Mom -thanks for always encouraging me to follow my
dreams!hurdle the obstacles and believing in me. You
always knew the right thing to say to keep me going.
To the rest of my family and friends- thank you for all
your encouragement!friendship! and manylaughs. You
kept me sane especiallywhen Ineeded an outlet outside of
school. Know that where ever life takes us!we will always
remain close.

~~/ D.o.
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ELJn;~~ u~!~~l~~~~tryD.o.
NOlih Wales, PA

All a rnan~ wa~~ ~eem innocent to hirn. but rnotive~
are weighed ~ the LORD. Cornmit to the LORD
whatever ~ou do. and ~our plan~ will !;Ucceed.
Proverbs 16:1-2
I~oo abba: Often people a~k rne. I dont know how
~ou do it. having little kid~ wh~e going through ~chool.
I alwa~~ tell them. it~ not me. it~ rn~ hu~band. 1m w
proud of ~ou hon~. Becau~e ~ou did it! Medical
~chool wa~ what I wanted to do. w it wa~nt too
hard. Thank ~ou! Youve been a pillar of rn~ life. A~
we grow old together. I hope to be a better wife to
~ou. 9.a-lang-hae! JinJja!
Edher and Andrew: M~ perfect little munchki~!
Mornrn~ jud cannot have enough of ~ou two. You
two are jud too much. God gave rne two little
angel~ to take care of and I am ver~ grateful. I pra~
that ~ou two will grow up to love God and !--li~ people.
Morn and Dad: Thank ~ou for ~ear~ and ~ear~ of
~crifice. One of the reawn~ I darted rnedical ~chool
wa~ to be better equipped to take care of ~ou two
and I will.

DJvid A lZJsper, D.O.

PellllSY/zJania State University, B.S. Life Sciences
University ofAkron, MBA Marketing
Pottsville, PA

If yOU wan!: !:o live a happy life. !:ie i!: !:o a goal. no!: !:o people or !:hing,;.
Alber!: ~imein
Mom: Your devo!:ion and £uppor!: over !:he years are !:oo grea!: !:o jUdify
by words. You have always been !:here !:hrough my accomplishmen!:s and
disappoin!:menl:,;. Your devout: £uppor!: is unending. Know !:ha!: I love yOU
and will always £uppor!: you.
Dad: May our pa!:hs con!:inue !:o in!:ersecl so we may become doser and
enjoy mary more joyous !:imes !:oge!:her.
Grandpop: Your fai!:h and inspira!:ion have been a rock !:o me over !:he
pad 34 year,;. Know !:ha!: I love yOU wholehear!:edly. I will always cherish
your dories and ernula!:e your foohlep,;.
Bill: Though our rela!:ionship undula!:ed in !:he pad. we are becoming
doser no ma!:!:er how far !:he didance. Thank you for your coman!:
£upport.. May we con!:inue !:o share mary more memories !:oge!:her.
Pa!:: Through our numerous conversa!:ions. you have made me wiser and
closer !:o my bro!:her. I am for!:una!:e !:o have yOU in our fam~y.
Aradhna: You are!:he comerdone of my founda!:ion. You are an
amazing person who has inspired me !:o pur£ue my dreams of becoming
who and wha!: I am I admire your unselfishness. sinceri!:y. and value,;. May
we experience life !:o i!:s fulled capaci!:y. All my love.
My !=riends: l!:s been a fan!:as!:ic journey so far. As we con!:inue !:o !:ake
!:his journey down !:he road of life. may we experience neaI!:h. happiness.
and many more memories !:oge!:her.
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MJdeerJ l<JthpJl, D.O.
BostOll University, B.S.
Boston Uniz'eristy Scbool ofMedicine, M.A.
Canonsburg, PA

J

Steven Khov, D.O.
Unil'ersit)' ofPemls),ll'allia, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA

It wa~ four !Plr~ ago that I began thi~ joumey fulfilling a flfelong
ambition and dream. Along the wa!:l. I have met ma~ people
and have ~een man!:l thing~. Looking back. t~e four !Plr~
~eerned long but at the ~me thing felt like it pa~~ed tOO quickl!}
I leave PCOM tada!:l with the ~e eage~~. trepidation. and
~e~e of poc~ib~it!:l that I had when I darted.
To all m!:l friend~. da~~mat~. and facult!:l. I thank !:lou for a
wonderful experience and all the memorable moments.
To m!:l paren~ !:lour !Plr~ of hard work. dead!:l determination.
and love have rai~ed three goad kid~. Overcoming numerou~
challeng~. !:lou have ~hown me what hard work. moral valu~.
and unconditional love can do.
To NanC!:J Continue to reach for the dar~. I am extrernel!:l
proud of all of !:lour achievernen~. Thank !:lou for nOt tfllling at
me when I wake !:lou up with m!:l phone calle;.
To Rex gometime~ !:lou amaze me with what !:lou can do. You
have alwa~ been a great brother. Thank !:lou for being there
and lidening to me.
In nothing do men more nearl!:l approach the gad~ than in giving
health to men. -Cicero
Life move~ prett!:l fad. If !:lou dont dop and look around once
in awh~e. !:lou could mi~ it:. -Ferri~ Bueller
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Gregory W. Kirwan D.O.
United States Naval Academy, B.S. Oceanography
Havertown, PA

Eileen, Inever would have made it without you. Your patience and
understanding pulled us through these four years. Through good times
and bad, you never left my side. You are everything that Imuld have
wanted and more. You are my best friend, my mnfidant, and by far
my better half. Ilove you.
Greg and Mackenzie, both of you amaze me everyday. Thank you for
making me realize what life is really about. Knowing Iwould mme
home to your hugs is what kept me going. Ihope that you realize that
no matter what, you can always follow your dreams with the help of
people that love you.
Mom, Dad, Pete, Carole, Mike, Sean and Deb, thank you for your love
and support. It has meant the world to me. Mom, your enmuraging
notes and cards worked wonders. Dad, you taught me the values of
hard work and determination.
The Keffers: None of this would have been possible without your
support. Iam eternally grateful to all of you.
PCOM Friends, Imuldnt have gone through it with a better group of
people. Greg and Sam, the afternoons we spent blowing off steam were
the greatest days.

I

SJrJh Mlrie lZUnge, D.O.
Ganllon University, B.5. Biology

Erie, PA

Know that the worth of your travelt:;; liet:;; not In
where yOU came to be at the joumeyt:;; end but In
who yOU came to be along the way.
Morn and Dad: I am s;o grateful for all of the t:;;acrifice<;
~ou made for me. Thank ~ou for the ~ear<; of love and

encouragement. I love ~ou both ver~ much.
John: I am s;o ver~ proud of ~ou. Your courage in Iraq
ha<; in<;pired and motivated me. I am s;o luck~ to have
a twin! I mi<;<; ~ou over there!
Matt: I love that ~ou have appreciated all m~ ctorie<;!
I will <;upport ~ou all the wa~ if ~ou decide to pur<;ue
the t:;;ame dream.
M~ friend<;: From high <;chool to college to medical
<;chooll cheri<;h all of our friend<;hipt;. I hope for man~
~ear<; of memorie<; and friend<;hip.
Apr~: 9.eem<; like jUct ~e<;terda~ we were moving in wow! gince then. ~ou have become a <;icter to me. I
am grateful for ~our friend<;hip. thank ~ou for alwa~<;
making me laugh.
gean: Who knew that after three ~ear<; we would
find each other in another cit~?!? I am excited to
<;ee what the future hold<; for u<;. I love ~ou.

OiJru 1<.ontonotJS, D.O.
Villanova Ul1izl(:rsity, B.S. Comprehensive Science
DixHills, NY

Morn: I dont think that I could have rnade it through
the last 8 !:Jears: without !:Jou. You're m!:J mother. m!:J
chief congjltant and rn!:J best friend. Thank!:Jou for
alwa!:JS: being there when I need !:Jou and constantl!:J
putting things: in pers:pective to steer rne in the right
direction.
Dad: You never stop <;a!:Jing how proud of rne !:Jou
are. It rnakes: me <;Q happ!:! becaus:e I know that it is:
not m!:J graduation from medical s:chool that makes:
!:Jou <;Q proud. but its: becaus:e !:Jou know that I am
doing what I love. Thanks: for alwa!:JS: s:upporting m!:J
drearns:.
Michael: I'rn <;Q happ!:! that we have been able to
grow clQ<;er thes:e last few !:J8ars:. Thanks: for being
there for rne. corning to rne with questions:. and
providing the occas:ional cornie relief. I could not as:k
for a better brother.
Jirnrn!:J: Our past 4!6 !:Jears: together have rnade rne
realize that there is: no one more perfect for me than
!:Jou. You have gjpported rne. s:poned rne. and given
rne nothing but !:Jour unconditional love. I love that
we are both living our drearns: together. I love !:Jou
now and forever.
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WiUiJnl l(ornbere-, D.O.
Dickinson College, B.A. Psyti?ology
Wynnewodd, PA

Dad: Your ability as a teacher and physidan are only
surpassed by your abilities as a Father.
Mom: Iknow that the only reason that Ihave been
able to make it to this point is because of you. Your
support and guidance have allowed me to achieve.
Rebecca: As we have grown older you have become
more than my sister, you have become my friend.
Rachel: Thank you for your understanding, support,
and for always putting up with me. Ilove you.
Friends &Oassmates: Be brave. Take risks. Nothing
can substitute experience. -Coelho
E-A-G-L-E-S, EAGLES!

AnlY l<Jthleen l(unkle, D.O.
Pennsyll'allia State Unil'ersity, B.S.

Pittsburgh, PA

There arent any shortruts to tomorrow.
You have to make your own way.
To know where you are gJing is only part of it,
You need to know where you have been, too.
And if you ever get lost, dont worry.
The people who love you will find you.
(ounton it.
ute isnt days and years.
Its what you do with time
And all the goodness thats inside you.
Make a beautiful life
The kind of life you deserve.
Thank you, llid. With all my heart, Imiss you.
Mom So fIn not a ballerina You inspire me, and Ilove you.
And to my family and friends Icould never find the right words to
express my gratitude for all of your love and support. When Iam lost,
you always find me. You trulyhelp makemylife beautiful.

au~/DO
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l<.nsten Lynn l<'uratnick, D.O.
'., '/Jill

CniL'eI'Sity o/Mm:J'land, B.S Biology
College o/Osteopathic Medicine, MS Biomedical Sciences
Hughesville, PA

Mom- No words can explain how much you mean to me. I love and
cherish your optimism, strength to hold craziness t~ther, and
encoura~ment to accomplish my wildest dreams,
Dad- You are one of a kind and I couldnt imagine my life without
you. Thank you for working so hard to make my dreams a reality. I
am forever your tooch and love you very much.
lason- My inspiration. I strive to be as successful, caring, and
knowledgeable as you. I love and appredate you as my brother and
friend
Amy- I couldnt ask for a better sister and am thrilled you are a part
of our family!
lustin- My little man. I am fortunate to have such a wonderful
person in my life and always know I can count on you! I love you!
Chrissy- My rock. You've been with me from day one and our
friendship means the world to me~
Hennessy- My entertainment I feel lucky to have such a fun-loving
person as one of mybest friends!
Lauras, Demem, Sarah- Med school wouldnt have been the same
without you!
Familyand Friends- Thank you for everything! You've all been a hu~
part of mysuccess, The island beach houses and margaritas are
coming.

FrJncisco LJboy

1I~

D.O.

Th e City College of New York. C. u.N. Y., B.S. Biology

Bronx, New York

To Mom and Pop: Thank you for never teaching me how to
quit! Iwould not be here if you guys did not do such a
fantastic pb in raising me. Iam grateful.
To MyWife: We certainly thought we knew what we were
getting in to, oh boy! Thank you for being so patient and
supportive of me during this monster of a ride. Ilove you,
Grainne.
To My Professors: Icannot thank you enough for being so
generous with your knowledge. Iwill always remember and
try to do the same.
To My Nephews: Iwant you to remember your goals are
always possible, but it usually hurts to get there.
To My Friends I Supporters: You all have had a part in helping
me get here, thank you.
And to all you non-believers: Howdo you like me now!

CleopJtrJ HJlinlJ uicer, D.O.
C01lcordia College, B.A.
Ulliz'ersiityofMi1l1zesota, MP.H.
Arusha, Tanzania
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In loving memory of my Dad, General Sam Laicer. Ithink of you all
the time and miss you very much. Your unexpected departure has

been difficult to accept, while you do leave me with fond growing up
memories, filled with love, comfort and world-wide traveling. You are
in the spirits of all my accomplishments.
Mum. I know you will get through our tragedy. You are my mum and
myfriend Thanks for encouraging me and giving me space to grow.
Twin Brother Castro. Thus your pumey to become a doctor has also
conduded I've missed your physical presence. Congrats Dr Laicer.
Elder Brothers Ravi and Saitoti.1'rn truly trying to follow your paths.
Baby Sister Naile~ej. You have matured into a beautiful, delightful,
bright lady. I am proud of you.
Best Friend David. You have encouraged me in every shape and fOnTI.
Pcom was smooth with you bymyside. Your flavor, style and charm
keeps me smiling.
Gerhardt. Iam grateful for you. You and your family are big-hearted I
promise to learn ice hockeyand football.
Cherie. Fategave us similar initials that brought us together. But our
friendship was achieved byyour kind and considerate nature.

· ~ru,~O.
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01erie M unlb, D.O.
University of Cali/om fa Rillerside, B.S. Biochemistry
Drexel University School of Public Health
Las Vegas, NV

Job Well Done
Afull breath of air
After many miles have been fared
Is like caring for a sick friend
Who never knew you were there.
Completing this race
Deserves no medals or plaques,
Rather requires may thanks
To those who had my back!

Nicholds E. UJllpJrellJ, D.O.
Saint josepbIS UnilJ(?1'sity, B.A.
Reading, PA

To Jessica: You ore my best friend and Iam exdted to
spend the rest of my life with you. I appredate your
infinite love and support. I love you always.
To my mother: You ore my inspiration. I am grateful for
all that you have taught me and for the py you brought
into my life. I will always cherish our friendship. I love you
with all my heart.
To Dad: Thank you for all your support and
encouragement. Iam lucky to have such a wonderful
father.
To Mike and Julie: You ore the best brother and sister
anyone could ask for.
TomyGrandparents:You have been such an important
part of my life. G-pop, thank you for always reminding me
todomyhomework.
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John V. LlPJduid, D.O.
St.Jobn IS Unil'ersity, B.S.
New York Unil'el'sity, M.s.
Bronx, NY

The path of medical praclice i<; illumined. ~ our
danding on the <;houlder<; of the phy<;ician<; who have <;erved
before u<;. In a very real <;en<;e. each teacher i<; a reflection of
hi<; own teacher<; and the one<; before them. Teacher<; are
conclanHy modeling what they thern<;elve<; have <;een or want
to be. A<; medical re<;ident:<;. undoubtedly we will aim to model
not only the <;cience of medicine. but: alw the ar!:. It: i<; my
<;incere hope that the Cla<;<; of 2007 compreihend<; that
patient<; are not intereded in the re<;ult<; of their caregiver<;
tran<;cript<;. board <;core<;. or evaluation<;. i-lowever. they w!ll
gauge the knowledge. clinical problem wiving competence.
and humanidic charaderidic<; that we a<; novice phy;ician<;
ilIrlrate in our <;earch for our own per<;onal profe<;<;ional
identity.
A<; the i-lealth Care indudry continue<; to be
confronted with the certainty of future reform<;. I am
extremely confident that both the vad array of life and
medically related experience<; exhibited ~ my cia<;<;lnate<;
uniquely <;ituate<; u<; to <;erve the public with didinction during
thoce time<;. I firmly believe we will make manifold
contribution<; to the proce<;<; of the reformation of medicine.
9.pecial thank<; to my family who have continuou<;!y
taught me that a man<; drength i<; not the force of hi<; hand or
voice. but: the kindne<;<; of hi<; hear!:. May God watch over us;...

Enlily Jo urson, D.O.
Franciscan Uniz'el'sity ojStuebellllille, B.A.
Allegany, NY

Roses are Red, Violets are blue,
Its hard to measure my love for all of you!
With trust in Him, and your love and prayers,
In these short four years of medical college,
Ihave been able to stuff my mind full of knowledge.
With constant study, focus, and piles of books on the shelf,
ks Ialways knew, there is nothing more precious than life itself.
Gcxl continue to give me all the virtues and blessings Ineed,
To listen too, learn from, and teach mypatients with ease.
This journey has been full of laughs, talks, and many cups of tea,
Undeniably better with the company of Poop, Usa and Amee.
Much thanks to the most generous, supportive Mom and Dad,
The givers of everything include my shoes, which make me so
~ad.

Ihave such peace to know Iam walking the path He created for
me,
Ipraydailyfor the strength to be the best doctor Ican be.

uurJ M. uuer, D.O.
University a/Scranton, B.S.
Pittston, PA

Thank you to all of my family and friends who have
done so much to support me through it all. Ihope you
all know how much Iappreciate you.
II No successful person has ever bypa&Sed failure. So if you
think that you should, you're not ready to succeed. If you
face your failures, success is the end fruit of all it all.
1I

May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face.
May the rains fall gently upon your fields.
And until we meet again, may God hold you in the palm
of his hand.
God grant me the serenity to accept the things Icannot
change,
courage to change the things Ican,
and the wisdom to know the difference.
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Irene Leshinsky, D.O.
Temple Unillersity, B.S. BiochemisbJI
77Jomas Jefferson Unil'ersi{j', M.S. Biomedical Chemistry

Philadelphia, PA

Ithank God for getting me through this long rood! Ithank
my Dad who passed away before seeing me graduate from
the medical school, for his love, his belief in me, and a
strong desire for me to become a doctor. Idedicate my
diploma to you, Dad. Ihope you can hear me. Ithank my
Mom for her endless love and support throughout my life,
and especially during medical school. Iappreciate my
brother's love and help every time I needed, for being there
for me in good and bad, and not letting me drop out -God
knows I wanted to! lowe a lot to my grandmothers who
significantly influenced my development as a person and
helped me make wise decisions. Iam fortunate to become
friends with my classmates, Nidhi and Kim. Thank you
girls for your wise advice, encouragement, and friendship!
Special thanks to my longtime girlfriends, 8ena and julia,
for making me stay sane while studying for exams and
having no time for social life; Iwill never forget how much
you have done for me in all aspects of my life, I would not
be where Iam today without you.

Courtney L. Lewis, D.O.
Susquehanna Unil'ersity, B.S.

Bethlehem, PA

To those Ileaned on throughout my purney... many
thanks
To those who supported and advised me... many
thanks
To those who listened, laughed, cried, and loved... many
thanks
Much appreciation to everyone around me both near
and far who has made me strong:r and wiser over the
years. Even if our paths diverg:, the moments will stay
with me forever.

~d~/D.O.

G. loruthJn Lewis, D.O.
GannOJl Ulliversit}" B.S.
Ulliversity ofPittsbU1~b,il1.P.H.
Pittsburgh, PA

Lizabeth: Who would have known that after our first
day of grad school our lives would have turned out like
this? EVERYONE!!!! You have been one of mybest
friends for so many years and now Icant imagine
myself without you. You are beautiful and the best
thing that has ever happened in my life. Iloveyou
with all myheart.
Mom and Dad: Thank you for all your love and
support throughout these long years. Although Imay
not say it as much as Ishould Ilove you both and
appreciate everything you have done for me.
Jen: Thank you for all your love/support and advice. I
wish you and Jaison nothing but the best of luck and a
long/ happyand healthyfuture t~ther.

Natalie E. Lin~enfelter, D.O.

The Pennsylvania State Unil~sity, B.S. Biological Sciences,
B.S. Nutrition Science
West Chester, PA

The future belong£: to tha;e who believe in the beauty
of their dreaJY)£:.
-Eleanor Roa;evelt
Keith: Without your £:teadfa£:t love and £:upport. none
of thi£: would be pCY-;£:ible. I would never have made it
out the door without you there to find my key£:. You
are truly my beHer half. Thank you for all that you do
and all that you are. III love yOU forever and a day.
Morn and Dad: f=or your £:acrific8£:. patience and endl8£:£:
encouragement I am etemallygrateful.lti£: through
your example and guidance that my ruCC8£;£: i£: realized. I
could not a£:k for two finer people to call my parenk
Ian: You bring ruch light into my life. I'm proud to have
you for my brother. Alway£: remember that yOU are the
~ of the world.
Gram and Grandad: I couldn't help but realize my dream£:
with the two of yOU a£: my bigge£:t cheerleader£:. M~
of all. I love that you were alway£: there.

ME: You are. and alway£: have been. my £:ecret
weapon. Plea£:e dont ever £:end me the bill for all the
late night phone call£:. therapy £:e£:£:ion£:. and invaluable
wi£:dom. I~ead. let me repay you by paying it forward
with one of my own wmeday.

1Mk 'l ~I 0.0.

MJrk l Lischner, D.O.
lvlub/enberg College, B.A.
Allentown, PA

1I 0~l ll nl.
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Mom and Dad - Thank yOU for your love and support all thesg
years and through all Il1y carggr adventures! I think I haVg finaly
found one to stick with. mape! Thank yOU for always being
therg and for teaching me all of the important things. Ilovg you!
To my brothgr and sistgrs:
gusan - Thank yOU for your support and congratulations on all of
your mcent accomplishmgnh;. If there is one thing that can be
learned from all of this. its that if yOU keep at it. and plot your
own coursg in lifg. great things can be achigvgd.
.LIi - Thanks for being therg! You are going to makg it in your
singing pursuits. jUst stick with it:.
Dan - Ih; been great getting to know Il1y little brother better
these recent years! You're the smartest kid I know: jUst keep
me in mind after yOU take over the world.
Aunt Aggig and Unde gob - Thank yOU too for your lovg and
support through the years.
To all of my frignds - None of this would have begn possiblg
without all of you. Thank you!
Finally. a big thanks to ~ LVI-t M~vac. and ~ colleagues
who have always had Il1y back. both literally and by giving me
the flexib~ity to get through all these years of school and gxams.

/:). o.
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T ~~~'~ll~al~£fv!~ry,
Martinsburg, PA

B.D.

My words cannot do service to the love, the thanks,
and the admiration Ifeel towards my wife and family
at this turning point in life. lowe so much to everyone.
It has been your constant support and encouragement
that has carried me through this journey. Ialso owe
thanks to my friends the informal family of people I
wasnt born with, but who nevertheless have shown
me so much love and caring.
Faith is the substance of things hoped for, and the
evidence of things not seen."

i

\

Nicole w~~vaS~~&?' D.o.
Fort Washington, PA

What a wonderful purney this has been! (Or should Isay, Oh
what a purney?O Mama and Daddy, thank you for helping me
keep things in perspective (and keeping my sanity) during the last
four years. Your love and support are the most important things
Icould have had to be successful. Ilove you both! To Gina (a.k.a.
BeanO, thank you for all of the encoura~ment (and all of the
dinner plates) you have given me; rn always be there for you
when you need me. Ilove you too! Of course, much love must
be given to Spunky, my study buddy, and his partners in crime,
Foxy, jQ71, and very deeply missed Huntz. To all of my friends,
thanks for helping me keep the balance between work and play.
To Dr(s) Appelt, &ilin, little, and Chris (MSO, thank you for the
last 3years; the memories will last a lifetime. Icant wait to see
what the world holds for me, but Iknow whatever it is, rn
approach it with a smile.
Today is your day, your mountain is waiting, so ~t on your way
-Dr. Seuss
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Deirde 1( Lynn, D.O.
The University ofScranton, B.S.
Westfield, NJ

Four year~ of reading: book note~. and ~cribe~
Who knew that ctudying could con~me w much of our
live~!

With more lect::ure~ and tect~ than we care to admit::.
Finally. doct::or~ we are - we hope we'll be fit

The road ha~ been long. with high point~ and low~
Where to from here? God only know~
One thing i~ certain: on thi~ we agree.
We're indebted to you. our friend~ and famny
Thank~ for the ~pport - your laughter and love
!-lave taught u~ that dream~ are worth dreaming of
With thank~ for the education we've been allowed.
May we alway~ be humble and making you proud

With an oath to live up to and patient~ to care for.
Our live~ lie before u~. with challenge~ galore
go lect we forget::. the le~wn~ we've learned.
Let u~ remember the degree we have earned
I~ not merely a page to be hung on the wall.
But:: a promi~e to care. cure. and heal. above all

Of th~e to whom much i~ given. much I~ expected Luke
12:48

~
",

K.~,b.O.

Mlckenzie Aleece Mldy, D.O.
Ul1il'ersity of DelatfJare, B,S. Nutritional Science

Orwingsburg, PA

Much love and gratitude. ,
...to my parents for their love and support, as well as managing to put
up with my erratic schedule and story after story after story.. Without
your sacrifice and love, this truly would not havelx>en possible. I love
you both so very much,
. ,to mybrother, Eddy, and my sister, Shelly. , I am so proud of you both
-you are such strong, caring adults, I love youto pieces!
. ,to all of my grandparents -those that are here todayas well as those
that are here in spirit-thank you for listening. ,thank youfor the
support. , thank youfor the motivation. This is for you, and I love you
all,

. ,and to Kyle for being there day-in and daY-<lUUrom a smile and hug
when things were overwhelming to celebrating our successes, I loveyou.
"Never let the odds keepyou from doing what youknow in your heart
youwere meant to do."
-H, Jackson Brown, Jr.

~1tYD.O.
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Nidhi MJhendru, D.O.
Pennsylvania State Univeristy, B.S. Biology
York, PA

To God: Thank !,lou for making m!,l dreams come hue. I alwa!,ls
come knocking at: !,lour door and You alwa!,ls answer. I have a
wonderful life and I am t:hankful t:oY OU for each and ever!,l
minute of it:.
To M!,l Parents;: Thanks mom for !,lour unconditional love and
infinit:e patience. You are m!,lguidinglight:. bringing !,lour
wisdom and understanding t:o each sit:uation.
To M!,l ~rot:her and 9.ist:er: You bot:h are m!:l bes± friends. m!:l
biggest crit:ics;. and fans. Thanks for being m!:l rock. Medical
school was rough and !:lou bot:h made t:he ride a lot: smoot:her.
Thank !:lou for !:lour support: and !,lour confidence in me. I am
ver!,l fort:unat:e t:o have !:lou bot:h in rY1!:J life.
To M!,l J:"riends: You all have t:ouched m!:llife and helped me
grow as a person. Thank !,lou all for t:he love and support:.
Anna. !,lou are a wonderful friend. Thank !,lou for all t:he good
times; and here's t:o man!,l man!,l more!!
To Class of 2007: Congrat:ulations!!!! I wish !,lou all t:he ver!:l
best: in life. We are ending one leg of t:he marat:hon and
beginning anot:her. <;Q pace !,lourself!!!
Destin!,l is not: a maHer of chance. it: is a maHer of choice: it: is
not: a t:hing t:o be wait:ed for. it: is a t:hing t:o be achieVed. William Jennings ~r~n

Andrew P. MlngJno, D.O.
Penn Siale, Biology

Eagleville, PA

Succe£5 is not the key to happine£5. Happine£5 is the key
to SUCC€£5. If you love what you are doing, you will be
succe£5ful.
Albert Scheweitzer
Thank you to my beautiful wife Sarah, who has
tolerated the ups and downs of medical school and
stuck by my side throughout it all. Ilove you and
could not have made it through school without you.
To my parents, Icannot say thank you enough for all
the help that the two of you provided. You have
always been there for anything that Iasked for or
needed.

Courtney StJnmrd Maniatis, D.O.
Georgetown Uniz'ersz'ty, B.S. Health Studies Science
Port Richey, Fl

"I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of
stars makes me dream,lI
Vincent Van Gogh

Alll)l

EliZJbeth Mdrcetlo, D.O.

University oj Pennsylvania, B.A. Anthropology

Bridgeton, NJ

IXtd-You always knew the right words to roy whenever! needed
encoura~ment. Thank you for seeing things in me that !couldn~ always

see. Mom-Thank you for teaching me how to give. Your kind heart has
always been the example that! followed. !love you both and ill always be
grateful for all that youve given me.
Stephie-Somewhere along the road, !stopped driving you around, and you
started showing me the way. You're my best friend for life. Icouldn~
imagine growing up without you. Ilove and admire you very much.
Matthew & Vanesro.-So far away, but just like old times when you two
come home. Thank you for always protecting your little sister from the big,
scary dty. Love you both.
Jadyn-My hero! Just know rd drive over the brid~ for youanyday. Mia-!
wouldn~ have survived 1st & 2nd year without you. Sarah-Thanks for
being you!
The Penza family-Thank you for being so welcoming, and always being on
myside! fro so happy to b:come part of your family.
Brian-My one and only, !love you so much. Thank you for giving me
something to look forward to every day
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Lis.] Michelle MJscidntonio, D.O.
Universi(v of Delaware, B.A. Biological Sciences &B.A.
Pbilosopby
Nottingham, PA

To My Family and Friends,
Thank you. Thank you for your endless support.
Thank you for being there for me when Ineeded you.
Thank you for putting up with me through the bad
times and celebrating with me through the good times.
Each of you are a very important and special part of
my life. Icouldn~ have done any of tills without you.
Ifeel so lucky to have the family and friends that Ido.
Lastly, Ilove you all more than you'll ever know.
lisa

JessiCJ Lynn MJsser, D.O.
Frostburg State University, B.S.

Mineral Point, PA

Brian -You truly are my rest friend and the love of my life. I
have no idea how Iwould have made it this far without your
unwavering love and support. You can always make me laugh
and Gxl knows laughing is what gJt me through it all.
Evel)'thing Iam is because of you. Thank you for all you do for
me everyday. Ilove you and cannot wait for what is to come.
My Family, my Friends and my Fellow Fellows -Thanks for all
your love, support and encouragement. Thanks for the gxxl
times, for always reminding me what is truly important in life
and for helping me to become the person Iam today. It is
important to be a great doctor, but every great doctor starts with
a gxxl person and that is what you have all helped me with.
Each of you has touched my life and made me a better person.
TheOMM Department and Research Lab -Thanks to all of you
for making myextra year worth every minute. Ienpyed being
your fellow and hope youenpyed having me. Thanks for all you
have taught me. The Empress forever!

;D.o.

MJry Ann MJurer, D.O.
TOll'SOIl UJlil!eI·Sl~J'.

B.S.

Cresson, PA

When one is grateful for something too g:xxl for common thanks,
writing is less unsatisfactory than speech. One does not, at least, hear
how inadequate the words are.
-C£orge Biot (MA Evans)
Many thanks and much love to ...
Mom and Dad, my first and (still) best teachers;
Grandpa &Grandma Cassidy and Grandpa &Grandma Krug,
myroots and myinspiration;
Dave, who reminds me to be brave;
leff, who reminds me to laugh;
Michelle, who reminds me to love;
I.P., who listened and loved and understood;
The Maurers, who remind me that its more fun to be part of a team;
lon, Mark, Madeera, Alyson, Pamela, leff and lohn,
whokept me in stitches and (mostlyQ sane;
Tina, Bernice, Denise and Megm, who embody 'py;"
Miss Debbie, who taught me that Happy Monday! is not an oxymoron;
PCOM Oass of 2007, who shared snacks, mnemonic; and smiles
for four wonderful years.
&:st wishes!

uurc1 Ann McOJwc1n, D.O.
State University ofNew York at Fredonia College, B.S. Biology
Williamsville, NY

This; experience has; changed rne s;o much and has;
made rne realize how cl:rong of a pers;on I reall~ arn. I
couldn't have done it. without. t.he mod: irnport.ant
people in rn~ life t.o help me t.hrough it..
To rn~ Farnil~: Morn and Dad I want to t.hank ~ou for
alwa~s; rerninding me of what. is; irnport.ant. in life.
Your concl:ant. s;upport. and encouragement has;
made rne realize t.hat rn~ drearns; can corne t.rue.
Mis;s;~. Karen and Tim I couldn't. as;!< for bett.er s;iblings;.
Now ~ou can finall~ call rne Dr. Laura!
T0 rn~ Friends; old g new; Thank ~ou s;Q much for
being there for me. I wl1l never forget t.he late night.
cl:ud~ing unt.il 2arn. the librar~ train. pod: exarn
parties;. Tarnpa et.c. I'm hap~ t.o have rnet such
great friends;. I know ~ou wl1l all succeed in what.ever
you do.
A rnan can be as; great as; he wants; t.o be. If ~ou
believe in ~ours;elf and have t.he courage.
determination. t.he dedication. t.he compet.it.ive drive
and if ~ou are willing t.o sacrifice t.he little things; in
life to pa~ the price for the t.hings; that are
wort.hwhile. it can be done.
- Vince
Lornbardi

Sarah Louise MeTighe, D.O.
Franklin alld Marsball College, B.A. Biology
Baltimore, MD

Mom and Dad: Thank you for all your love and support. You have
been there for me from the beginnin~ never doubting my ability to
achieve my dreams, even when Idid. Ilove you both very much!
Laura: My sister, my friend. Icould always count on you to put
things in perspective and see things in a new light. Thank you for
always believing in me. Ilove you. Oh, and p.s., its doctor dingobutt
now!
Grammy: Thanks for always talking to me when Ineeded you most.
Idont know what Iwould do without your words of wisdom. Ilove
you and Pop-Pop more than you will ever know. You both mean the
world tome.
Kelly: fIn not sure what Iwould have done these last 5years without
you. Your friendship means the world to me. Ilove you.
Amy: Thanks for being you.
Sabbir: Imagine if Ihad not been so bold to ask youfor your phone
number that Fridayafternoon. You have taught me so much and
have been a constant source of support and encouragement in my
life. You trulyare mysoul mate. Ilove you sweetheart!
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RJjen MehtJ, D.O.
jobns Hopkins Ulliversily, B.A.

Edison,

~

Mom and Dad: Without your unwavering support, generosity and
love I would not have Jx>en able to make it through medical school.
You have always put the well being of Amy and Iabove all else, and
for this Ithank you. It is through you both that I have learned the true
meaning of family.
Amy: Thanks for all the advice, food and support over the past four
years. Medical school is tough, but you being around made things
much easier on me. You are not only my sister, but also my best
friend.
Dhwani: Our light-hearted verbal sparring has Jx>en quite enpyable. I
have always wanted a brother and Iam ~ad Ifinally gJt one.
K:OM friends: Whether it was playing poker, barbecuing, or visiting
our favorite Sunday night hot spot, we manag2d to have a lot of fun
over the last few years. There will always be some .. in this house.

i~\t'lil
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Mlrie Menin, D.O.
CaJlJlon Unil'ersi!),. B.S.

Cheswick, PA

' Everyone who ~t where he is has had to begin where he was."
Mom: You truly are the greatest! Thanks for always being my #1
supporter over the years. IVe learned independence and perseverance
through you and am so blessed to have you as my mother!
Vic and Courtney: The best bro and sis out there! I cant believe were
so old; its been great growing up with you two.
Thld: Thanks for always listening, for always understanding and for
the extra funding now and again!
John: Thanks for driving the U-Haul! Of course, I couldnt have done
it without you.
Sarah: Icould not have made it through these 4years without you
out here with me! The Muppet will always love you!
The Mates: We've had a great 4years! No matter where we end up
practicing, we will always remain true to our roots on Henry Ave.
Karen, Cara, jayme: You are the women that make me strong, thank
you!
James: Our paths have finally crossed; Icant wait for ours! Ilove you
Ooss of 2007: live each day to its fullest!

BrittJny MicheLe Mentzer, D.O.
Ursinus College. B.S.

Holiand,PA

Mom, Dad and Mike,
Icannot thank you enough for the love and support you have ~ven
me through out the years. Mom, your love of medicine and your
dedication to the nursing profession inspire me. Even on myworst
days your smile reassures me and brightens myday. Ilove you. Dad,
you have taught me so much about life. Inow know, hard work and
perseverance really do payoff, Iwould not have made it this far
without you. Ilove you. Mike, even though you are all grown up,
you will always be my baby brother, thanks for always cheering me
on! Ilove you.
Grandmom and Pop,
Thank you so much for all the support youhave ~ven me. Your
prayers and love have carried me through the roughest days.
Aunt Virginia and Aunt lady,
You have been like second mothers to me. You have taught me to be
an assertive, strong woman. Thank youfor always loving and
supporting me.
[X)ug,

Ilove you. You are mybest friend and Iam so ~ad that Ifound you.
Icannot wait toshare mylife with you.

~~)D.O.

Glenn G. Miller, Jr., D.O.
PenJlsylvania State UllizJersity, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA

Mom, Dad, Sean, and Colleen - thank you so
much for your love and support. Thank you
too Tara, Todi, Smokey and Cosmo.
To my extended "family" and to anyone who
has ever inspired or encouraged me, thank
you so very much.
To the friends I've made at PCOM and on
rotations, thanks for the laughs and best of
luck in your futures.

Tilllothy Justin Miller, D.O.
Salisbury Unil'ersity, B.S.
Salisbury, MD

Iwant to thank my beautiful wife; Heather, my
parents and younger brother for all their support over
the past four years. Icould not have done it without
them. Ialso want to give a big shout out to the reOM
soccer team and the Tuesday Hat Rock gang for all the
great memories. The team means the world to me and
Ihope to some day start a fund to maintain a quality
monument field to help continue the history of
excellence and success that the reOM soccer dub has
achieved over the years. Finally Iwant to thank Dan
the Man, Jennifer Long and Nish for all their friendship
and insight. Our study group allowed me to reach all
my goals thus far in medicine and radiology. Iwish
you all the best in your careers.

Nitesh S. Mody, D.O.

77Je GeorgeWas!Jingtoll UniversitJ', BBA, ~IS-IST
Pottsmlle, PA

1\10m and Dad,
I know how lucky I am to have unwavering support from you
throughout all of these years. I really could not have done it
without you both. Aside from all the not-so-little things you
have done to make my everyday life easier, the most valuable gift
you have given me is helping me to set high goals for myself and
encouraging me to persevere until I achieved them. Lots of love.
Thaben and Jeff,
It's nice to know that you two always knew what I was going
through every step of the way and were there to guide me in the
right direction when I needed it most (even though I was
reluctant to listen half of the time). Many thanks and hugs.
Ami,

Even though you made me exceedingly jealous when you were
traveling the WORLD while I studied away, I really knew I could
count on you when the times got tough for some really good
chocolate brownies. Haha ...
Anthony, Raj, and Usman,
To my med school brothas ... I toast to the times we will never
forget from my balcony to the streets of Philly. Salud. And oh,
Happybirthday A.T. STILL!!!!

Andrew D. Mowery, D.O.
Dre.''t'el Vl zil'ersi!)" B.s'
Vniversizy of COllnecticut, M.s,
Carlisle, PA

Mom and Dad: fin sure that you're exdted that your son is finally
doing some paid work and will be able to support you when you are
unable.
lisa and Mike: Thank you for you constant harassment and putdowns. They have only made me stron~r. D2ep down Iknow you're
really ~ous, but thafs okay. fin sure you will still come to me
begjing for prescriptions.
J, D,and Y: Iguess the experience of going through medical school
has bonded us for life. It was great hanging out and laughing at
each others medical war stories

Frink, Sloppy, Klin~r, and Bamma: Well after four years we actually
made it. Ifs kind of scary to think that the five of us are now going
to responsible for human lives, we could hardlyhandle Pat. Iwas
great workin~ suffering and partying with the four of you. When
are we meeting at the Outback?
Rachel: I've saved the best for last. Ever since Iwalked into that
research lab and checked you out, Iknew that you were spedal. I
continue to love you more and more everyday we're t~ther.

~~].o.

Donrn Mueller, D.O.
Plmllsyltl({lli(/ SI(/Ie UlliI'l!rSi/y, Bdl.

State University of New York at Buffalo, M.S.
NOVA University, Biomedical Sciences
Bethlehem. PA

It has been a long road toward attaining my Osteopathic Medidne

[):gree. Iam humbled by the opportunity to serve as a physidan and
am proud to be a D.o. Iwant to express myheartfelt appredation to
my husband Eric, who has offered unwavering support and
encoura~ment throughout this arduous process. He is the love of my
life and the source of my inspiration! Ithank God for all my blessings,
especiallyfor Eric.
Ialso wish to thank the excellent physidans, teachers, and friends who
have enabled my success and accomplishment. Iam most grateful to
Alex Nicholas, 0.0. for much instruction in OMT, treatment, and
support of the UAAO. Iam also thankful for Ida Schmidt, D.o. and
8aine Wallace, D.o. who are role models for all female physidans. I
can never for~t Lori Dribin, Ph.D., Cerald Conover, Ph.D. and Dr. Tuat
NOVA-Southeastern who supported mypursuit of a 0.0. degree and
taught me to memorize! Iappredate friends, espedally Nidhi and
Nicolewho persevered to bring the UAAO to winning the National
Chapter of the Year. Lastly, Ineed to thank mydearest friends; Sue,
leaMnn, Bonnie, &Karen who gave me much emotional support
throughout the years.

JomthJIl

NJchtigJl~

D.O.

Bucknell University, B.A.

York, PA

Yanna: My beautiful wife. Thank you for being there every minute
along the way. Your love means so much to me and any
accomplishment would be nothing without you by my side. We are
perfect tCl!fther.
Mom: lowe much of my personality to you and enjoy my life
because of how you raised us. Thank you for everything.
Dad: Your advice over the last few years has been enormous. My
dedication and drive to succeed has stemmed from all that you have
taught me. Istrive to be the man you are.
Mom and Dad K: What a loving family Ihave joined! You have
welcomed me into your hearts more than Icould have asked.
Andy, Jeff, Brian, Peter, and Tasha: We make a good group. Thank
you for the fun times, the support, and the memories we share.
Brody: The happy dog. You are man's best friend
Friends: You know who you are. The Weekend was myfavorite.

SJrJh Dthryne l'Joble, D.O.
Sarab Lawrence College, BaciJelor of Liberal Arts
St. Joseph, MI

Good luck everyone!
May you have love, happiness, and success in abundance.

And remember
"Life has value only when it has something valuable as its
object." -H~l

Gregory M 1\Jotz, D.O.
Bucknell University, B.S. Biology

Danville, PA

My life has chang:d so much over the past few years. Icannot so.y
enough of how proud Iam of the KOM dass of 2007. We all worked
so hard to achieve our gxlis and Iwish everyone the best in their future
endeavors.
On a personal note, Iwant to first thank my wonderful family for their
continued support and contribution to my medical education, and for
showing me the value of integrity and perseverance. Mom, Dad, Krist,
and Wells, thanks for being role models and always being there for me
whenever Icalled.

To all my great friends whom Ihave been honored to become
acquainted with over the past four years, thank you for all the memories
and good times. Kirwan and Sam, thanks for being such an integral part
of the past four years and Ihope we still go to lunch when were fifty
years old.
Last and certainly not least, Iwant to so.y how grateful Iam for my
beautiful wife. Michaelyn, Ilove you more than words and 1m so proud
of you and can~ wait for our future together. You have been such an
important part of the past four years as a colleague, a best friend, and
now my wife.

MichJelyn TinstnlJn Notz, D.O.
Indiana Ullil!ersi(v Bloomington, B.S &ercise Science
New Castle, PA

'We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give."
- Winston Churchill
Iwould like to dedicate this page to all of my wonderful family and
friends who have selflessly given their unconditional love, support, and
prayers to help make my dream of becoming a physidan come true. No
words could express the amount of gratitude that I feel toward all of the
friends that Ihave made at PCOM that have shaped me into the person
that Iam today. Inot only fulfilled this dream, but Ialso monied the
love of my life, Greg. It made my journey more meaningful to have Greg
with me throughout the years at PCOM, and Iam exdted to begin our
next journey together.
Thank you again to everyone!
"Your talent is God's gift to you. What you do with it is your gift back to
God."
- Leo Buscaglia

Linsey DJw n ODonnel~ D.O.
Saint Fl'Clllcis U1liversity, B.S.
Coalport, PA

Eric- Ilove you more than anything and couldnt havedone it without
you. Before I met you, I never could have imagined that there was
someone out there who could be as complementary to me as you are. I
will never forget the daywe met, as we studied together at Borders,
realized we shared the same block of lockers for anatomy, and
eventually went on our first date to the Mutter Museum. Here's to
subtitled movies, byobs, trips to the country, our wedding in Old Oty, and
to finally becoming physidans. I look fOIWard toall of thedays ahead
of us.
Mom and Dad- Thank you for all of your love, support, and
encouragement through the years. You've always helped me realize my
dreams. From practidng together for spelling quizzes, to endless tripsto
karate dass, to coll~ visits, to being an understanding ear throughout
medical school, youhave been the most important factor in reaching
where Iam today.
john- Icould not ask for a better brother. We have alwayshad such
fun times together. You've alwaysbeen there for me, and as you g:J
through coll~, Ipromise to be therefor you.

NichoLas Robert OndrJSik, D.O.
GrGi'e City College, B.S. Biology
BrooK-ville, PA

We must expect reverses, even defeats. They are sent to teach us
wisdom and prudence, to call forth greater energies, and to prevent our
falling into greater disasters.
-Robert ELee
God has given me more blessing than Ideserve, my family has
supported me more than Ican imagine, and my friends have been
better friends than Icould ever ask for. Many thanks to all of you for
making me who Iam today.

Learn to like what doesnt cost much.
Learn to like plain food, plain seIVice, plain cooking.
Learn to like reading, conversation, music.
Learn to like fields, trees, brooks, hiking, rowing, climbing hills.
Learn to like people, even though some of them may be differentdifferent from you.
Learn to like to work and enpy the satisfaction of doing your pb as
well as it can be done.
Learn to like the sunrise and the sunset, the beating of rain on the roof
and windows, and the gentle fall of snow on a winter day.
Learn to keep your wants simple and refuse to be controlled by the
likes and dislikes of others.

T err)! Osborne, D.O.
Virginia Tech, B.S. Biology
Tidewater COllllllullity College, EMT
Virginia Beach, VA

Terry's Latest Blog Entry
Monday, December 11 th, 2006
Senior page: My Life Thus Far in ABCB
Current ~100d: nostalgic
Category: Writing and Poetry
Mother.; anxiety. Mother.; support
Father.; discipline when he was in port.
Lets build a car. 289 Blacksunshine
Gripping the wheel, anything can be mine
Sal'e me from myself, I dont belong on stage
attention seeking stops. I feel trapped in a cage
Four year.; a blur, gona make the grade
Becoming rigid tension, watch emotion fade
Oh but why? After so much time,
Would you want to soothe the Crippled mind?
Accept all people, good rapport
Frankly everything else is a bore
''The motive to connect with people that draws so many into medicine gets slowlysupplanted by
the hospital culture- a biomedical orientation, technology driven, and geared toward getting
patients in and out as quickly as possible. The question is not whether empathy can be taugh~
but what are we doing that dral\~ it out of medical students?" Dr, Beth Lown
Currently listening:
Propioceptor
By In<~ia
Release date: By II July. 2006

Anlee AniLkulllJr

PJte~

D.O.

Immaculata College, B.A.

West Chester, PA

!LU mommy, daddy, Jign for the love and
encoura~ment; Thank you Raja and Rani for the
happiest moments just when Ineeded them the most!
To my family and friends who touched my heart and
encoura~ me to keep ~ing: an infinite amount of
love &smiles. Iwould rather walk with God in the
dark than ~ alone in the light

Anish A.
'/ -,

PJte~

D.O.

Ul"sinus Coflege, B.S.

Voorhees, NJ

To My Family: Thank you for all your support. Without you, Iwould
not have been able to push through the years. Dad, you 91ve me the
motivation to g:> on and you were the perfect role model. Mom, apart
from the endless food you provided, you provided me with great
emotional support. Samit, thank you for dealing with me through
these years and having myback whenever Ineeded it.
Vaneesha: You are the love of my life. Thank you for all the support
and care you gwe me through these four years. It would have been
hard to do it without you. Iwill always love you and Iwill have
many more years of happiness with you.
To My Friends: It was rough during the four years but you never
91ve up on me. Thank you for the support and pushing me when
the bad times came around and helping celebrate the g:>od times.
Spedal shout{)ut goes to Homer for dealing with me as a roommate,
youIe a g:>od farm kid.
Keep your eyes on the stars and your feet on the ground.
-Theodore Roosevelt

) "P.O.

AdJnl

PdU~

D.O.

Unil'ersityojScranton, B.s. Biology
West Easton, PA

Iwould like to thank my family for their neverending love and support. Icould not have done this
without your help. Much gratitude to all of my
preceptors and professors for the knowledge they
have bestowed upon me. Many thanks to myfriends
for the great times. Lastly, Ichallenge mypeers to
remember to care for each person and care for the
whole person; to keep in mind sometimes caring is
worth more than curing; to ~ve and not worry about
the return; and to laugh, love, and be well.

PJrtll1s Pelxi1n~

D.O.

San Diego State Uniz'ersity, B,S.
San Diego, CA

Mom and Dad: If you raise your children to feel that they can
accomplish any ~ or task they decide upon, you will have succeeded as
a parent and you will ~ven your children that greatest of all blessing;,
Thank you for all your support and love through this long purney.
Niloufar: For there is no friend like a sister, in calm or stormyweather,
to cheer one on the tedious way, to fetch one if one goes astray, to lift
one if one totters down, to strengthen whilst one stands, What can I
'1Jy? You are the sunshine of my life!
My family: In family life, love is the oil that eases friction, the cement
that binds doser to<]2ther, and the music that bring; harmony, Your
unconditional love and support has ~ven me the backbone that Ineed
to finish this chapter in my life,
PCOM friends: Even though we've changed and were all finding our
own place in the world, we all know that when the tears fall or the smile
spreads across our face, we'll come to each other because no matter
where this crOIf world takes us, nothing will ever change so much to the
point where were not all still friends, Iwould have never made it
through medical school without you crOIf people, It has been an
amazing ride and Ilove that Igot to share it with you,

Scott R. Peerenboonl, D.O.
Linfield College, B.A.
Portland, OR

Thanks to everyone who has supported me in this
endeavor and in life.
Never regrrd study as a duty, but as the enviable
opporhmity to learn to know the liberating influence of
beauty in the realm of the spirit for your own personal joy
and to the profit of the community to which your later
work belongs.
-Albert Einstein
To have striven, to have made the effort, to have been true
to certain ideals -this alone is worth the strug:]le.
-Sir William Osler

BriJn L. Penn, D.O.
Villanova Unillersity, B.A. Psychology

Springfield, PA

My Family: Thank you for all the love and support
youve given me over the years. I never would've made it
this far without you
Jack: From VEMS to PCOM. Who would've guessed?
Yo, you ready to get outta here?
lmly: You've given me more than Iever dreamed
possible. rm exdted knowing that this is onlybeginning
our lives together. Ilove you!

Dennis Patrick PhiLLips, D.O.
Unil'ersi(v of Pittsburgb, BSN Nursing
University of PittsburgiJ, JlJSN Nurse Auestbesia
PittsburgiJ, PA

Now that Ihave achieved my gxll there are some very special
people that Imust thank. First and foremost, Iwould like to
thank my beautiful wife Julie for her unwavering support
during the most diffirult times of these last four years! Icould
not have done this, nor would Iwant to have done this without
you by my side. You are the greatest, and I love you! Iwould
also like to thank my parents. First, thank you to my mother
who taught me to find humor in all things and to reach for
my goals with certainty. Next, Iwould like to thank my father,
who taught me that working hard is the only way to deserve
and appredate what life delivers to you. Also, Iwould like to
thank my sisters Dana and Deanne who always know how to
keep me humble, but who are always encouraging. Let me end
with a quote.
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams! live the life
youve imagined. As you simplify your life, the laws of the

universe will be simpler.
-Henry David Thoreau

PJuL C. Pipitone, D.O.
Fordbam University, B.S.
Brooklyn, NY

Morn: Thank !:Jou for alwa!:Js being there for me at
the times I needed !:Jou mO<;!:. I will never forget all
the sacrifices !:Jou have made in order to help me
move forward in life. You have alwa!:Js served as
m!:J inspiration and I will love !:Jou alwa!:Js.
Dad: I miss !:Jou dearl!:J and thank !:Jou for inspiring
me to pur<;ue m!:J childhood dream of becoming a
dodor.
M!:J famil!:J: Thank !:Jou for all !:Jour support and
encouragement throughout the lat;!: four !:Jears. I
am ver!:J grateful for having all !:Jou in m!:J life
Daimiel: Thank !:Jou for all !:Jou have done for me and
for alwa!:Js undert;!:anding and offering !:Jour love and
support.
M!:J friends: Thank!:Jou for showing me how to
have a good time when I needed it mocl:. Thank
!:Jou all for alwa!:Js being there and providing me
with memories I will never forget.
To m!:J classmates: Thank !:Jou for a wonderful and
memorable four !:Jears. I wish !:Jou all great <;uccess
in !:Jour future endeavors

Alison Anm Platt, D.O.
Connecticut College, B.A.
Cedar Grove, NJ

(
'I'

Care more for the individual patient than for the special
features of the disease .... Put yourself in his [or her] place .
. . The kindly word, the cheerful greeting, the sympathetic
look - these the patient understands.
William Osler
Young people are uniquely equipped to change the world
because they dream. They choose not to accept what is,
but to imagine what might be. Iencourage you to dream,
to care, to be compassionate, and to let yourself soar with
your ability to create positive change in a world that
desperately needs you. Desmond Tutu
Loyalty to petrified opinion never broke a chain or freed a
human soul in this world-ill1d never will.
Mark Twain
In the mountains of truth you never climb in vain.

Friedrich Nietzche

Jennifer Ellen Platt, D.O.
Connecticut College, B.A.
Cedar Groile, N]

All of my love and appreciation to everyone who has brought
me to this milestone. My parents -Thanks for nurturing my
growth every step of the way. Alison Anna Platt -THE
GREATEST ONE Thanks for helping me walk the line. NoahYour joining our family has been the most wonderful experience
for us all. Steph & Elliot -You set the worlds greatest example of
how to befriend someone. Sybil- Thanks for being a part of our
lives for 25 years! My grandfather -You paved the way. My
grandmother -Thanks for reading my thesis. Youre the only
family member who has. Unde Bob -I wonder where Charlie
Wallace hid all that money?
Thanks to all of my friends Neil, Dan, lmly, Irina, Abha, and
Oyde. Steve -Perhaps the next time we're at Dunkin Donuts,
weTI figure out how to save the world before our coffee gets cold
Captain eerob- You'veorganized the adventures of The Senior
Oub as onlya Robinson can. Officer K. - Next stop Stockholm!
John- You had me at hello, quite literally. John Stewart -Thanks
for making me laugh every night and, speaking of dog;, thanks
Hannah, for getting me hooked on The lXillyShow.

Erik C. PoL1n, D.O.
77Je Unil'ersity ojScrantoll, B.S. Biology
Perkiomenville, PAI Greer, SC

To my family and friends, thanks for the support. You
helped balance the stress of school with love and fun! And
the occasional handout in the form of a small monetary
donation, or a much needed cold drink;)
Nicole you're my bestest friend, bringing me out of my
shell, and making me smile every time Ilook into those
eyes, TIl always love you.
If you're not in first place you're in last place, 60% of the
time this works every time, so if you got a fever remember

more cowbell, Mer-man, eh eh eh, Mer-man, and always
concur, but remember -put em in a body bag Johnny- is
not a career starter; so now you know, and knowing is half
the battle. quote soup
'With great power comes great responsibility."Spiderman

Alfredo L. RJbines, D.O.
Cornell Ullil'ersit)', B.s.
Nell' York Medica! College, M.s.
Brick, NJ

Idedicate my degree to my parents, Alfredo C &Jesus
LRabines, and sister, Erika M. Rabines. Aspecial thanks
to my #1 girl, Kelly Fidrick.
Idedicate my continued sanity to my friends and
colleagues: Matthew Bohm, Theresa Birordi, Tora
Budinetz, Justin 8der, Jen Graybill, Megan Rosso (Guest),
Jennifer Stead (Long), Mia Sclafani, and Dou~as
Troutman.
Iam so ready to take this doctor thing on the rood.
Here'sto the Oass of 2007 for a successful four years!

April Anne RJLLo, D.O.
Jlic!Jigan State Unil'ersity, B.5. Physiology

ShelbyTownship, ~1I

Mom and lliel: What would Ido without you~ Your prayers, words of
encouragment and constant support can ~t me through anything. I am so
grateful and I cant thank you enough for all you've done for me. I love you so
much.
Relma and Lauro: There ore no better sisters than you! You've always been such
amazing role models. Icouldnt have mode it through the tough timES or enpyed

the best timES without you Ican count on you for anything!
KOM roomies: Ladies, Ilove you oill We've hod some wild adventurES t~ther. I1l
never for~t Chuck Forleys (C£t l.owO, cor ride home from BrowniES, CX:eon Oty,
NYc, the Henry house, Sieg's wedding, Christmas dinners, the KOM library, so
many more good time;! YOUTe such wonderful friends! I1l ~ you so much!
CongratsMors!
Katie: My bestest, Icant imagine my life without you! Thank you for always being
there forme.
D:ric Of course fd put you on my po~! You've been my best friend throughout
medico! school, fm gunna ~ yo! GO GREEN!
You have brains in your head You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself
any direction you choose. Dr. Seuss

Anthony Joseph Vincent Recupero, D.O.
University ojScrmltoll, B. S. Biology

Scranton, PA

Jahmez James-Antonio Reid, 0.0., JO. UM
COI'III.'II Cnil.'ersity School 0/Hotel Administration, B.S.
lFasbburn Scbool ofIllu', JD
" &eorge Ullil'I!1'Si<I' School 0/ LawlUnil'eI'Sity a/Salzburg, UN
HUllter College, CuW,/ Post-Baccalaureate Premedical Student
New York City, New York

Before I~y farewell,
First, Igive thanks to God for with him all things are possible, Iam a
living testament to his ~Oly and grace. Next, Iwould like to thank
my mama, Rhonda Reid, for having the courage to have me, strength
to raise a family and for loving me unconditionally. Ilove you more
than words can ever express. Thanks to my brother and sisters,
Charlie, Monique, and Andrea, for supporting me no matter what
pumey, llinyale aka Danni, the ~91 continues. Lo!. To two very
spedal women Tamrni and ~b, lliANK YOU for believing in ME
You will always hold a very spedal place in my heart.
Iwould like to give a LOVE filled SHOUT OUT to All who laughed
with me, cried with me, keep me out of trouble, partied with me, did
spring break with me, had myback, and most importantly showed
me love and made me feel so spedal. Jahmez is here for you always.
Lastly, to Ma, Stan, Q, Auntie Ferri, Grandpa Reid, fub and Hallie, I
miss you all so much, see you all in Heaven.
ALWAYS REMEMBER YOUR HAPPIN55 IS LIFE AND YOUR DFSTINY
ADREAM AWAY.

Paull Marie Renz~ D.O.
Nortbu'estern Uniz'el'Sity, B.A.

Old Dominion Uniz'ersity, ilfSEd

West Seneca, NY

Angela Marie Riegel-Hinchliffe, D.O.
Unil'ersit)' ofNebraska, B.S.
Bellevue, NE

lames: There were manydaysthat Iwould not have been strong enough
to face without your loveand encourag.:ment. Thank you for ~ing my
strength. [love you for always~ing so understanding, devoted, and
supportive though all these years. Iam so blessed to have a wonderful
life partner. You are mysoul mate and ~ friend Iloveyou with all
of my heart.
Mom and Dad: You have encouraged me to ~ the ~ Ican and taught
me to never giving up. Your countless sacrifices have made this
achievement possible. You have taught methevalue of hard work and
dedication. Thank you for encouraging meto pursue mydreams while
providing the foundation to achievethem. Without your endless support
and continuous love Iwould never ~ where Iam today. I love you both
so much.
Daniel: I~s been exdting to watch you grow into an intellig.:nt and
compassionate young man. Mayyou always have as much faith in
your talents and follow your dreams.
Friends and Family: Your loveand support over theyears have meant so
much to me. [appredate all you havedonefor methroughout these
years. Mysincerest thanks to all of you!

• ) b.O .

DJ>:~;;, J~~;;!~~!~~)P.o.
Miami, FL

Naty: The grootesl: thing in our lives happened in Philadelphia; we arrived as two and left
as three. I never imagined that these past four years would be filled with so manychanges
and challenges in our lives. We had a groot time, met great new friends, and visited many
new places. We definitely hove wonderful memories to treasure from our years in
Philadelphia. I know at times it also got difficult but somehow we always managed to
make it work. There arent any words to desaibe how I feel for you, or should Isoy, how
we feel for you. Thank you for all your patience and hard work. Icant help but wonder
how all this would have been possible without you guys. Icant wait to see what our
future has in store for us. I know it will be incredible!
Adrian: Although things were a tad bit more difficult since March 15 of 2005, Icould not
hove dreamed of a better surprise. When ever I had a stressful day, I just had to see you
and all my troubles faded away. I knew everything would work out perfectly because I
already had what fve always wanted a little boy like you. Medical school became more
challenging for me after you were born because every spare moment I had Iwanted to
spend it playing with you. Iwant you to know that you have been a huge inspiration and
Idont know how I would have made it through without your beautiful smiles and
laughter. I never knew thot one could learn so much from such a little person. You taught
me the most valuable lessons in life!

Mami YPopi: Quiero que sepan que les agradesco mucho todo el amor yapoyo que me
han dado. Sin ustedes todo hubiera sido mas difidl para nosotros. Muchas gradas de todo
corawn.i.os querernos muchoy esl:amos muycontentos que ahora esl:aremos juntos para
difrutar de Adrian.

Megan Rizalrlh Guest Rosso, D.O.
Temple Unil1ersity, B.A.
Yardley, PA

"D:! not!p where the [Kith may lead, !p instead where there is no [Kith and leave

a trail."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Matt -Ithank CixI f!Very day that Isat in front of you on the bus in high school
ten years ag:J. You ore my best friend, and August 12th was the best day of my
life! Thank you for always loving and supporting me throughout this rumey. I
cannot wait to g:J through life with you by my sid;. Ilove you!
Mom and llid -Ever since Iwas a little girl, you encouraged me to dream big and
believe in myself. You have taught me how to love, how to laugh at myself, and
most of all, the importance of family. Iwould nf!Ver be where Iam todaywithout
all of your saaifices, support, and guidance. Iam sa bles5ed to have you as my
parents, and Ilove you with all of my heart
Colleen, Katie, D?nnis, and Kevin -Thank you for all of your support over the
years. Icherish all of our Disney and shore memories and cannot wait for the
years to come as our family grows! Icannot think of a better team that Iwould
rather be a port of than ours!
The ROOiO's -Iam sa lucky to have fallen in love with someone with such an
amazing family. Thank you for all of your support I have considered you my
second family for many years now, and Iam so happyto finally be an affinal
ROOiO!

Kinlberly 1. RozengJrten, D.O.
George Washingtoll Unil'eJ'sit)', B.A.
Emory Ullil'el'sit)'. M.PH

Cherry Hill, NJ

Gabe: Your continuous encoura~ment has allowed me to take
on the most challenging opporhmities and to face the scariness
of lifes unknown. You encoura~ me to learn, challen~ me to
grow, and help me to become the person Isee in mydreams.
You believe in my abilities to make a difference in this world. I
am truly blessed to be your wife and best friend. Thank you for
the years we share and the sacrifices you have made.
Sara Ruth: You are my greatest joy. Your presence and
unconditional love continuallygive me the strength and coura~
to follow my heart and pursue mydreams. Ihope the path I
have chosen will help you to realize that you can do anything.
Thank you for all of the hugs and snuggles, your wonderful
laughter, and for being the beautiful little girl that you are.
To my Familyand Friends: Thank you for supporting my
greatest endeavors.

Eric Mdrc Russell, D.O.
Costal Carolina University, B.S.
Conway, SC

Unsey . There hasn~ been a day since we've met that you
haven~ influenced my life in some way for the better. Going
to medical school has not only led me down a new path in
life but led me to you. Every guy should be so lucky.
Mom and Dad . Thank you for your unconditional support
and guidance. With all the moving around we experienced
growing up you provided the encouragement and love that
grounded me.
Marleigh . You've always been there for me with the open
ear and encouraging word of a best friend. Just as you stood
for me on my wedding day, Iknow youll stand for me in
every aspect of life.
Max . My brother of the South, Iknow you will always
have my back.

DipJli Ruby SJhoo, D.O.
Drexel Unil'ersity, B.S. Biology
Hometown, PA

Mom & Dad: This is your formal thank you for all that you've done
for me and what you continue to do for me everyday. Thanks for
being mybest friends. *sniffle* 0inserted convenient action cues for
you)
~i: Thanks for teaching me life's lessons and leading me through life
somewhere over the rainbow style. *insert embarrassing yellow tutu
picture here*

Rinku & Karolyn: You have both tQught me not to livein a hole called
[-(OM since Imay emerge one day to realize my little brother has
grown up and found his soul mate, is happier than Icould havewished
and making all of us proud. Another new finding: the wiener dog has
white hair now.
Raj: Speaking of little brothers, when did Raj grow up, and whydidnt
anyone warn me? Icouldnt find a g:xxl word in the thesaurus to
describe you or how much you mean to me so I'm gJing to use tutu
ag:tin. You maybe the babybut you're more mature than I. Except I
knew to use Ithere instead of me, and I'm willing to bet you didnt
know that.
Outta room- luvyou lots.

AlllY Schneider, D.O.
LaSalle University, B.A.
Bristol, PA

Mom and Dad..where would Ibe without you? Icant thank you enough
for your constant support throughout the years. Your understanding and
lovecontinue to amaze me. Mom, you are my best friend and the most
thoughtful person I know! Dad, I am so proud to be called your done in
manymore waysthan you know.
Shannon.Jife wouldnt be the same without you. Thanks for being the
most amazing friend ever. You are alwaysthere through the g:xJd and
bad times. Many more of the g:xJd ones to come I am sure. Now you
can tell random people I am a doctor and not be lying-ha. Love ya
IRlores~

Jay, Laura, Jacobi, Ethan, Summer. thanks for alwaysbeing behind me
throughout the years and giving me the cutest niece and nephews ever~
So happy tohave you all a part of this long purney. Loveall of you!
Familyand Friends (Danielle, IRnise, Courtney)] could not have made it
through all of those longhours of studying without your support and
love. Miss ya Grandmas and know you're watching over me!Hope to
make you all proudas Dr.5chneiderlli

Nicole Anne Scivolett~ D.O.
Boston College, B.S. Biology
Paramus, f\~

Dear Mom, Dad, Nana, Grandma, Peter & Daniel: Thank you for all
of your love, support, jokes & stories that have helped me survive the
good & not so good times, especially during these last 4 years. Thanks
for the extra push when I really needed and not pushing me when I
needed some space. I especially appreciate the extra boost to my bank
account when it counted and the gravy & chicken cutlets that lasted
me a fewdays, so I wouldnt have to cook (plus you all cook so much
better than J) . I love you all!
To #1 & #3: There were so many times where I questioned why we
we' re doing this. Then I remember the tired smiles on our faces when
we actually understood what we were reading & heard the joy in each
others voices when we were responsible for a patient we really cared
for. I realized that this is what were meant to do. Thank you for
keeping me in the game.
Erik: You make me smile, because you know I always need it and
you're good at it. I love you! Halloween is the best holiday... E\'er!
Ni-ners: thanks for the smiles & responsibility; you were the perfect
addition in the midst of all this craziness.
There were some very hard days and the ...thing that softens the
mel110lY of them is that in spite of everything I canle through it all
with my head high. - Marie Sklowdowska Curie

Mid Jdne ScL1fdni, D.O.
Sim mOllSCollege, B.S.
Dmll'el'S, ll:L4

S~ , b.O.

l(risten SenlJnision, D.O.
Ullil Jersity o/Scranton, B.S
Scranton, PA

To my family: Thank you for your unconditional love, guidance and
friendship. From saying extra prayers to making a trip to South
America, you have supported me on every step of this purney. Iam
grateful that you have trusted me to discover myown path and have
taught me to make decisions with confidence. Ilove youand would
not be where Iam today without you.
To my friends: Thank you for allowing me to be me. When it was
an endless conversation, you listened. When it was studying for
exams, you shared the burden and made me laugh. When it was
preparing for a year away, you supported me without question,
arranged for a smooth return and welcomed me home with open
arms. Thank you for showing me what it means to be a fIiend.
To my Ecuadorian friends and Rostro de Cristo community: Thank
you for showing me the world. Iam humbled byyour faith,
generosity, and dedication to service. You have taught me to live with
intention and have forever changed mylife.

Iam not the same having seen the moon slllne on the other side of
the world
-Mary Ann Radmacher

MeerJ Shdh, D.O.
St. Joseph's University, M.B.A.
Unil'ersity of Mary'land, Baltimore COllnty, M.S.
Un iversity of Maryland, Baltimore COllnty, B.S.
Baltimore. MD

MyLove-my panu-you are the answer to all my prayers. My best
frtend-you showed me how to love! Thank you for your endless love and
devotion, your optimism and confidence in me and my abilities. I
cannot wait to see what our future holds! Iam forever blessed to have
you in my life.
Mom-Dud-My life, my honors and my achievements are a reflection of
your strong upbringin~ constant love and support. Thanks for giving
me the values by which Ican live, the independence to make mistakes
and the courage to accept them and grow in life.
Murnmyji-Pappa~ -Iam so grateful for all the love with which you have
accepted me as a daughter. Icount on your constant love, care and
support as Rujul&I grow t~ther in this marriage.

Sefuben-Manishbhai words truly cant express what you guys mean to
me. Until I met you, Ididnt know that such true love was possible. Your
unconditional love, guidance, and wisdom inspire me to be a better
person everyday.
My siblings- you have always spoiled me with your love and showered
me with unwavering support and guidance. Thanks for being great rolemodels, Isttive to always make you proud

I~UAaJ~ , .D.O.,

MBA

Allen Lewis Silvey, Jr., D.O.
Uniz'ersity ofKentllckv. B.S.
Maysville, KY

Carol!:Jn. Cole. Jeb. Owen g -rnA.

\f'.k.DIDfT!!!
This; has; been the rnod: difficult thing that I have ever
accornpfls;hecI in rn!:J fife. ~owever. I did not. and could not. do this;
alone.
God the !=ather: You took rne frorn the lowed point in rn!:J fife and

carried rne to where I am toda!:J. I will alwa!:J!; be thankful for !:Jour
grace and rnerC!:J.
M!:J beautiful and loving wife Carol!:Jn: I am etemall!:J grateful for
!:Jour s:upport and encouragement. I could not have done this;
without !:Jou. I love !:Jou!
Cole. Jeb. Owen and -rnA: I am s;o proud to be !:Jour dadd!:J! You
ins:pire rne ever!:J da!:J- Never forget that I love each of !:Jou ver!:J.
ver!:J much.
Morn and Dad: !:Jou equipped rne with the tools; neces:s:ar!:J for
getting here. I love !:Jou both and appreciate all of !:Jour s:upport
throughout the ~r<;.
Capt. ~d g Morn- rnorn Kraemer: !:Jour generos:it!:J is; rivaled onl!:J b!:J
!:Jour kindnes;<;. Thank !:Jou for all of the s:upport !:Jou have given me.
agpace lirnitations: rnake it irnpos;s;ible for rne to fls:t ever!:Jthing
t hat ever!:Jone has; done for me. Pleas;e know that I love !:Jou all
and appreciate all !:Jou have done.

Todd E. Sinlon, D.O.
11Idiana University of Pen nsylvall ia, BSN
Conneaut Lake, PA

Melissa Sinkiewicz, D.O.
T7.)e Pe1Zllsyll!ania State University, B.S.
Sbenandoah, PA

To my family- Iwould like to thank you for all of your unconditional
love and support. You always told me I could do anything I wanted, and
without your encouragement and faith in mel I could not have come this
far.
To my friends from PCOM- Congratulations! rd also like to thank you
for your support. The late-night study sessions, hanging out together, and
all of your listening helped make medical school easier. I'll always
remember the trip down the shore, going to En~and, OMM labs, dinners,
post-exam parties, bugaloo, and rowing. Best wishes and good luck with
all of your endeavors.
To my friends from PSU and home- Thanks for helping me keep things
in perspective, for all of the advice, for distracting me from school when I
needed it, and for always believing in me.
Last but not least, to Brent- The things that you've done for me in the last
four years have been incredibly important for my success and I will

always be grateful.

We make aliving by what we get we make alife by what we gjve.
Winston Churchill

Soneld Skenderi, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.

Tirana, Albania

Roland, you have believed in me more that I have ever believed in myself. I
will always be grateful to you. I remember our high school years together
where our journey began. You remain my best friend, my companion and my
hero.
"puhiza e delit, me pare kish kaluar
dhe dyveshtrimet i kish mbytur bashkuar"
Tedua!
Sebastian, my beautiful baby, you are now a big boy and mommy can't
believe how handsome and smart you have become. You're my life.
Mom & Dad, I finally made it. All the sacrifices you have made for me have
finallypaid off. Your baby girl is now a doctor. Thanks for teaching me to
persevere. I love you.
Andy, my baby brother, I am so proud of you. Fight hard, love deep and create
exquisitelyas you always have.
Lotu, Luksha & Rozi, we can't wait to see you and enjoy your great cooking. I
am proud to be your sister and daughter-in-law.
Dori, Gena, Lanti & Doris, thank you for your love and support Your favorite
aunt is done with school.
Heather, Christy,]en thank you for always being there for me, you are great
friends.
Congrats Class of 2007!

JJ. O.

ALexis Marie Snlith, D.O.
WasiJington andJefferson College, B.A.
New Castle, PA

Thank you to all of my family and friends for believing in
me.

Gerc1Ld Michc1eL Snlith, D.O.
Gannon University, B.S. Biology

Wilcox, PA

Mom, Dad & Kristie:
Thank you so much for all the help and support you have
given me. Ilove you.
To my PCOM friends:
Its been fun and interesting over the past 4years.

.JiJJ fl1.~.dl

J

D. O.

Shani l<Jnlaria Slnith, D.O.
Xaz,ier Unil'ersity, B.S.

!)t. josepbIS University, MBA

LaniJam, Maryland

Every new phase in life is walking up to a locked door.
Diffirulties in life represent doors you must go through. The
doors arent there to keep you out. They are there to prepare
you for what you will encounter on the other side. On the other
side of the door are the things you have been prepared to have
by opening all the other doors. Why do you care if you have to
push, kick} or knock the door down? Youve got the keys: faith}
confidence} and prayer. The only thing you have to do is
remember big doors with heavy duty locks are used to protect
very valuable things!
Ma} Grandpa} GrandDaddy Danny} Baba} and Aunt Nancy}
thank you}Imiss you. Ilove you Mommy and Papa thank you
for supporting me. Omari} Ilove you remember that you can be
whatever youwant. Thank you Trent} Grandma} Grandma
Ethel}Alice} Debi, Aunt Wright, Miss Ernestine, Mrs. McCIeod,
Usa, Unde Lb, and Aunt Caroline for being there. To all my
friends that Ididnt have pichrres of Ilove you guys Iwouldnt be
here without anyof you, y'all got me through, and Iwill always
loveyou.

l<Jthryn Sosnoski-Giorgini, D.O.
Susquehanna Ulliversity, B.s. Biology
Marion Heights, PA

Mom: Thank you for always being there for me. You arc truly the strongest
woman I have ever known. I have made it this far in my life because of your
unwavering faith in me. I love you.
Dad: I miss you everyday. I know that you are watching over me and helping
me through all of the difficult times I have faced over the past four years. I
hope I have made you proud today and always.
Eric: You are the best thing that has ever happened to me. It could have not
been easy being married to a crazy medical student. I cannot express in
words how much your love and support has meant to me. I could not have
done it without you. I love you more.
Manny and Sandy: I cou ld not have asked for better in-laws. You have
helped Eric and me in more ways than I could mention over the past few
years. I really appreciate evelything you do for us. Thank you.
Kandi, Rob, Manny, and Mike: Thank you guys for always being there
through both the good and bad times. I am so fortunate to have a great
family and support system; you guys are the best.
Pop and Mam: Thank you for all of your support. I am so lucky to have
grandparents to share in all of these happy moments in my life. I love you
both.
To All My Family and Friends, thank you all for belie\~ng in me and
supporting me in everything I do. I was able to fulfill mydream of becoming
a doctor because of all of you.
To my PCOM friends: It was a great four years. Christine, Nick, and Anthonythank you guys for making this time fun for me. To all those I have come to
know over the past four years, especially Group #5, it has been a pleasure.
Good luck to everyone in your careers!

l<Jte MJrion St1Jllpler, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.s. Biology
Stewartstown, PA

Mom & Dad-You make such incredible sacrifices for your children and
glve us endless encoura~ment. Without your love and support, I
would have never endured medical school. From my car troubles to
moving incredibly heavy furniture a total of six flights, youve always
been there for me. You impress me everyday. Thank you Mom and
Dad! Ilove you!
Dave & Mike- Thanks for putting up with your grumpy older sister for
all of these years. Its gxxl to know that Ihave someone out there to
put me back. in line when I~t out of it.
Brian- Ithink I've finally met my match. Ever since Isaw those legs, I
knew you would be the one. Weve been through so much and back.
aglin. The tireless laughs and endless piles of dishes will always await
us. You remind me everyday of the gxxl person Ican be, and Iam
grateful for that. Ilove you with all of my heart.
My friends- Youve kept me sane. Icouldnt have done it without you.
You constantly remind me that there is life outside of medical school.
Your belief in me is priceless. Love you girls!

Jennifer A. Stedd, D.O.
Pemlsylvallia State University, B.S.
Clarion, PA

\~

Philip: As is truein so manyof life's challeng:s, one has sacrifiCEd for the benefit
of another. In our case, so that one may be called 'Ux:tor." Your endless supIXlrt
andflexibility has been a blessIng that Iwill treasure forever. I look forward to
growing oldwith you.
llid: [dedicate this JXlge to you. You have been my inspiration from day one
and it is a great honor to be your colleague. Thank you for your passion,
encouragement, and these words that Iwill never forget, 'May you cure
sometimes, may you heal often, may you care always."

Mom: Your dedication toMatt and Ihas provided us with the oPIXlrtunity to
achieve our goals. Youare thegrounds for each and every good quality we
po&'ie5S. Thank you for your support, sacrifice and above all your unwavering
faith.
Matt: You are a remarkable younger brother-stronger, more creative, and more
adventuresome than [will ever dream of being. Iadmire your accomplishments
and Ihave great confidence in your future. Nways remember to live the dream!
FCOM Friends: We have survived four amazing years and built friendships that
will last a lifetime. Meg and Jen, Iam so blessed to have you both in my life. [
love our friendship and how it has evolved from our anatomycadavers to our
wedding;. To the guys, Iwant to thank you for making 8:00 A.M lectures
bearable and for teaching me the balance of work and play.

MeLissJ ChJrLene StewJrt, D.O.
~r'ittenbel'g

Uniz'£?1·si{).I, B.A.

Vincennes, IN

Mom & llid- Icant imagine how Iever ~t so lucky to be blessed
with you as parents. You are my center. I dont know what I would
do without you. llid, watching you I have discovered the quality of
physidan I want to strive to become.
Bisabeth, Chris, lonathan, Rebekah, Zachary- No matter how many
miles apart we are I always feel dose to you. You are my best
friends. I love you more than you love me.
V-town and Witt Friends- Thank you for being there, even when I
was MIA for months at a time. You were always ready with a laugh
when Ineeded to escape from the medical world. Thanks for keeping
faith in me.
My PCOM Family-I never in a million years thought I would make
such intense friendships. I could not have survived without you. You
will be incredible docs. I will miss you dearly. I have faith that our
friendships are strong enough to withstand any distance. I love you.
Let me 'JJ.y before we part, so much of me is made of what iVe
learned from you. YouTI be with me like a handprint on my heart.
-Wicked

f\tLw,. C. ~bmani, D. O.

c

Douglds Stofl<.o, D.O.
7/Je Pennsy/v{lJIia Siale Unil'ersil)" B.S.

New Gennany, PA

Mom, Dad, Lisa and Mark, thanks for all
your support through out the years.
Brittany you're my best friend. I love you.

Gregory Allen Strunk, D.O.
juniata College, B.S.
Huntingdon, PA

To all my family & b€st friends; from New Visions, soccer, ski team,
and life to my cousins, aunts, uncles, and grand parents: Thank you so
much for your guidance, support, and help throughout my life. Icould
not be who Iam without all of your influences. Ihave had a great life
so far, and you are to thank for it. Ilove you all and Iam grateful to
have you in my life.
Mom, Dad, Kate, & GG: Thanks for being you. Ilove and cherish you.
Iwill always be there for you, as you have always been there for me.
Family will always be a priority to me.
Scout, Beth &Scott, Ben, Lori, Rian, and Jenn: Thank you for helping
me get through one of the toughest challenges of my life. You were
completely supportive, when everyone else doubted me. You are the
b€st friends Icould ever have. Ilove you all.
Always Remember: Regret makes us old, and bitterness poisons those
around you. Its not how you see yourself or what you think; its what
you do that defines you. Face your fears. Honor at all costs. Seize the
day.

Andred Sieg Synowiec, D.O.
Crol'e City College, B.S.
Reading, PA

What saves aman is to take astep. Then another step. It is
always the same step but you have to take it
-Antoine de Saint-Exupery
How can four years have flown so quickly? It is hard to
believe that it is already time to take the next step, to
practice what we've learned. Oass of 2007, thank you for
making this feel like fun. Iwill never forget you. Mom and
Dad, the work ethic Ihave I learned by your example.
Thank you for teaching me what kind of person Iwanted
to be, and for your endless love and support. lowe this
degree to you. David, my brand-new husband, you have
sacrificed so much to make this possible for me, and Iwill
never be able to thank you enough. Thank you for all the
miles spent driving to Philadelphia, and for all times you
told me Icould do it when Iwasnt sure. Iwill love you
forever. Finally, it is only by the grace of God that Ilive and
breathe. Thank you, Lord, for doing in me what would
have been impossible otherwise. My life is and alwayshas
hPPn Y()1lrs

Relub Mlry T abch~ D.O.
Dickinson College, B.A.
Allentown, PA

The Lord i!; ~ Rock. my Fortr~. my Deliverer: my God. my
gtrengt:h. in whom I will Trud IP!;<llm 18:21. Truded
throughout: my ITfe. from the day of my birth. leading rne by
your Graciou!; !-land!;. conwITng. loving. illpporting me.

9.ent wonderful people my wa!::J- Grateful I am to have walked
by my side. my bed friend. my Lord: Baa. Irna. R~. gimon.
my family whom I love. A1wa~ encouraging rne when all hope
wa!; lad. praying for rne. loving rne. no maHer what hour or
da!::J~very day deeply appreciative for the many who have
headed with rne on my path: my relativ~ and doce friend!;
in 9,yria. in A-town. in Phllly. in D.C.. in the Burg. the Lion: yOU
know who yOU are. All love from the Lord above.
BI~!;ed

and honored to have all w doce through the good

and the bad. Remaining grounded. becau!;e they molded rne
into a Woman of God.

God. thank you. for being a condant reminder to rne of what
a hue pf-y;ician !;hould be!

At PCOM I wa!; placed. My gratitude I !;end. Could nat have
continued on myjou~ without: yOU or the Cia!;!; of 2007.
Congra{:!;! God bl~ alwa~!
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PJJllelJ Quinn T JfferJ, D.O.
Unil1ersity o/Seralllon, B.s. Biology
Saini j osepb's Unillersily, MBA

Old Forge, PA

All my love & deepest gratitude to the individuals who sh<q:ro me:
Mama: With ooch climer, Inever neeirl a VOiCE reooes yows on the phone. Thank you
for your endl~ love, Ia~ter, tem, & home a:okal mm Ilove you, Mom.
fuIdy: From all the first days of kinderglrten to our nxxl ~- ~ the stote oc to the
gro:Ey store, our conversations nourMrl my soul & ta~t me to live Iijltly.
You are my hero. Ilove you, !hi.
Angi Only my sister could understand my sense of humor, reJd my mind, & complete my
thoughts. You are my rest friend JorunichaeJ & Aidin: Thank you for making my sister the
hoppiffit wife & mother in the world.
&Ira: My rest friend forever- that's how long TIl neOO yOll Thank you for your undying
conficIenCE & the rest memories Icould ever c& for. Lut}': It's you & me, kitty. Thanks for
taking the \oneJin~ out of the big dty. S:lroh: My door friend & mentor-thank you for
always OOng a step ahead & undeIStanding like no one could Ryan: WIth your strength.
humor, & vokE cf nmln lVe survival the to~ days. You're the rest. Trade &
Matthew: My oldest friend- your love &understanding voicemails always chrem:l me up!
My MBA family: Our time t~er w~ the rest of my roreer. Thank you for the la~ter
& life lessons. Kristen & Inura: My "roomies'- you hove ta~t me the true meaning of
prayer. Inuren & Melanie: To many more nights with my rest gir~ on whom Iam always
d~d MA, Madd~ Mark, Jon, &in, Alyson: Thank you for adopting me, motivating me,
making me la~ You've made my life richer. Kim, &in, Cotherine: live for nifjlts you
amt rernernM', ~t with tha;e youll never forget Michael: You are always in my heart.
Ilove ooch and every one of yOll
'The conversation will get richer and the pkes will get funnier_The conversation among
friends will re a consolation for you down all the days ahrod. llint w~e love.'
-Fr.Pil~S.J.

Dr. Stephanie Felgo~, Dr. Michael MtGuin~ & Saint Ja;eph's Mtrliml Center: Thank you
In loving merno!)' of: Louis l1xlu~o, AliCE Coleman, and Mark Hartman

Colette D. Taylor, D.O.
New York Institute ojTec/m%gy, B.S.
New York Institute ojTec/m%gy, M.s.
Bay Shore, NY

The four years fve spent at KOM have been filled with
py, tears, and great struggle. It's a purney Iwont soon
forget and one well worth the effort. To the countle&S
people who prayed for and supported me Icant thank
you enough. For the friends fve made and the
relationships we've fostered Iam eternally grateful. To my
parents, family, and friends Iwould not be who Iam or at
this point in my life if it were not for your love and
support, so thank you. To God who has guided my feet
along this purney Ithank you for the strength to succeed,
the faith to persevere, and the foresight to see beyond my
present in order to lay hold of my future. To my fellow
dreamers/visionaries remember the pain of regret is far
worse than the pain of discipline so don't let the cost of the
journey derail you from your destination.

Stephen C. Tiley, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Warminster, PA

The last four years have ~ven me the opporhmity to follow
my dreams. Ihave learned how the support of family and
friends can inspire you to do your best. Iwould like to
sincerely thank Laura for her love and constant support. I
could not have done this without you. My parents also
deserve many thanks for their endless support and
encouragement.
Thanks to my PCOM family. Iwould not have wanted to
do it without all of you. Who would have thought medical
school could be so much fun. Ifs been a wonderful
experience because of these great friends.
Iwish the class of 2007 continued success and happiness in
the future.

T Jlllllly Elinbeth T ollusJk, D.O.
lbe Unil'ersity ofScranton, B.S. Biology

Tunkhannock,PA

Ifs the Journey thafs Important...
By john McLeod

ute, sometimes so weruying
Is worth its weight in gold
The experience of traveling
Lends a wisdom that is old
Beyond our 'living memo!)"
Asoftly spoken prayer:
"lfs the purney thafs important,
Not the getting there1'
Ins and outs and ups and downs
ute's rood meanders oimlessly?
Or so it seems, but somehow
Lends us where we need to be,
And being simply human
We oft question and compare._
''Is the purney so important
Or the getting there?'
And thus ifs always been
That question pondered down the ages
By simple men with simple ways
To wise and andent sages••
How sweet then, quietly knOwing
Reaching destination fair:
'1fs the purney thafs important,
Not the getting therer

Troy WiLLidnl Trc1yer, D.O.
ElizabetiJtowll College, B.S. Biology
Denver, PA

First and foremost, Iwould like to thank my parents for
awarding me with this opportunity to pursue a dream of
becoming a doctor. Without their years of support and
encouragement, Iwouldnt have become the doctor that Iam
today. Ialso extend my gratitude to my caring wife who has
been by my side throughout the process and has been more
understanding than Icould have ever imagined. Her ability to
listen and accommodate to my various situations are the
reasons why Ilook forward to a rewarding career and a loving
family. Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine has been
a monumental moment in my life and Iwill relish the friends
Ihave gained, the knowledge Ihave acquired, and the holistic
approach to medicine that Iwill maintain throughout my
career. Ilook forward to numerous years as a physidan
dedicated to my patients as Istrive to be understanding and
compassionate throughout the entirety of my medical career.
llin~ Jjve down to expectations. Go out there and do
something remarkable. -Wendy Wasserstein

Dougl1sc~eII~~,~~ldn, D.o.
Bethlehem, PA

D .o.

Cost~ndinos

TSJgJrJtos, D.O.

Rutgers-Nelmrk College ofArts & Sciences, B.A.
Union, NJ

You cannot: c:hoo.;e 'dour farrul'd a!; t:rey are a gift from God. I

am who I am becalJ!;e of ~. tT'l':J family. You are a foundation
which bear!; the weight: of tT'l':J ~peratiQn!;. ~ f1ft:!; me high
when I triumph. Achievement of m'd ambitiOn!; are celebrat:ed
'dour own pd: a!; 'dour!; are celebrated a!; mine. OJr farrul'd
groW!; d:ronger and dO!;er wit:h ever'd jO':J and obd:ade we
face together.

a!;

To m'd parenk brother!;. !;id:er!;. unde!;. aunf:!;. cou!;in!;.
nephew!;. nieCe!; and mod: of all t:o tT'l':J bed: friend. tT'l':J wife: I
love 'dou and t:hark 'dou wit:h all t:hat: I am. Like arything el!;e.
t:hi!; jOU~ could not have been wit:hout: ~.
To tT'l':J friend!;; 'dou are trea!;Ure!; and I thark God for placing u!;
in each other'!; path.
To m'd teacher!;: I Will repaid ipU b':J teaching (hO!;e who follow.
being human fird: and a pfy;ician !;econd.
"Underd:and that happiness i!; not: ba!;ed on po!;!;~on!;.
power or pred:ige. but. on relal:ioncloip!; with people ipU love
and re!;ped.'
'OJr charader i!; what we do when we thirk no one i!;
looking.'
'Live w that when ~r children thirk of fairness and int:egrity.
H~ thirk of'dou.'
+1. Jackwn Brown. Jr.

DJvid John Vettori, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.S.
Rutgers Uniz'e!·si(Ji. M.S.
Flemington, NJ

Mom &lX1d It has been a long rood for me and Iwould
never have made it without your words of love, wisdom, and
encouragement. You've taught me the importance of dedication
and perseverance, and you've supported me through all of my
endeavors. Mom, thanks for listening; and Dad, thanks for
always pushing me to do better. Words cannot express the love I
have for you and for all that youve done.

My Honey What can Isay, hun, we finally made it! Thank
you for all your patience and sacrifice throughout the years. You
are myrock, hun. You truly are. You're the one constant in my
life. Thanks for keeping me grounded and humbled. We've had
so many wonderful memories already, and Ionly look forward
to manymore as we start our familytogether. You're mylight,
mystrength, and mybest friend. Ilove you, sweetie.
My Friends Thanks for all the wonderful memories. Thanks
for all the laughs we've shared and all the g:xxi times weve had.
Its been a wonderful ride, and rm glad to have had you all to
share it with.

ALvin Wang, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University

!--low can you gel: very far. if you don'!: know Who You Are?
!--low can yOU do whal: yOU ought:. if yOU don'!: know Whal: You've
Gol:?
And if you don'!: know Which To Do of all I:he I:hing!; in fronl: of yOU,
I:hen whal: you'll have when yOU are I:hrough i!; J1Jd a tne!;!; -- wi!:hau!: a
clue.
Of all I:he bed I:hal: can come I:rue if you know Whal: and Which and
Who.
--The Tao of Pooh
To my parenl:!;: Mom - Thank yOU w much for your love. rupporl:. and
pal:ience I:hrough I:hi!; journey. I couldnl: have made il: wil:hau!: all your
help. Dad - You formed I:he foundal:ion of my charader and have been
a role model for me I:hroughau!: my enl:ire fife. I am w proud 1:0 be your
wn and I mi!;!; yOU every day.
To my friend!;: bol:h new and old Wil:hau!: yOU QU!:J!; I would have been
I:ol:ally Ioc!:. I feel forl:unal:e and honored 1:0 have mel: you along I:hi!;
pal:h. Thank yOU for all I:he laug~. encouragement:. keeping me on!:rack. and reminding me I:hal: I:here!; a whole world au!: I:here dill
wail:ing 1:0 be explored. Even I:hough many of yOU are branching au!: 1:0
didanl: comer!; of I:he counl:ry for differenl: !;pecial!:ie!;. I hope I:hal: we
will alwa!:J!; be cloce.
Maura: Thank yOU for all your rupporl: and pu~ing me 1:0 reach J1Jd a
lil:l:le furl:her I:han I I:houghl: I could. I couldnl: have done il: wil:hau!: you.
Cla~ of 07: Congra!:!;! We made il:! Thank you for I:he experience and
I:he privijege of being your cla!;!;mal:e. I look forward 1:0 con!:inued
friend!;hip and working I:ogel:her a!; fu!:ure colleagues.

l<Jtie Mdrie Warve~ D.O.
Wittenberg University, B.A.
Brookville, OH

To My Huslxmd By this time Iwill be Mrs. it. Jason Ballinm No matter
what path lay ahead, Iknow Ican g:t through it with you. Icant
begin to expre&5 how exdted Iam to start our life tog:ther! You are my
best friend and my love. My life lJe91n at Aloha!
Mom & llid You have taught me by example, lifted me up with love
and support and devoted your life to your dlildren. Ilove you with my
whole heart and thank you for g:tting me through this- we did it!
To my siblings If Icould make one wish it would be to move you guys
wherever the Navy takes us. Iheres just something about that Warvel
bond that gives me comfort that we will never be apart. Ilove you!
McKenna & Reag:m You both are sunshine on a rainyday and Ihope

to one day have daughters as beautiful as the two of you.
KOM Friends Just a few memories
-Latenight disco fries at Manayunk Diner
-Parscheesesteaks after post-€xam parties
-All night studysessions in the KOM dungeon
-Feeling like Iwas the onlyperson at KOM who didnt go to the
University of Scranton!

Anthony 1. Wehbe, D.O.
Saint joseph's University, B.S.
Saint joseph's UnilJersity, MBA

Somerdale, NJ

To understand the heart and mind of aperson, look not at what he hru
alreadyadJjeved, but at what he aspires to. -Kahlil Qbran
It has been a fun rood, and rd like to thank everyone for the support,

love, and ~nerosity through the times.
Ma and Pa you have truly been there for me all these years, and I
thank you sincerely. To Joe,Annie, and Betsy thanks for putting up
with me; and you are everything a big brother could want.
I have met incredible people at reOM, and I am amazed at the talent
and dedication. I wish you all the best of luck in the future.
To Nish, Rat Usman, Nick, and the rest (you all know who you are):its
been a pleasure. Happy BelayA.T. Still.
Meloooos, thanks for being there for me; and I cant wait for whats to
come. B7ebik.

Keep me awoy from the wisdom which does not or, the philosophy
which does not laugh and the greatness which does not rowbefore
children. -Kahlil Qbran
-Anthony

Jeffery Aldn White, D.O.

GampbelfUnille}'Si~v - Bachelors of Health Science
Orlando, Florida

My Beautiful Wife and Kids: These years have been
challenging as well as rewarding and Iam humbled by the
sacrifices you have made. Icould not love you more!
Mom and fuel: Thank you for your love and support. You
have been the perfect role models.
Pat and Ron: We could not have done it without your
wonderful kindness.
Grands Widney: Thank you for your advice and unwavering
belief in me.
Friends and Family: Your friendship is treasured.
John, John, Brett: It has been a wonderful journey. My best to
you, your families, and your endeavors. God bless you.
Experience js what you!It just after you needed Hj

Stephanie L. White, D.O.
Oberlin College, B.A.
Philadelphia, PA

'For what is done or learned by one class of women
by virtue of their common womanhood, the
property of aD women. "
becom~

-flizabeth Blackwell (1821-1910)
"Ifyou done jt jf amt bragjng."

-Walt Whitman (1819-1892)

Thanks moms.

EliZJbeth P. White-Fricker, D.O.
University of Colorado af Boulder, B.A.
Pbiladelpbia College of Osteopatbic Medicine, M.S.
Bridgehampton, NY

..
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-

How do Ibegin to thank everyone who has helped me
through so many challenges. Ifeel well prepared and am
looking forward to the next step in my education.
Ihave to especially thank my husband Phil and my
family. Phil has been the best partner to take on this
journey. He is the best part of my day and has helped me
through these challen~g years. He and Ihave done this
together and that has made a world of difference.
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My family has made medical school so much easier.
They have ~ven me endless support and motivation.
Whether calling or driving home to visit has alwaysbeen
my retreat. They are mybest friends and a wonderful
distraction.

Oli-,stine Whvlings, D.O.
Albright Colfege, B.!J,
Audubon, NJ

Mike: Iwould not have been able to reach this point in my life
without you. You have provided me with clarity in times of anxiety,
hugs when Ineeded them the most, an understanding ear when Ijust
needed to vent, and celebrated all of my triumphs. Icould not have
imagined a better person with which to share life's journey. You have
always believed in me. Ilove you unconditionally and look forward
to sharing our future t~ther.

Mom & llid: Thank you for encouraging me to reach for my
dreams no matter how unfathomable they may have seemed in the
beginning. Your love and support have made me the person that I
am today. You have both always being there for me in every way
whether it was a warm meal or a giant hug.
Rachel & Eric Ihope that you both achieve all of your dreams and
remember to enjoy the ride. Iwill always be there to encourage you,
as you have for me.

My extended family and friends: Itruly cherish the support that
each one of youhas given me throughout the last four years. Ilove
you all!

~ V~f).o.

)<Jty Michelle WilliJJllS, D.O.
Unil'(!}'Sity a/Vermont, B.A.
Bmu)'n, PA

Morn-! could not have done this without your incomparable support
and unconditional love. You believed in me when! doubted myself,
lifted me up when rd had enough, redirected me when! was almost on
a plane back to Hawaii, and helped me to keep aloha in mylife
throughout this journey. ! infinadore you.
llid-From dinners at the Royal Villa to comforting words on the phone,
your support has meant the world to me. You have really understood
what fve gone through, and for that! will forever be grateful. ! love
you.
Stephi-How lucky am Ito have a built-in best friend for life! Your ability
to bring me clarity has helped me more than words can 'fIly. Iam
proud to have you as my sister. Ilove you so much.
Brett and Kyle-You guys have been mycomic relief throughout medical
school. You keep me laughing and keep me on my toes.

Mom-Morn-It has been one of the greatest joysof my life to have you
as my role model, my grandmother, and now, as myfriend Ilove you.
Frien<Js.Med school would have been SO boring without you guys!
Thank you, thank you, thank you.

Erir~a

MelissJ Willis, D.O.

LlliZ'l!rsi~v a/Massachusetts-Amherst, B.S.
Chelmsford, MA

Ifirst want to thank the Lord Clld for all He has brought me through
and the many blessings He has ~ven me.

The Lord is my strength and my shiel4' my heart trusted in lllm, and I
am helped: therefore my heart greatly rejJiceth; and with my song wiD I
praise lllm.
Psalms 'ld:7
To my family: Your encourag2ment has brought me through this
pumey. Clld has truly blessed me with all of YOtL
Mom, ~ Tony: Thank you for your love, guidance, and
encourag2ment esp. through the times when Idid not think Iwould
make it. You all have ~ven me the strength to push forward and
succeed from the earlydays of dance dass through medical school.
Flliot, Rafiyya: Ihave watched you all grow and am very proud of
all of you. Keep Clld first and keep on succeeding.
GrandJmnts: Thank you for your wisdom, loving-kindness and sense
of humor!
Friends: From studying for OMM practicals to driving out to the Burgh
(area) for Mindy's wedding to han~g out around Penns Landing;
nobodycould ask for a better group of friends. Iknow you all will be
very successful in your endeavors.

m

~Jk)D.O.

Lusia S. Yi, D.O.
Lebigb University, B.A. Molecular Biology
ThomasJefferson University, M.S. Microbiology
Fairless Hills, PA

To my huslxmd, IXlhyun: We did it! Icertainly challen~ your patience
and understanding through chaotic medical school life, but through it
ail, Ionly felt love from you. You have given me the courage to chase
my dreams. Without you, Iam nothing because you are everything to
me. Thank you and always remember that you made me who Iam
today. Ilove you.
To my daughter, OlQrlotte: You did it! Mommy could not have done it
without your smiles, hugs, and kis5es. Thank you for surviving through
medical school. Charlotte, Ilove you so much!
To my family: Mom and dad thank you for always believing me. Iwill
never forget the sacrifices you have made for me. You are my
inspiration. Mother and father thank you for giving me the opportunity
to excel but most of ail, your understanding and love glve me the
courage and motivation. Rosalie and Sylvia thank you for ail the little
things. You have been a tremendous support for me.
To my teachers: Thank you thousand times for today. You have made a
doctor out of me, a little girl from Korea who did not know any English

WilliJnl R. Yarns, Jr., D.O.
Trinity College
East Longmeadow, MA

Congratulations Oass of 2007!
That was the fastest four years and the lon~st four years of my life.
Talk about blood, sweat and tears. After countless hours of reading,
thousands of questions about bowel function, and two kids, it is finally
over. Iwould like to thank all of you that make this a great experience
for me, especially my closest friends. Mark and the guys from the frat,
you helped me stay somewhat sane, thanks. Ihope everyone matches
where they want and Iwish you a long and successful career.
Mom and Dad, your little boy is finally there! Thank youfor all your
support and love along the way. Ilove you.
Uam and Drew, grow up big, grow up strong. Ilove you boys.
Cyndy, Icouldnt have done this without you. You are the best wife,
mother, and friend Icould imagine. Ilove youso much.

Scott Eric Zalut, D.O.
Pen1l State University, B.S.

Willow Grove, PA

Iwould like to thank my family and friends for all of their support and
love throughout the years. Icouldnt have done it without you.
Mom and llid: Icant even begin to put into words how much lowe
you. Thank you for all of your support, finandally and emotionally.
This degree is as much yours as it is mine. You were always there to
pick. me up when Ineeded it the most, and for that Iwill always be in
your debt. Ilove you both with all of my heart.

100: Thank you for being the best brother ever. Iwish you and len all
the happiness in the world and a wonderful life t~ther.
Mom-Mom and Pop-Pop: Thank you for your unconditional love.
You'll never know how much it means to me that you were my bigJSt
supporters throughout this whole process. Ilove you both very much.
lenna: Thank you for helping me to become a strong?r person. Your
love and support made g?tting through school an easier process, and for
that Iwill always be grateful.

My friends: Thank you for helping me to relax when Iwas stressed-out.

}

D.O.

l<.Jthryn Anne Ziegler, D.O.
77Je Pentlsylmnfa State Uniz'ersf/y, B.S. Biologv
Hatboro, PA

f

Mom and Dad- Iam grateful to have the wonderful parents that you
both are.
Mom- You have influenced me in ways that you could have never
imagined. Through your example Ilearned that I, too, am capable of
having a successful career as well as a great family.
Dad- You have always been there for me no matter what, you taught
me the values of being a humble winner and a gradous loser- Iwill
carry these with me throughout my career.
Leigh Anne- As we move on in life each of us taking our very separate
paths, Iknow that Iwill have you, as my sister and my friend, to count
on. Iam very proud of you and your accomplishments. J love you!
Trad- Your support and encouragement are unparalleled. From PSU to
PCOM and now onto the next phase of my career! Icant wait to see
where this journey continues to go! Thanks for everything~ Ilove you!
To my friends: You have all touched me in unique ways and Itake a
piece of each of you with me everywhere Igo. Thanks for all of the
laughter and fun!

lennifer P. urkr, D.o.

Suzette

Iohnson-FLJtrel~

D.O.

lZ:lpit DdSs, D.o.

Maria Eppig, D.o.

PriY;lJlka Mittar, D.o.

!adyn Oxenberg, D.o.

Kevin Rich, D.o.

I\I&-t Pi(!-twr~d:

lerer

~86

White, D.o.

Edwrurd &Itk D.D.

st~Pt~M

biM &kCVJ. D.o.

I\lCA~M

MCAttCA. D.D.

st~~M ~.&.

MMtMMi. D.D.
Wi(1(1iCAht I\I~WlAtl. D.D.

A(1!JM)M D&h1lCA~ki.

~jid 1\1&&11,

D.o.
D.D.
Plti(1(1ip D&u.q(1M. D.o.
l<~itIt lkhtbtWCA. D.D.
MidtCA~(1 P. G~~MCAq~. D.D.
MidtCA~(1 U(A!I"t, D.o.
J CAM~ J rJ'f~, D.D.
B1ICAd(1~!J 1<(1~iMCVJ"t, D.D.
Aoorf7M l~",,(A!I"t, D.D.
JrJtM M(A!lk(1~!J. D.o.

D.D.

Jlt(1i~ PCAM"t~(1i~k.
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D.o.
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D.D.
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June 2007

PCOM
Dea.r Class of 2007:
Thank you so much for affording Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Ivledicine's faculty, staff, fellow students, and administration the privilege of
walking life's JOUl'ney with you during the yeal'S of yOUI' osteopathic medical study.
Your giftedness and Cal'ing inspired to higher standal'ds in OUl' own work. No words
are adequate to describe ' the pride we feel in your accomplishments. The entire
PCOr"I community, therefore, joins me in extending heal'tfelt congratulations to you
- PCOIvI's 116 th osteopathic medical graduating class.
This has been a milestone yeal' for PCOi\1 by vu'tue of the endowment of its
Centel" for Chronic Disorders of Aging by the Osteopathic Heritage Foundation. The
endowment is a major recognition of the College's scientist's and the great work they
are doing, The endowment facilitates PCOIvI's contribution to expanding the world's
fund of knowledge about disease and its prevention. That expansion, coupled with
your outstanding education, will significantly brighten yOul' futUl'e horizons as
osteopathic physicians,
YOul' osteopathic medical education will provide you with the greatest gift
human existence has to offer - the knowledge that the lives of others have been
made bl'ighter by vil'tue of your presence in them, As you touch mind, body, and
spirit to promote healing in others, I hope that your life will be filled with joy and
purpose. Please know that you will always be part of the PCO:rvI Family. \Ve hope
you will stay in touch and look forwal'd to sharing many successes with you in the
years ahead. God bless you.
With Wal'mest regards,

¥J~
wlatthew Schure, Ph.D .
President
IvISllm1

PH I LADELPHI A·

COLLEGE·

OF

.

OSTEOPATHIC·

MEDICINE

KENNETH ] . VEIT, DO, M BA, FACOFP
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and D ean
2 15 -87 1-677 0
2 15-87 1-678 1 FAX
kenv@pco m .edu E-MAIL

PCOM
Dear Colleagues,
The Vision statement of the Class of2007 ended with the words "to whom much is
given, much is required". John Fitzgerald Kennedy paraphrased these words from the
Bible in his inaugural address on January 20, 1961.
This is a profound statement and one you can look back on as a source of inspiration as
you journey into the next phase of your professional career. You are in a privileged
position, for you have been given much through the achievement of your educational goal
of becoming a physician! In exchange for that privilege, you owe much to your fellow
man.
You are now accountable for the knowledge your PCOM faculty has imparted to you
along with the skills and abilities you have attained over the last four years. As you
wrote in your Statement, it is now your responsibility to nourish one another ' s
educational and professional endeavors. You will work with your peers and patients as a
team to exchange knowledge with the goal of progressing together as a unified force .
Consistently strive to learn and grow.
"Much is required" and you may succeed in this quest through fulfilling your
responsibility of serving patients, community, colleagues, family and friends . Do your
utmost to provide quality care with empathy and respect.
As each class leaves PCOM, I charge them with the challenge to serve your patients well,
for they have entrusted themselves to you. I could not be more proud of each of you and
look forward to our continuing relationship as fellow PCOM alumni.
Good luck and God ' s speed.

~D l)~j)~

Kenneth 1. Veit, D ,MBA, FACOFP
Senior Vice Presid 1t for Academic Affairs and Dean
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PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

.umni Association
CLASS OF

2007

THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
2007

OFFICERS

C.

PEDANO, DO '61

PRESIDENT:

NICHOLAS

PRESIDENT- ELECT:

HARRY E. MANSER, JR., DO '69

VICE PRESIDENT:

JOSEPH J. KUCHINSKI, DO

SECRETARY:

DANA

C.

TREASURER:

HAL S.

ASSISTANT TREASURER:

MURRAY ZEDECK, DO

PAST PRESIDENT:

JOH N

2007

BENOIT, DO

W.

'86
'85

SHAFFER, DO

'84
'62

BECHER, DO

'70

DISTRICT DIRECTORS AND REPRESENTATIVES

NORTH ATLANTIC DISTRICT

MIDDLE ATLANTIC DISTRICT

GREAT LAKES DISTRICT

Gerald A. Colvin, DO '94
Timothy P. Lowney, DO '77

John A. Cifala, DO '45
Gary]. Dclla'Zanna, DO '92

Luke G. Nelligan, DO '91
Elsira M. Pina, DO '89

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT

SOUTHEAST DISTRICT

FAR WEST DISTRICT

David Coffey, DO '84

Michael]. Feinstein, DO '74
Allan Goldberg, DO '63
Howard M. Robinson, DO '90

Susan M. Bara, DO '92
Hal S. Bendit, DO '84
J. Steven Blake, DO '89
Darlene A. Dunay, DO '83
William G. McDowell, DO '54
Richard A. Pascucci, DO '75
Melissa N. Schwartz, DO '91
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT

James M. Bonner, DO '86
Anthony G. Leone, DO '57
Andrew A. Pecora, DO '61

FLORIDA DISTRICT

Ricky P. Lockett, DO '84
Murray Zedeck, DO '62
MIDDLE AMERICA DISTRICT

Dana C. Shaffer, DO '85
H. Sprague Taveau, IV, DO '77

Military District
Col. Vincent F. Carr, DO '74
Lt. Col. Margaret Swanberg, DO '94

Resident Representative
Jennifer L. White, DO '04
Intern Representative
Leslie Lyness, DO '06
Student Representative
Kristen Kuratnick (DO '07)
President and CEO
Matthew Schure, PhD
Alumni Association
Representative to
PCOM Board of Trustees
Robert S. Maurer, DO '62 335

Dr. Tara t-Iope Budinetz
Tara,
from the day you
were born, we knew
your stron8 and
8enerous spirit would
destine you to
accomplish 8reat
thin8s, but most of all
we are proud of the
woman you have
8rown to be.
Love, Mom (9 Dad

---_
---_.
,==----==:
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Dear "fave niece",
It is an honor and pleasure to be your aunt
and uncle, as well as your 8odparents. You
have been a blessin8 to the family, and
we lre sure you will be a blessiD8 to your
patients in the years to come. Much
happiness and many best wishes to you!
Love Your "fave aunt" and Uncle Qonniie

NicoleM. Church, D.O.
ou have always been the
light of our life. Now we
must share this with all
of our new patients.
Ith all our love,
Nana and Pop

Con8ratulations!
"The Doc" is very
determined and
devoted. Wish you
much success and
happiness.
Love, Grandma (9
Grandpa

Dear Tara,
We are very proud of
you and may you have a
wonderful future.
Love, Pop Pop and BOOa

MelissCl .1\1111 de Wolfe
Melissa, you are an inspiration to us all.
You have admirable discipline, enthusiasm
and perseverance that has sown its reward.
You will enter a challenging career as a surgeon
and doctor and this will mold your life
in a special way. Confidently follow your dreams
and enjoy each milestone you achieve. Keep in
mind and take time to reflect and be thankful for
the blessings that have been bestowed upon you.
We love you now and forever.
Love, Hugs and Kisses,
Dad , Lisa,Justin, Julie and Kelly

Dr . .I\~tho~y 3. W ehbe
'" C lo.ss of 2007
Dearest Antoun ,
Mabrowk! Be humbled by th is
great privilege of serving
humanity as a Doctor. It's a
blessing and a responsibilty to be
in a team , as a instrument of
God's healing power and care.
We support and inspire you to
greater success and make your
dreams come true.
Love always,
Papa, Mama, Joe, Annie & Betsy

Katle- Yeu have l11ade US;D preud Su~-e a verv
\'etUlg' age VCt! have h_U-Jo.:lL<ed and wdl Ulg' to '
work. hard to achieve vcur goals. Ycu excelled
all vcur endeavors. te It sch~,-'Iing' ~'r sports.
Yeti have taken_LIS (or a fide thr';'lgh all vetlr
advenJ:ures and l11ade It eXCltu¥:' to watch \'etl
gr~.... " ulk, a carn¥:' and lovell' Vetulg' wOl11an.
are l:urstUlg' With pride.
Su~-e \ '~'l.1 \,-'ere hnle \nl wctdd slgn_hrhtda\'
"Dr. Kathrl11..Alll.1C L legler": Vetl practiced
that ~,..'er and ovcr. NeW \nl arc a d~~tod
C~"'lg'ratLdatl~"'1S. Go etlt anJlvc \,cur dreal11.
L~,..'e.

MOI11. Dad and Leigh l-\nl.1e.

D~s. a~ego~y a~d Michae ly~

Notz

Congratufations to our daugliter, sister, andwife
Today, because of your
dedication and
determination, your
dlreams of becoming
physicians have been
fulfilled. We are all so
proud of both of you and
love you very much. We
wish YOm! many years of
happiness and much
success as your
joullt'lIlieys into t tne world
of medicillle continue.
May yOill' caring and
compassionate qualities
gmde YOm! aJ!bd comfort
yolllllI' patients. God
bless YOlll both.

~ ~y 04nne CU'ltin

We are a[[ so proud tliat you have acliievedyour fijeCong
(ream. rt'ourfuture patients wirr 6e 6Cessed to liave sucfi a
f?jmf, compassionate doctor. CBest wishes to
our 1avorite doctor".
Love,
9viom, (j)ad', 'J.(!vin, (j)ermot, Conor and 9vii/ig

I

I

)ongra1tlllllaUolIl.s to
Uly liovmg, caring,
Irightt andl
. lelllerolls dlalllglln1ter
In yom gr adl1lllatimli.

rom pcmw.

YOm'

Ufts of positive
:haracter alIl.dllkilldl
. leart will maJ[e
ron the fmest of
IhysilCialIl.s. 1m. my
ove ... §~m1l; to Y01lll
'rom Mom, Jell,
rnd Gram }Papp31s.

"

COlIligl!'atlllllatiOllns!
YOll' lovfur:ug families,
Rosie <& Bob Notz
KarelIli <& Milk:e Tinstman
Kristy & wells
brllltm~ Eric <& jeJ!b

CROZER
KEYST
HEAL7H

SYSTEM

The hospitals of the Crozer-Keystone Health System:

• Crozer.. Chester Medical Center
• Delaware County Memorial Hospital
• Taylor Hospital
• Springfield Hospital at the Healthplex
• Community Hospital

Committed to Osteopathic Medical Education

James E. McHugh, DO, FACOI, MBA
Director
Osteopathic Medical Education

\v\vw.crozer.org
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Dear Laura,

John. we truly thank God for you. for your discipline.
hard work and incredible perseverance as you
continue to go forward as an outstanding
compassionate physician giving hope to every patient
lLemember it is the Lord who uses you as His
instrument His hand is upon you.

From the first moment we held YOU in our arms, we
knew YOU would grow UD to be someone sDecial. You
have made us so Droud over the years from your
academic achievements to your accomDlishments as a
division I gymnast. Most of all, we are so honored to
see how YOU have grown from a cute little girl to a
sDecial young woman who is beautiful from both
inside and out. Congratulations on your graduation!
We know YOU will be a fantastic doctor and your
Datients will be so luckY to have such a caring and
dedicated doctor.
Love,
Mommy and Daddy

eongratulations to our son!
Love. Mom. Joe And Family

Ap~i1 MC\~ie
Let h1etory record
l.!ea M. CBurroUflhe)

Hru-rle the

~ee Doctor of

Oeteopathla

Med!alne with rul

Your d&;/Jaatlon, hard work, Iil!1d pereeveranre enal>!&:I you to aGGOmplleh your
dream of becoming a doctor

60

that you

Wh~H 'If}« W(ljf~

()

fittf~ qilff. 'If}« kH~W 'Imt w()H-t~d -t& ~ ()

d~-t&1r ()Hd H&W 'If}U/r dTr~()... hIM e&...~ -t/IIAr!. W~ ~ veJr!l fJ/lf1Ud

ItIw r~ht6 Iil!1d prMlegee thereof.

I

Menin, D.O.

that on th1a day, June 3, 2007, It ehall be 1>e6towetl upon AfJlfif.

GIilI1

&f 'If}« ()Hd ~f 'If}U/r ()ee&...t?fi.almt~H-tA. e&Hqlr()-tu.f()1i&tt4f

help othere. We are very proud of

, you Iil!1d aommend you hJWUy on your aahlevement. Our aontJnuetl prayer Ie that
'God wIU keep Hie arm6 of proteotlon arolll'ltl you Iil!1d gIVe you favor Iil6 you
'aontJnue on your ~y to a euGCe6efuI Iil!1d proepMOU6 aareer. JU6t remember
to ruwaye aaknow~ God and let Him direct your path. We love you Iil!1d we

w~ h~ Yf}«.
J~, Vie-t&lr, ef}U/r-tH~'I

iwIU ruwaye be here for you.

I
I

IIGod bleoo you Iil!1d keep you,
. Mom, Dad, Iil!1d Derrlak
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Congratulations ,
&sr Wishes on your
future endeavors!

D r. Cindy F inkelmC\n
Dear Cincly,

I am very proud of you and ~ determination and
hard work that have ~otten you where you are today.
fur even more than that, I am full of happiness and joy
for you as you p3$s this wonderful milestone in ~
life. You are a wonderful dau~hter and I wish you
happiness, fulfillment, and success as you embark on
this most noble of careers.

UPMC St. Margaret
Family Medicine Residency Program
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

3ustin G. t-Iartmcttl, D.O.

I love you.

Dear JlAstiVl,

Dad

T~e da~ ~OIA

were borVi was oVie of miraclAlolAs
blessiVig to lAS, aVid we are prolAd of t~e
acco m plis~meVits ~OIA ~ave made, Cod gifted
~OIA wit~ great taleVit aVid a compassioViate
spirit t~at will tOIAC~ t~e lives of t~ose ~OIA care
for iVi a special wa~, YOlAr desire to ~elp ot~ers,
aloVig wit~ ~OIAr determiViatioVi aVid
perseveraVice are certaiVi to briVig ~OIA slAccess
iVi ~olAr life aVid career, We wis~ ~OIA mlAc~
~appiViess!

"For I RYIOW tne p/on5 I nave for ld0tA'; dec/ore5
tne Lora ''p/on5 to pro5per idOlA ond not to norm
IdOtA, p/on5 to qive idOlA nope ond 0 ftAttAre, "
Jeremia~ 29:11
We love ~OIA!
Mom & Dad

Dr. Erin L. BC\stidC\s
Erm.

lYle are veJry EDrlO1l1ld IOf YI01l1l. Y@1illlr lhlard wm~lk ffilfi\(ill
delterIDillllta1Umll lhtave started Y({J)1l1l IOllll a !@llllg slOl((J(Gtessfull
IDeili(ca! career. lV18 bmw YlOm' dem(ca1tilollll willl maJlm YIOl!][
am tOll!][ltslt31llll«li.ng plhtys]itCiaml.

lV18 !ove ytOllOl.
MIOID :& IDad
Beauty,

"fl journey of a million miles begins mith one footstep:'
Congratulations on your achieDem ent!! You are mdl on your
may to a successful career as a doctor. Your education,
perseDefance and 10Ding personality mill guide you through
your future as a physician. J 10lJ(' you mith all my heart.
( ODe ~oreDer,
m ichael

I

'I

Aly,
Not exactly the easiest path. A few
sidesteps along the way; a B.S. in
biology, a masters in Secindary
Education, marriage ti Brian and now
Doctor. Wow!

Dear Alyson,
Congratulations! Your hard work
and steadfast determination are to
be commended. You have done an
amazing job of balancing school,
family, social outings, travel,
marriage, and Eagles games! I
couldn't be a prouder husband.
You know it!

You have always been determined to
succeed in all you underta<e. It is this
commitment, dedication and foresight
that ma<e you who you are today.

Always let your candle of
compassion bum bright.

Dr. Alyson Glovia<-Wilson.
These attributes will again serve you
well as you pursue your chosen
specialty.

You are the best!

We are so very proud of you!

Congratulations to you and your
classmates!

In your continued journey ta<e with you
our love and support.
Love always,
Mom and Dad
(Big Shar) and (Joey)

Dr. CC\rrie- Ann BegnC\ud

I love you!

Brian

Tara,
COVlgratlAlatioVls Ovl
~OIAV' faVltastic
ac~ ieveVVl eVlt. YOIA a V'e
a V'eVVlaV'~able ~OIAVlg
WOVVlaVl wit~ aVVIbitiolAs
goals aVld aspiratioVls ...
we ~vlOW ~OIA will be a
staV',

All OlAV' Love,
ToVVl & COVlVlie Field

Dear Carrie-Ann.
Congratulations on your g radua tion from
PCOM. We both love you so very much . You
are a fan tastic g randdaugh ter and w e w ish you
all the best in your upcomin g life and career.
With all our love.
Grandmo m & Pop-Pop

We ~re '&0 prou04 of you ~V"lO!
your C1C,.C...~I~hwe..V)t ~t
PeOH. Your ~r04 wor\:.. ~~
\ov'~ ~tlAre w;U ~k you
~V) oUt-'&t~V"lO!~~ phy'&c~V).

We w~h you

~\\ -tk..

~rrlVle'&'& ~ your life.
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Some little girls dream of
becoming a princess...
Our little girl dreamt of
becoming a doctor...
The goal at times may have seemed
liR.ed a fairy tale indeed.
fur your determination and desire
allowed you to succeed.
At graduation your dream will come
true,

Family will be there to cheer with you.
Open your eyes you are not asleep,
The ]X) behind your name is yours to
keep.

CongratuJahons
Dr. Casey Lynn Eedder
May your career never lose irs magic!

Love, Mom Ii.. Grant

Casey L. Bedder, D .O .

Dr. Christie Hilton,
We are very proud of you and your
accomplishments . You worked hard and
that hard work go you where you are
today.
You are and incredible daughter and we
know you will be an outstanding doctor.
Congratulations!

Best wishes on this special day to
my daughter-in-law. This marks
another successful milestone in
your journey to becoming a doctor.
You have worked hard and certainly
deserve to take a moment to
breathe and enjoy your
accomplishments.

Ch ristie,
I am so proud that you are my daughterin-law and for following your heart's
desire and ambition to become a doctor.
You r caring and compassionate qualities
will provide comfort and healing to those
in your care. Those individuals wi ll be
truly blessed to know you .

Love ,
Barry

Congratulations and continued best
wishes, success, and happiness as you
continue your career as Dr. Hilton!

We love you!
Mom and Dad

Love,
Dottie

Our Dr. Aunt Christie!
You are amazing , and we are
so proud of you and all
you've accomplished. With
our love and congratulations,

Congratulations! Your hard
work and dedication is
paying off. We wish you all
the best during residency
and a lifetime of success ,
joy, and grateful patients!

C.J ., Paula, Matthew, and
Cordelia

Love,
Luke and Kelly

Congratulations on an
amazing accomplishment!
We wish you continued
success as you embark upon
the next stage of your
career.

Dr. Christie Hilton,
May the passion of what you
love, carry through in all you
do .
Congratulations!

Love ,
Vince, Kristin , Megan and
Braden

Love,
Jason, Sally and Elise

Christie 3. t-lilton, D.O.
Dr. Christie Hilton
Congratulations!
You are an amazing wife, and extraordinary friend. I've watched you demonstrate the focus ,
determination, discipline, and spirit in order to achieve a lifelong dream of yours . I couldn 't be
more proud of your accomplishments! You have an amazing personality and tremendous
aptitude that will make you an outstanding physician. I know this will be the start of your long,
successful career full of accomplishments.
May God continue to hold you gently, and may you continue to fulfill all of your dreams!
I love you!
Kevin
343

3ennife~

A. Steetd, D.O.

J~"i.

WtfAMtf flffttrt tffiWl fiJr.s-t d()tf I'Jf ki"d~()Jr-t~" -t1'J tffiWl qJr()dtt()1iI'J" flffttrt
tffiWl d~-t~i"()1iI'J" ()"d -t~"()(!ittf -t1'J ()ehi~~ tffiWl ql'J~A. YfiWl trtl'Jttl'J. e()Jr~ Di~trt.
heM ~d tfl'JlA. ~ff. R~trt~trtru -t1'J -tJr~()-t tffiWl P()1i~"-t.s eM f()trtiftf ()"d tffiWl (!()Jr~~ i" trt~di(!i"~ wiff ~
Jrieh ()"d Jr~w()Jrc(i"q. I\f()tf tfl'JlA. (!1'J"1i"tt~ -t1'J bfu.s eM tfl'JlA. h~ ~~" bf~d. R~trt~trtru whl'JM tfl'JlA. ()Jrt!..

It heM

~~" ()" ~dtt(!()1i.')wd'

P.~.oM. W~ ()dtrti~

w~ fl'J~

tfl'JlA.J
D()d. I\fl'Jtrt. ()"d I\f()tt

Sudeep Dustin Bu~metn, D.O.

COVlgY'atlAlatioVl5,
5~eY'idaVl
i
lr'l1Qgl~e I
I
Dr, l3~rma~ ~ow, Time ~as flow~ b~ so
fast its ~ard to remember all t~e good
times we ~ave ~ad, From t~e da~ ~w
said ~w wa~ted to be a doctor I ~ad ~o
do~bt i~ m~ mi~d ~o~ wo~ld f~IAII ~o~
dream, Ymlr motivatio~ a~d drive for
s~ccess is o~e of a liii~d, I am ver~ pro~d
to be ~wr brot~er, I ~ave M do~bt i~ m~
mi~d t~at ~o~ will maliie ever~ o~e of ~o~r
patie~ts extremel~ ~app~, Heres to ~w
t~e good life a~d me
~o~r Iii bro

Mo

!
Yo~ ~ave bee ~ m~ best frie~d a~d me~tor
for t~e last twe~t~ ~ears of m~ life, I am so
pro~d of w~om ~o~ ~ave become, a~d t~e
goals ~w ~ave ac~ieved, Eve~ t~o~g~
~o~ live 50 far awa~ from me, ~o~ ~ave
alwa~s bee~ t~ere no matter w~at, I am
50 i~credibl~ blessed to ~ave ~o~ as m~
older brot~er, I love a~d miss ~o~ so m~c~!

Co~grarulatio~so~ ~m1rgrad~atio~! I
Iii~ow t~is is 0~1~ t~e begi~~i~g of ma~~
great accomplis~me~ts,
Love ~w r sis
RiRa

SO~

Wow!! Its Hard to believe ow SOVI is VlOWDr BwmaVl, From tVie
da~ ~OIA were borVi aVid we saw tVie motivatioVi iVi ~01A, weatVier it
was sports, pla~iVlg tVie violiVl, rlAVlVliVig ~ow first maratVioVl, aVid
VlOW tVie StetVioscope iVi ~ow ViaVld, We are so prolAd of ~ow
persisteVice aVid Viard wor~, wViicVi Vias giveVl ~OIA a patVi of
acViievemeVits aVid will lead OVi ~ow Vlext jowVle~, RESIDENCY! YOIA
will be a ver~ remar~able SwgeoVl, YOIA made lAS so prolAd, aVid
Viave alwa~s beeVi a meVitor for ~ow brotVier aVid sister!
CDNGRATIALATIDNS DN YDIAR ACCDMPLISHMENT! Ma~ GOO
alwa~s be tViere witVi ~01A!
WitVi ow love al~d blessiVigs
& Mom

~~' ~
'.~:'

~

.

1

!

Billy Kortlberg D.O.
Billy:
When you were seven years old and had the opportunity to
describe yourself, you chose carefully the words, "When I
grow up I want to be a doctor." Now as you finish medical
school you can be proud of yourself that your dreams came
true. Your determination to fulfill your aspirations is the
same determination you display in life. Perseverance as well
as your sense of humor and compassion towards your
patients will bring you success as a physician. As part of
your journy comes to an end we are excited to support your
future accomplishments.
Love,
Becca, Mom, Dad and Jake

"Take care ofthe patients and your family and everything else
will take care ofitself
/I

- Albert F. D'Alonzo, D.O.

, Dear Kristen Kuratnick,
\

<: .

Your day has finally arrived - your dream
true. Words cannot express how
proud we are of yo u and this
3accomplishment. Your strong will,
hardwork and determination have earned
yo u this well deserved tirle.
You are a parent's dream come true. You
are a caring and compassionate person
and will make an outstanding orthopedic
surgeon. You will couch and help so
many lives as you embark on your
medical career. You are truly a special
person.
Congtatulations - We Love you,\Mom,
Dad, Justin, Jason & Amy

~ come
"<'

\I"

,.

LiLi,
This is a proud day for our family. You have worked hard and sacrificed
much to reach this place in your life. who knew that when Sonja and I
named you that you would one day be DR> Lisa Michelle? God did because
with Him all things are possible. To Him be all the glory.
You have always been in our thoughts and prayers as you face the
challenges of the medical profession you will continue to be.
This is an exciting time and as you look forward to putting all of that
studying and hard work to use, we just want to encourage you to
acknowledge God and He will give you direction.
Congratulations.
We love you,
The Dulie Family

Dr, Timothy M, JCH1none
. --. ---~

Dear TIrn.

Ymt·~ -t~LtqJt-t lAA

~ m~~"i"q f)t1J1~ W&lfd d~-t(ljlh1i"~1if)".

~~" ~ ~f)mfJ~f)"~-t~ fW'M"-"fIW
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~ £lfwo1.J4

It~ 1J1~ k"fIWf~dq~

4kiff4 -tf) It~£lf ~~ ~wr~ tfJTr f)1J1~A.
£lfWfll.J4 -tlr!f Mf)m"· I.JU I.Jmt ~~". R~"~~ k~~fJ
"~~Mi"q tf)" 1J1f)M 4-twrA.
W~ Lf)~ Ymt.
Mf)m ~"d D~d

·Ymt

~~"

We are s:o ver!:l proud of !:lour
accornpli!;hrnent at PCOM Tl-le
determination. abilit!:l. and
per!;everance !:lou have ~own
during !:lour ~r!; at medical !;chool
i!; like the rnader!:l in di!;rnounl:ing
!:lour rocking hor!;e. We wi!;h!:lou
happine!;!; in !:lour life and !:lour
career.
With all our love.
Morn. Dad. Chri!;

e,
Congratulations, we couldn't be more proud of you.
Just like the little boy on the beach, continue to
throw starfish back into the ocean. You will always
make a difference.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Eddie & Cali

Dr. Amy C. Schneider D.O.
f\s a chilcL you asked. "What is uncler my skinr Now you can really answer
that question we feel blessed. as parents because you have achieved. so
much in such a short time and you always make us proud You are a 9reat
sister. a wonderful aunt. and a true friend But most of all you are the
9reatest dau9hter that any parents c.ouIcL have ever wished. for. and now
you will be an even 9reater DOC.TOR and everyone else will see why we
Jove you so much.
f\LL OUR LOVE f\Lwf\YS.
Df\D. MOM. Jf\Y. L<\URf\. Jf\KE. ETHAN. and SUMMER

...'
~

MERCY CATHOLIC MEDICA~ CENTER
?vIERCYFITZGERALD HOSPITAL &?vIERCY HOSPITAL OF PHIlADELPHIA
(A member of PC 01\1 ?vIEDNet)

Mercy Catholic Medical Center offers high quality education for residents, combined with
excellent clinical training within a community hospital environment. Our hospitals offer resident
physicians accredited ACG!vIE residency training in four programs. The PGY-l year is both
ACG!vIE andAOA accredited.
•
•
•
•
•

Intemship/Transitional Year Residency dual accredited
Intemal }'.fedical Residency (Categorical and Preliminary) dual accredited
Diagnostic Radiology Residency
General Strrgical Residency (Categorical and Preliminary)
PCOM Residents on site in Otorhinolaryngology, Orthopedic
SurgelY, and N eurosurgety

For /unher in,fomlation, contacr.
J. Harris Joseph, ~IED, DO,FACOS
Director, Osteopathic Medical Education

.1.5.0.0..I.ansdo.~me.A.\.·.enue
Darby, Pennsyh'ania 19023

A member o/Catholic Health Eas~
sponsored by the Sisters o/JJercy

610-237 -5060

ii 0 seph1?mercvhealth.org

wwv,·.mereyheal1h.org

I am so glad that I chose The
Reading Hospital and Medical
Center for my residency
experience. My educational and
conference experiences have
surpassed those at university
settings because of the one-onone contact I have with
attendings and physicians.
I like living here. It truly is a great
place to learn and still have a life!

1'---I

Dr. Perla Del-Pino White
Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine
2005 Graduate

Congratulations,
Graduates!
Be the Doctor
YOU Want to Be!
The Reading Hospital
and Medical Center
Graduate Medical Education
www.readinghospital.org

1-800-592-9943

D~.

Nicole L. Longo

Dearest Nicole,
As a little gfurl yon kID.ew what yomr mtmre was to become. Still, to this day we have the
picltmre yon drew whlle m pre-school showm.g yomrsellf as a doctor talkirng care of yomr
patient. That's the day yon told me yon wanted to be a doctor when you grew up.
Nicole, yon have foloowed yomr c:llJream with hard. work 311I1d. determmaUon. We are so
p:rond of yon alIld yomr accomplishments, yon are an mrnreilible danghter, sister, alIld
friend. May yon be blessed with contmned success and happmess always.

tONGRf\TULi\TIO~TS

TO YOU

Ju'fD TIm tulSS OF 2001
lYE LOVE 1rOUH
}l10}ll~

DJID &. GINA

o.....~,
It &~'-"" I'i~ ~&1tmJtllf ~ ~ lil'l'.....q fM-t tf'W'
f)ppl'i"'f)1t~M.&, tOOkdtltikq it 1hi& uHl& 1h~ ",qk-t pn1h t~"
tf9lL W~ held k~ dfMb-t 1h,& i& wktM ~ ~
&l(p~&~d ~ bt..
W~ wi&k ~ "'~k-t-lM.lA~d &l(U~M f)& ~ bt.q..... 1h~ k~X-t
phel&~ ~ 1hi& qMf)-t jfMItk~!f- J I.t&-t 1ttA1\~ k~
""f)fft1t wktM ~ ~, ~ jl.t&-t f) pk~k~ ...cdl' f)umtf.
W~ I'~~ ~ tut.d 00tt. &~ p1ttK.ld ~ ~!
r~M.q"f)-tI.tl'f)1t~M.&!

Rtllf, Efl'i~, Yitlkki, ~f), L.t~ tut.d I\ftl11lt~w

Atld~eC\ Sieg SYtlowiec,

D.O.

A ndrea,
We are p ro ud o f you an d all o f your
accomplishments an d w e are tllankful
that you are part of o ur fam ily . May God
tenderly care fo r you as you care for
others.
Bob, Ruthie, Mich ael, Becky, Bob by,
L eah , A n dy, Judi,
Noah , Emily, Ellie & Abbie

D~. Sa~ah

Uear Katy,
We are so proud of you for achieviHg your drea~ .
We love you so ~uch!
Love,
Mo~,

Stephi 6- Mo~

Mo~

Louise McTighe

Dear Sarah.
You were always an inquisitive, compassionate
and acaring child. These are the qualities that
will make you a great physician.
Congratulations on everything you have done so
well. We are so proud of you!
We wish you much happiness and success in life
and in your career as an internist and hospitalist.
With all our love,
Dad, Mom, Laura and all your family

3-+9

DI'.

Kil1'lbeJ'ly Rozcl1gGdcl1

Kil\t we are so proud of you. You accol\tplished your dreal\t and we
could not be happier for you. Your hard work and perseverance will
be an inspiration for Sara and you have shown her that you can do
anything if you put your I\tind to it.
We know you are going to be a great physician and this is just the
beginning of I\tany I\tore great accol\tplishl\tents in your I\tedical
career.
Congratulations Ur.

~ozengarten.

We love you so I\tuch.

Love,
G-abe and Sara

We are so very proud of you! We knew you could do
it! We love you! -Mom & Dad
There's "NO WAY" that you won't be the best
Doctor ever! -Missy & Dave
Good Luck! All your studying paid off. -Tim
Laura. Congratulations! We are so proud of you. We
wish luck. jOy. abd total success! -Peter. Karen &
Quinn

BIlly,

W6 2r6 00 V6ry

proua of youl

Dear Dipali,
Congratulations!
We are very proud of you and all your accomplishments.
Your strong will, hard work and determination have gotten
you where you are today. You're a caring and compassionate
person and will make an outstanding physician. We wish
you all the happiness in life.
With all our love,
Mom, Dad, Dei, Rinku and Raj

Lov6,
Mom,

Dav6, SM6

& Cor6Y

And wIll you eu~ Y6e, ind66d, Y6e
lnd66dI Nln6tY-6lght and thre.e. quart6re
r~rG6t1t ~ante6dl
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-Dr. 66uoe

Dr. Brittany Michele Mentzer

Dr. Brittany Michele Mentzer,
When you finished ninth grade Biology you wanted to be a doctor.
Four years later you graduated high school you wanted to be a
doctor. After four years of college you still wanted to be a doctor.
When you were accepted to Medical School you said four more
years and it seemed like such a long time. But here we are, today
you are a doctor because of your work ethic, intelligence and
determination. Your sensitivity, generosity and kind spirit will make
you an excellent caring physician. Our most heart felt
congratulations to both you and Dr. Douglas Stofko as you start
your professional medical careers and lives together.
All our love,
Mom, Dad and Mike
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Abington Memorial Hospital
congratulates
the Class of 2007.

!

•

1:111 Abington Memorial Hospital

__

1 ========================~---------------------- ~
Costandinos Tsagal'atos, D. 0 .1 3eremy Vincent W hite, D.O.
Dr. Costandinos Tsagaratos
A little wisdom from one Greek to
another:
"With purity and with holiness I will
pass my life and practice my Art." Hippocrates

Dear Jeremy,
As a little boy you were always aware that one day
you would become a doctor. Now your dream has
come true. Your accomplishments have truly made
your family proud. So, with this knowledge go forth
and take the greatest care of your patients and
yourself.
With the greatest love,
Mom, Dad and Jayme

We are so proud, Kosta. Many
successes in this most noble
Iprofession.
I

ILove,
IMom, Dad and Harry

Ncdcdie ElizC\beth

Lingenfelte~,

D.O.

Dr. Natalie Elizabeth Lingenfelter,

,

••
•

.

•

Natalie .. .from that intimidating
first day at nursery school to your
graduation from medical school
we all knew you could do it and
are so very proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Ian and Keith
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Kelly DOL\ghe~tyJ D.O.

Kelly Dougherty, DO
Our future pediatrician!
It seems wC",'C always known that this would
be your calling. t·1ay your love of children and
the joy you bring to others be returned to ~rou
each day
We love you and 'lie' re so proud.
t·10m, Dad. :'" "~~~Kevin and Erin
.~

_-t

3ol1athal1 C. J\Jachtigall, D.O.

Dear Jon,
We are so proud of you and your accomplishments. Over
the last few years your hard work, dedication and
perseverance has inspired us all. As a surgeon, may your
brain be guided by knowledge, your heart be guided by
compassion and your hands be guided by God.
With Love,
Mom & Dad, Vanna, Andy, Jeff, Brian, Suzzie, Mom & Dad
Kouvatsos, Peter, Tasha, and all the rest of your Family
and Friends

Alfrcdo L, Rabil1cs, D,O,

Dr. Nicole L. L ongo

Alfredo
Your father and I are so proud of all your
accomplishments. We always knew that
you would make your dream come true.
Your hard work, determination and love
for medicine have gotten you where you
are today. You are a born leader, so lead
the way and well be right behind you.
You are an amazing son and we wish you
nothing but the best in life and your new
journey as a doctor.
We love you ,
Mom & Dad

Lisa M. t-Iarris, D.O.

Dear Nicole,
We thank God for the lovely
and unique creation you are:
beautiful "inside and out,"
intelligent, determined and
caring.
Your graduation from
Villanova University was
special; graduating from
PCOM is over the top!

Congratulations lisa!

Congratulations to our
"Dr. Nicole."

May God continue to bless you as He has and show you
His favor as you become the greatest Doctor we know!

You have earned your
success and we wish you
every happiness.

We Love You To llie!
The Brownlee Family
Goson, Sonja, David, &fasmine)

Much Love,
Aunt Carol and Uncle George

Adam R. Paul, D.O.

Dr. Adam R. Paul,

M elissa D eWolf D.O.
It's a mother's greatest joy to watch as her child
makes her dreams come true. You have the
ability to focus your energy to achieve your
goals. The strength of character, spirit and
dedication you have are not only periect
ingrediants of a great doctor but of a great
woman too.
Love always, Mom

Ever since you were a young
boy you confidently told us
that you wanted to become a
doctor some day. With your
determination, hard work,
and undying spirit we never
doubted for a moment that
you would reach your dream.
We are so very proud of you!
Wishing you success and
happiness in your medical
career. Congratulations!
We love you!
Mom , Dad , & family
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Dr. Katie Sosnoski - C\iorgini
Katie,
Congratulations, We are so very proud of you. It
means so much to us to be able to be here to
see you accomplish your lifes dream. Thinking
back over th e years it is easy to feel sentimental
about the little girl you used to be, but its easier
to feel proud of the woman you have become.
We wish you success and happiness in all your
future endeavors.
We Love you,
Mam and Pop

Katie,
We are so very proud of your
accomplishments at PCOM. We
know you will make a great doctor.
We feel very lucky to have you in our
family. You are an incredible
daughter-in-law and we wish you
nothing but happiness in your life and
your career.
Love, Mom and Dad Giorgini

Katie,
I am so proud of all that you
have accomplished. Your
compassion and
thoughtfulness for others will
make you an outstanding
doctor. Every time I think I
can not be more proud of
you, you prove me wrong. I
am so blessed to have you in
my life.
Love always, Eric

Katie,
The years pass by and we
have seen you mature into a
wonderful young woman.
Though obstacles have come
your way you have always
found a way to overcome
them. With your determination
and strong will we have no
doubt that you will become a
very successful doctor. Daddy
is surely smiling down on you
from heaven. Having you for
a daughter has been one of
lifes greatest gifts. We are
very proud to be your family
and wish you every happiness
always.
Love, Mom Kandi and Michael

Nicole L. Longo, D.O.
Dear Nicole,
We are so very proud of you and all your
accomplishments.
We Love you,
Mary, John and Krista
Cindy Lee Finkelman, D.O.
We are so incredibly proud of our Dr. Cindy!
Love you, Elyse, David & the Kazam Family

Dr. Renee A. Caslow
Renee,
I love so many things about
you, but most of all your drive
and ambition. It is your
endless energy that keeps our
family together and motivated,
and has brought you to this
incredible accomplishment.
Maureen and I are very lucky to
have such an amazing mother
and wife.
I am so proud of you.
I Love You,

Ben

Dr. Sarah Noble

I

Sarah,
As you suffered and reveled in the ups
and downs of life, you have always set
the bar a little higher than most. Those
who set the bar high always attain
more than others even if they dont
reach the actual goal. In your case,
you never questioned whether you
would reach your goals and therefore
have soared even higher.
Congratulations, we are very proud of
you.
Love, Dad, Mom, Chris, Rufus and the
rest of your extended family.

Dr. Costanainos Tsagaratos
My Dear Kosta,
I remember the day you received your acceptance
letter to medical school and the joy it brought not
only to you, but to the entire family. Now, four
years later, we are overjoyed that you have done
so well and have achieved your goal. .. graduating
from medical school.
There are not enough words to express how proud
I am of all your accomplishments, determination,
hard work, and perseverance. I know your
compassion for life and for people will not only
make you a wonderful man, but also a great and
dedicated doctor. I look forward to what the future
holds for you and I am so proud to stand by your
side, as your best friend and wife.
May God bless you every step of your life.
I love you agori mou,
Christina

Congratulations Mom -you're the best! Thanks for your strength, dedication, tenderness and caring. We love you!
Emma and Rory

Three beginnings these ~orious times 06 and 07,
Miracleof life she enters your world and heart,
As parents you pyously discover this part of heaven,
Two med degrees are the third mentioned start,
Ailments numerous facing thee will flee in fear,
So, with health and family gJ forth with great cheer.

You have all the hallmarks of a doctor com~on, dedication, and a cheerful
willingness to serve as the unoffidal
medical advisor of everyone in your
extended family. We wish you all the
best in your career!
Now, whats wrong with my ankle?
Phil

Chelle,
Our memories wonderful,
Our love unconditional,
Our pride omniscient,

Dad & Mum

Michelle Priscilla Currier, 3.D., D.O.
Tara Budi~etz, D.O.

Dr.

3e~~ifer A~~e

We are very proud of all
your accomplishments.
Your strong will, hard
work, and
determination have
gotten you where you
are today. You will
make an outstanding
Physician.
Tara,
Since we met, we've been inseparable! Except for those tests,
studying, rotations, tests , studying , rotations ... you get the point.
Well, it all paid off and you have accomplished what you set out to
do since you were a little girl. .. become a Doctor! You are a true
inspiration to me and I am so proud of you. I am truly honored to
be yours and you mine, and I look forward to one day having my
Angel with me forever! Congratulations!
! love you!

Congratulations
Jennifer! You are our
inspiration!
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Heather,
Eddie, Tommy,
Pop-Pop, Paulie, and
Brian

Cooke

Lisa M. t-Iarris, D.O.

Congratulations Dr. Lisa,
You have been the wife that I have always dreamed of, the daughter
that my parents always wanted, and by graduation, you will be the
mother our son will always love and cherish.
My family and I are so proud and excited that you have reached your
goal of becoming a physician. But most of all, we are just happy that
you have come into our lives.
Keep being beautiful
Keep being brave
Keep being loving
And keep God first.
With all of our love,
Your husband, your son, and your in-laws
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Dr. Cherie M. LCUl1b
My Granddaughter,
God has smiled on you! You have come a long w ay
from the little girl singing No More Cucamonga with
Grandpa-pa; to a young woman accepting Jesus as
Lord in her life. You decided early in life you wanted
to make a difference. Your time has rome and 1'm
: very pleased with you. Let your perseverance and
dedication be the foundation to build on as you
. commit to help others. God has truly smiled on you
and Grandma-rna wants to applaud you for the
achievement in your life. I pray for your success in
. your endeavors as you continue to make a difference
I in other people's lives.

! W ith Jove,
Grandma-rna
In Memory of Grandpa-pa

Dear Sister,
Congratulations. I knew you rould do it. Since we were
younger, you set a standard and have been a good role
modeL All the best to you.
REGGIE
Dr. Cherie M. Lamb
We are all so proud of you and
your accomplishments in
completing your studies at
PCOM. As you face postgraduate work remember your
family, ' your team' ,vill be
cheering you on.

Congratulations,
Dr. Cherie Lamb.
You have come a long
way to get 'where you are
today. Take a moment
and rcvcl in your victory.
Tomorrow the journey
continues. Keep your
eyes, nUnd. and drive
pointed towards your
destination.
We are proud of you and
grateful to have taken
this trip with you along
the way.

Mom and Dad

"First say to yourself
what you would be; and
then do what you have
to do." Epictetus

We remember when you
were in 6tll grade and you
stated you wanted to be a
doctor. Wow, how time
has flown since that time
and those stated words.
Looks like your dreams
have come true. May
God take care of you as
you take care of others.
CONGRATULATIONS
Class of 2007!

Lisa M. Masciantonio J D.O
Dear Lisa,
Your long journey is finally over. We hope you
look back on it with as much pride in yourself
as we have had in you. Because of your kind
and gentle nature, you will be a caring and
compassionate doctor. Your motivation and
drive has helped make you the person you are
today. You have a great future ahead of you
and so it is with much pride and admiration we
say "Congratulations Dr. Masciantonio.
II

Love,
Mom, Dad, Laura, Scott, Kim, Katherine, Jeff,
Kim, Kristina, and Nicholas

Costc\t1dinos

K. Tsagaf'atos, D.O.

A wonderful, compassionate child, with an inquisitive mind and an
incredible light that continues to shine in your eyes, your laughter filled
our home and our hearts. We all became better people because of you.
Who knew,back then, a child so longed for, who was carried so
carefully, would grow into a young man who would tenderly hold his
father as he fell asleep into the Lord.
I am so proud of the man you have become and the path you have
chosen. I know that if you keep your childlike inquisitiveness and your
empathy intact, and combine it with the knowledge you've gained, you
are going to be a great doctor. May God continue to bless you, fortify
and guide you as you go out into the world. You personify utter joy, and
are the best expression of love any family could know.
Congratulations!
With much love and pride
Mom
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Cc\l'l'ie-At1l'1 BegnC\ud} D.O.
Dr. Carrie,
Although I do not have "total recall" it is easy
for me to remember that you've always had a
major impact on my life. Now, being as
special as you are, it is certain you will be
affecting many lives with your care. I can still
feel more fortunate than most, however,
because in addition to now being able to
receive your care, I can always call you my
big sister. I'm proud of you and love you very
much. I will always admire my Dr. Carrie.
Love,
Jeff
Carrie,
After being a student for 21 years, you have
finally come to the light at the end of the
tunnel! I am so proud of you and all of your
hard work and dedication. You are going to
be the best doctor ever! Now I can probably
get free colonoscopies done!
Congratulations! I love you.
Love,
Michelle

Carrie-Ann,
We knew from the very beginning that you
were a very special person destined for
great things. You are already well on your
way, and we are very fortunate and proud to
have you for a Daughter. We wish you the
very best in everything you do, and we love
you more than you could ever imagine.
Congratulations on this very special day.
Love, Mom & Dad

Carrie,
CONGRATULATIONS! Your graduation is
finally here. I just wanted you to know that I
am proud of you. I knew you could do it.
Now you can take care of me! I love you
very much.
Love,
Erin

MCHAJAa
."

Dunfey, D.O.

~

Congratulations! !
Dear Alvin,
I am ecstatic and
very proud of you.
Love,
Mom
smiling with Dad and
Penny

Dr. Kristen A. S emC\nision

Congratulations on all of
your accomplishments!
We are very proud !!
Have the compassion in
your future medical career
that you1ve demonstrated
in past achievements.
Show that smile and
never change your
positive personality.
Remember, our greatest
glory is not in never
falling, but in rising every
time we fall.
Love Mom, Dad, and
Matthew.

Mabruk! Dr. Rehab Tabchi ,
To our beloved daughter and sister,
From the time of your birth as a small tiny girl until now, you
have flourished into a beautiful young woman. Your entire life,
you have always said you wanted to help people. After many
long years of working very hard to reach your dreams, with
God's grace, you finally made it. You accomplished what you
set out to do as a child. You closed a chapter in your life only
to open a new one. We pray that our Lord be with you as you
continue along your path. We love you very much , Rehab, and
we are very proud of you.
With love,
Your parents, sis and bro

Congratulations to Elizabeth WhiteFricker from your family!
Mom and Dad, Ruth, Barley and
Burke, Laura and Ben and Merritt
and especially Phil!

Casey L. Beddet'J D.O.

Casey,
We are so happy to have a
doctor in the family!
Congratulations on this very
important milestone. We are
very proud of you and wish
you tremendous success in
your practice!
Love from all of us,
Dad, Vickie,
Carrie, 8rian and Michael

From the Editor's Desk..
To the D.O. Class of 2007:
CongrJtuldtions Jnd best wishes in residency Jnd beyond! We did it_doctors!
To the Office of Student Affairs (esJXriily Tim, Bernice, IXnise, Megan arrl Meshonea):
Tlklnk you for hJving Jll of the Jnswers. This book would not be finished
without your support, pJtience Jnd help.

PhR Klein:
ThJnk you for Jll of your help, pJtience, flexibility Jnd extensions of deJdlines_
1v\aryAnn, N\adeera and Pam:
You guys Jre the best Jnd we feel very forturute to l1Jve hdd your help Jnd
friendship! You JIT JIl1dzing co-chiefs!
Jen Dwyer:
Best of luck next yeJr! We think you Jre Jlllc1zing Jnd the Cldss of 200 S is
lucky to hdve you. We cJnnot tlklnk you enough for Jll of your hdrd work.

Best Wishes,
Christie Hilton Jnd useI' Bedder
D.O. Cldss of 200 7
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